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VOLUME 38 MAGAZ INE 
FALL 1996 
ALSO INSIDE 
Integrating Learning and Living 
High Ter,h Investment Fever 
N U MB E R 4 
EDITOR'S NOTE 
T 
his fall, 1,072 freshman began what, for many, will be a lifelong relationship with SCU. The 
young men and women of the Class of 2000 arrived on campus with carloads of clothes, computer 
equipment, and hopes for the future (page 4). Many new things await them: new friends, a 
redesigned campus, even a new Core Curriculum. When they graduate, the eyes of the nation will be on them 
as they launch a new century. Bue their experience at SCU will also be steeped in tradition, a tradition of 
commitment to the University that has been shared by alumni for nearly 150 years. 
Jim Jennings '30 Q.D. '32) represents the best of chat tradition. As our profile of Jennings details (page 
24), his devotion to Santa Clara stretches back more than 60 years to the days when the entire student body 
(350 men) gathered for yell practice before football games. At 87, Jennings is still involved with SCU as a 
volunteer for the Athletics Department. He has cut back on some of his on-the-road volunteer activities, bur 
he still travels with the men's basketball and women's volleyball reams. 
When asked to describe the generations of SCU alumni he has known, Jennings uses the word loyal more 
than any other. And his observation rings true. Though remarkable, Jennings' loyalty to his alma mater is not 
unique among SCU grads. It's a tradition we can expect will continue into the 21st century. 
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On Aug. 28, 1883, at Otay Mesa near San Diego, a 
glider left the surface of the 
earth and soared into the air-
the first manned, controlled 
flight of a heavier-than-air 
machine in history. At the con-
trols was John Joseph Mont-
gomery, 25, designer and 
builder of the fragile craft, who 
later became a professor of 
physics at Santa Clara University. 
Montgomery's achievement 
was honored this spring when 
his glider was designated an 
international historic mechani-
cal engineering landmark by 
the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers. 
Montgomery's original glid-
er was destroyed in a flood in 
1915, but his hand-drawn 
plans survived and were found 
almost 50 years later. Based on 
those drawings, a replica of the 
glider was built by Ace and 
Judy Campbell. It is currently 
on loan to the Hiller Aircraft 
Museum, which will build a 






Santa Clara University is putting the final touches 
on plans for a new performing 
arts complex targeted for com-
pletion at the start of the 
1997-98 school year. As the 
magazine goes to press, Archi-
tectural Services is securing 
approval from the city of Santa 
Clara Planning Department. 
Subject to final approval by the 
University Board of Trustees, 
groundbreaking should be in 
November. 
The complex, to be erected 
on the site of the Mayer Theatre 
parking lot, will accommodate 
the Dance Program 
and the Music De-
partment, which 
are now housed in 
an old warehouse. 
Featured in the 
plans is a 250-seat 
recital hall, which 
can also serve as a 
remote sire for TV 
viewing of Mayer 
Theatre events. 
The complex will 
include two dance 
studios, a rehearsal hall, a com-
puter lab for musicians, class-
rooms, and offices. 
When Music and Dance 
move from their current site, 
that building will be taken over 
by Facilities, Mailing Services, 
Purchasing, Shipping and 
Receiving, and Copy Services. 
In fact, the impetus for the new 
complex was the need to 
replace the building on the El 
Camino that has housed those 
departments , according to 
University Architect Don 
Akerland. 
That building suffered 
structural damage during 
the Loma Prieta 
earthquake; and, J 
though the most i 
pressing problems d 
were repaired, 
structural upgrades 
were needed if the 
University want-
ed to continue 
using the facility. 
"We thought it 
might be best to 
construct a new 
academic build-
Pia Moriarty 
ing and then move the other 
departments into the old music 
and dance building," Akerland 
said. 
The $6.4 million structure 
will be paid for through fund 
raising and a bond issue, 
according to Robert Warren , 
vice president for administra-
tion and finance. 
"The University is currently 
engaged in a campaign to raise 
$2 million toward the construc-
tion of the building," said 
Cynthia Pelton, director of 
major gifts for the performing 
arts complex. 
NEW HEAD FOR THE 
EASTSIDE PROJECT 
The University's Easrside Project, an academic sup-
port program that allows stu-
dents to integrate community-
based learning with classroom 
curriculum, has a new director, 
Pia Moriarty, who holds a joint 
position as assistant professor of 
education in graduate educa-
tion and liberal studies. 
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The program places more 
than 500 students each quarter 
in 30 San Jose community agen-
cies, not, Moriarty stresses, as 
charity volunteers 
but as students of 
the community. 
"The learning can 
and does trans-
form students as 
they come ro know 
people whose lives 
are very different 




her a perfect fir 
for the Eastside Project. Her 
social justice research and activ-
mes include directing the 
parish-based peace education 
program of the Commission on 
Social Justice for the Archdio-
cese of San Francisco. She has 
also directed field education for 
the Franciscan School at the 
Graduate Theological Union, 
Berkeley. Before coming to 
SCU, she taught at Stanford 
University. 
Moriarty replaces William 
Wood, S.J ., who directed the 
Easrside project for 3!/2 years. 
Wood will devote his time to 
completing a book, tentatively 
tided "God and the Greening 
of Justice." 
"Under Bill 's thoughtful and 
inspiring direction, the Eastside 
Project matured into a fully 
institutionalized academic pro-
gram that has won national 
acclaim and will be the subject 
of a chapter in a forthcoming 
book on experiential educa-
tion," said Vice President for 
Academic Affairs Stephen Pri-
vett, S.J. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY , 
SANTA CLARA 
REVIEW 
The Santa Clara Review, the oldest university liter-
ary magazine west of the 
Mississippi River, celebrates its 
125th anniversary with a spe-
cial winter 1997 issue devoted 
co work by SCU faculty, stu-
dents, alumni, and friends . 
The magazine will include a 
work by Ron Hansen M.A. 
'95, Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
S.J., Professor of English and 
author of "Atticus" (Harper-
Collins, 1996); Francisco 
Jimenez, professor of modern { 
languages and author of "The ~ 
Circuit: Srories From the Life 
of a Migrant Child" (University 
of New Mexico Press, forth-
coming); and Review advisor 
Ed Kleinschmidt, associate pro-
fessor of English and author of 
"First Language" (University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1990). For 
information on how ro receive a 
copy of the special issue, call 
408-5 54-4484. 
I.M . CEDRIC 
SUSETTE 
A ssociate Professor of Modern Languages Cedric 
Buserce, 61, died of cancer on 
0cc. 4. Busette, who had 
caught Spanish at Santa Clara 
since 1981 , was chair of the 
Modern Languages Depart-
ment in 1986 and associate 
dean for student academic 
affairs and assessment in the 
College of Arcs and Sciences 
from 1990 through 1992. 
A native ofTrinidad, Busette 
was remembered by his friend 
and colleague Modern Languages 
Professor Francisco Jimenez as 
"a very effective, caring reacher 
who always had the best inter-
ests of his students at heart. He 
was not interested in just teach-
ing che subject matter. More 
SANTA CLARA TODAY 
importantly, he was concerned 
with the development of the 
student as a whole person." 
Busecce's scholarly work 
includes cwo books: "Obra 
dramatica de Garcia Lorca: The 
Dramatic Works of Garcia 
Lorca'' (Las Americas, 1971) 
and "La familia de Pascual 
Duarte and El tune!: Corre-
spondences and Divergencies in 
the Exercise of Craft" (Univer-
sity Press of America, 1994). 
Busette is survived by his 
wife, Ella, and three grown 





This summer, the entire first floor of Bannan Hall 
was gutted co make way for five 
new, high tech, law classrooms. 
AJl student desks and instructor 
podiums were outfitted as 
workstations with data ports 
and laprop PC hookup outlets. 
With the new workstations, 
classes have access to the 
Internee and che Lexis-Nexis 
database service, which will 
"engage students in interactive 
multimedia education," accord-
ing to Deirdre Shipstead, law 
school director of alumni and 
development. 
Material on the computers 
can also be broadcast on large 
screens in the classrooms. In 
addition, all the classrooms are 
cabled and interconnected so 
they can take broadcast feeds 
from off site. Acoustics in che 
large classrooms, which hold 
130 students, have been 
improved. 
The remodel also created a 
seminar room, a facility the 
School of Law had not had pre-
viously. AJI the rooms received 
new carpeting and furniture. 
The $1.7 million project 
will be paid for by tuition 
reserves, gifts, and pledges, 
according to law school Dean 
Mack Player. Among ocher 
donors, 23 members of the 
School of Law Board ofVisitors 
have pledged gifts to the proj-
ect, Shipstead said. 
COURTS AND THE 
MASS MEDIA 
Chief Justice of the California Supreme Court 
Ronald George, Menendez trial 
defense attorney Leslie Abram-
son, and talk show hose 
Geraldo Rivera are just a few of 
the participants in the confer-
ence "Courts and the Mass 
Media: The Ethical Issues," 
scheduled for Jan. 24-25 m 
Mayer Theatre. 
Sponsored by the 
Markkula Center 
for Applied Ethics 
and the SCU 
School of Law, the 
conference will 
. . 
exam me quesnons 
such as What is the 
appropriate role of the 
media within the jus-
tice system? and To 
what extent can participants in 
high-profile cases be guided by 
ethical principles and standards 
in their public comments? 
Conference presenters and 
panelists include Johnnie Coch-
ran, lead defense attorney, 0 .J. 
Simpson trial; Laurie Levenson, 
associate dean, Loyola Law 
fALL 1996 
School; Newton Minow, for-
mer chair, Federal Communi-
cations Commission; Robert 
Drinan, S.J., former U.S. 
congressperson; and Michael 
Tigar, defense attorney, Okla-
homa City bombing trial. 
University representatives 
include Thomas Shanks, S.J., 
executive director, Markkula 
Center; Gerald F. Uelmen, pro-
fessor, School of Law; and 
Margaret Russell, professor, 
School of Law. 
Continuing Legal Educa-
tion credits are available from 
che conference, which costs 
$200. Call 408-554-5319. 
IN GOOD COMPANY 
If you had read Company, the quarterly magazine of the 
Society of Jesus, in the past 
year, you could have learned 
about Jesuit artists, Guate-
malan housing problems, or 
Eskimo mask dancing-all 
examples of the publication's 
focus on what Jesuits and their 
colleagues, lay and religious, are 
doing in a mulcitude of min-
iseries around che world. 
The 32-page quarterly, start-
ed in 1983, also features pho-
tographs and biographies of 
chose who 
join the soci-





is yours for 
che asking. 
To start re-
ceiving it at no charge, just 
write co Company, 3441 N. 
Ashland Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
60657. You can also call coll 
free (800-955-5538), fax (312-
281-2667), or e-mail (compa-
nymag@luc.edu). And visit 
Company's home page at 





THE CLASS OF 
There is always one moment in childhood when the door opens and lets the future in. 
-Graham Greene 
BY CHRISTINE COURARD ' 97 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY CHARLES BARRY 
Ar Santa Clara University, rhe future is here. And rhe arrival of rhe Class of 2000 brings marked changes co SCU. Not only does the class represent rhe largest in rhe 
University's hiscory (1,072) bur ir also launches rhe newly redesigned Santa Clara Core 
Curriculum, which all students must fulfill ro graduate. After four years of University-wide 
discussion and contribution, the curriculum was restructured co combine traditional 
strengths (religious studies, Western culture, composition, ethics, math, natural and social 
sciences, and foreign language) with an added emphasis on curricular integration, U.S. and 
world cultures, and technology. 
Who are the individuals raking on the newest University program? The numbers tell us 
that, collectively, they have an average high-school GPA of 3.46 and are 37 percent minori-
ties, 31 percent from our of stare, and almost evenly divided between men and women. Bur 
these statistics do nor define rhe Class of 2000. On the following pages, we look beyo nd 
the numbers and offer small glimpses into rhe lives of five freshmen who may stand as 
representatives of SCU's first class of rhe 21st century. 
Background Photo: Twins Renee and Brendan Bourdage make Santa Clara University their new home. 
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JAVIER BENAVIDEZ, a political science maJor from 
Albuquerque, N.M. , says he came to Santa Clara "looking for a well-rounded program 
with an emphasis on the Jesuit philosophy-the focus on working hard for the communi-
ty. " A quick glance at his high-school record reveals that his interest in serving the public 
is not new. His work with programs such as Student Outreach, El Puente Raza Youth 
Leadership Institute, and the National Hispanic Institute's Lorenzo de Zavala Youth 
Legislative Sessions led local officials to select Javier to represent the youth of New Mexico 
during a presidential visit to the state. 
For Javier, the encounter with Bill Clinton was heartening: "I realized [Clinton] 1s a 
human being, just like us," he says. "Kids need to realize that they have the same potential 
within them as he did, regardless of where they come from. What's important is what's in 
their hearts." 
Javier has begun bringing this message to local kids through his involvement in SCU's 
Eastside Project, where he mentors children as part of his course work (above). 
"President Clinton had a dream when he was young," Javier says. "He worked hard and 
got where he is-anyone else can, too." 
And where does Javier want to go? Back to Albuquerque to become mayor ·and a part-
ner in community service with his twin brother, Mario, whom he credits as his inspiration. 
"I know I belong in Albuquerque, working with him for the community," Javier says. 
FA LL 1 996 5 
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LO AN DINH says her high school's magnet program inspired her to 
attend Santa Clara. "In the teaching academy at Independence in San Jose, most of the 
teachers were from SCU. I liked them, and they seemed to know a lot." 
Today, Loan is part of the University's new Eastside Future Teachers Project, which pro-
vides scholarships for students from East San Jose who demonstrate an interest in teaching. 
She says, had it not been for the program, she might not have been able to come to SCU, 
let alone join her classmates in the dorms. "According to Vietnamese tradition, girls stay at 
home until they marry," Loan explains. "But when housing was included in the scholar-
ship, my mother agreed to let me stay on campus." 
Loan lives in the Graham residence complex and is part of the Freshman Residential 
Community, a program in which students integrate living and learning by rooming and 
taking core classes together. Though she is enjoying her experience at SCU, Loan does miss 
her home culture: "There are not very many Vietnamese students on campus, but I guess 
it's all about sharing cultures. And the students are much friendlier than I expected." 
The youngest of 11 children, Loan says she admires the success of her parents and sibling~. 
Despite the fact that her parents' educational opportunities were limited in Vietnam, all their 
children have gone to college. "My brothers and sisters have been great role models," she says. 
Once she receives her credential, Loan hopes to teach elementary school and later earn 
a master's or doctorate in educational administration. Her ultimate goal is to become a 
school principal. 
SAN TA CLAHA MAGAZ I NE 
MICHAEL MELLING, acorn-
purer engineering major from Tauranga, New Zealand, is the 
newest addition to the University's golf team. Michael first 
began playing the sport as a child when his father took him 
along on trips to the golf course, but his interest grew more 
serious with age. 
It was while at golf camp at Arizona State University that 
Michael first heard of SCU. "They passed out pamphlets list-
ing universities with golf teams, and I was looking for some-
thing small," he says. "I wouldn't feel comfortable in a larger 
school." 
As part of the 3 percent of the student body who make up 
SCU's international community, how is Michael adapting to 
being so far away from home? Well, other than growing tired 
of being told to "say something," he's doing pretty well, 
thanks: "People are friendly here; they say hello when they see 
you. In New Zealand, people walk right past you." 
Michael (shown eyeing some equipment in an engineering 
lab and during golf practice) also says the professors are "more 
charismatic than I expected. They all seem enthusiastic about 
teaching." 
That enthusiasm is just what Michael feels he needs after 
spending almost a year out of school. Because of the reversal of 
the seasons from the Southern to the Northern Hemisphere, 
Michael's academic schedule has been thrown off. He has been 
careful not to waste his time, however. He spent the months 
between high-school graduation and orientation at SCU work-
ing for his father, a customs broker. "I got to meet lots of dif-
ferent people," he says. "It just makes me sad that I won't see 
another summer for four years ." 
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JULIE BROWN is a practiced athlete in an unusual sport among col-
lege students. An accomplished equestrian, Julie competed in five national finals on the East 
Coast this fall. After the competitions, however, Julie (photographed above during a horse 
show) plans on taking some time off from riding. "For now, I want to concentrate on school," 
she says. ''I'm worried about choosing a major-that's the biggest concern right now." 
Despite that worry, Julie laughs as she describes one of her first encounters after deciding 
to come to SCU. "Just a few days later, my mom and I bumped into my first riding coach. 
It turns out that she's an SCU alumna. Ir was like I was influenced from the beginning." 
And Julie is excited about the people she has met during her first months at SCU. "I 
was really nervous about starting, but everyone's been so nice," says Julie (pictured front 
right getting information from a student assistant about LINC, which provides residence 
hall rooms with access to the Internet, e-mail, SCU's library catalog, and other online 
resources). "I've got a great roommate, and people in the dorms are so close." 
Julie, who attended a small Pasadena high school, says she'd like to become involved in 
social programs on campus: "I did mostly riding in high school. It took up a lot of my 
time .... Now I want to be more a part of the college experience-maybe pledge a sorority 
or join some of the clubs." 
S A N TA C LARA MAG A ZI N E 
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If you could choose one word to describe . _ .1 ;_, C, ·· ~.. .l. . • ~.1 ff·.:J ju-9 _'..i .J it 
would be determined. " I need to resist the freshman urge to party all dl time," sfs di{ mechanical engi-
neering major (photographed lying next to a student experimental vehicle). 'Tm r/ot goin_g to let anything 
stop me from being an engineer." I-le beams as he describes the advances being made in aerospace technolo-
gy, his area of interest: 'Tm fascinated by the new spacecraft and jet planes they're making today. I'd love to 
be a part of that improvement." Joey is careful to point out, however, that his interest lies in exploration, not 
weapons. 
Another of Joey's loves is travel. He recalls a trip to Cermany during high school: "It was a wonderful expe-
rience for me. Maybe later, I'll get a chance to go back. I wouldn't mind working there for a little while." 
For now, Joey is concentrating on his time at SCU. So far, he likes what he sees. "The professors seem to 
have a passion for teaching and encouraging students to succeed," he says, adding that he hopes his hectic 
academic schedule will allow time for extracurricu lar activities. "The engineering program is pretty busy. If I 
can, I'd like to look int() SCCAP and the radio station .... But, above al l, I want to focus on studying." 
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A COMMUNITY OF 
SCHOLARS FOR 
THE COMMON GOOD 
Unique gifts of students, f acuity, staff, and alumni advance 
University efforts to integrate learning and living. 
BY PAUL LOCATELLI , S . J ., ' 60 
W hat sore of community are we at Santa Clara? I chink of a commu-
nity as a group of persons with a common 
goal who act together to achieve it. The cen-
tral goal chat unites all our efforcs at Santa 
Clara is student learning. That purpose 
defines what kind of community we are. 
Many ocher universities serve different 
purposes; for example, to teach job skills, to 
foster pure research, or to serve the needs of 
a specific industry, such as agriculture. 
Some universities develop particular com-
munities committed to one of chose goals. 
And many universities never become 
communities at all because they lack a 
defining purpose. 
Santa Clara is a community drawing on 
the lgnatian tradition of Christian human-
ism. We believe in integrating learning with 
living so chat our students become women 
and men of competence, conscience, and 
compassion. That demanding ideal makes 
us a distinctive community and a distinc-
tive university: a community of scholars. 
10 
The community of scholars arises from 
the face chat learning is a common, not a 
private, good because it is a value we all 
share and a goal we have decided co pursue 
together. 
Santa Clara's community recognizes chat 
students, faculty, staff, and alumni have a 
variety of gifts and abilities chat contribute 
to the common project of intellectual 
inquiry and learning. 
SC I IOLAHS 
FOSTERI~C LEAR..'\JLNG 
Santa Clara is a community of scholars led by a distinctive 
type of faculty whom I call 
teaching scholars. They chal-
lenge the assumptions of the 
teaching and research model, 
which has dominated American 
universities since they adopted 
the German university system 
at the end of the past century.-
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Under that model, research produced 
knowledge while teaching transmitted it to 
the unlearned. Research was rewarded by 
recognition in the professional guilds while 
teaching paid the rent. 
I see this dichotomy as artificial. Vital 
university faculty are committed to a life of 
learning, of intellectual inquiry and disci-
plined expression. They have a calling to be 
scholars, which goes beyond career or 
profession. Professor and author Robert 
Bellah distinguishes between job, career, 
and calling. While a job is just work to earn 
a living, a career involves a commitment 
that shapes a way of life. A calling goes 
beyond the self-interest of career to a com-
mitment to the common good. 
A teaching scholar has a calling that is 
rooted in the love of learning. It means 
being thoroughly professional about one's 
work without being defined by the career 
expectations of the professional guild or 
imprisoned in narrow specialization. 
In many universities, researchers are 
often rewarded by being freed from obliga-
tions to regular teaching and university 
service. Those who can, write; chose who 
can't, teach and go to committee meetings. 
Bue the best of our teaching scholars have 
taken a different course: Many of our most 
brilliant and recognized scholars are also 
our finest teachers and most generous 
"good citizens" in university service. 
Santa Clara has been blessed with teach-
ing scholars since its founding: from the 
early Jesuit scientists who came from 
Europe and John Montgomery with his 
experiments of controlled flight at the turn 
of the century, to Father Austin Fagothey, 
who sparked the ethical awareness and 
intellectual sophistication of Santa Clarans 
for almost 40 years. Father Fagothey was 
nationally recognized for his writings on 
ethics and respected as a superb teacher and 
an outstanding University citizen-and he 
did parish work on weekends as well. 
Like their predecessors, our current fac-
ulty combine the best of teaching and 
scholarship. 
F'ALL 1996 
SC I lOLAHS 
CHEATING COMMUNITY 
~v That central attributes do our past 
W and present teaching scholars 
have in common? 
To address chis question, I'd like to draw 
from the lace Ernest Boyer's work in which 
he presents four interrelated dimensions to 
scholarship-namely, the scholarship of 
discovery, integration, application, and 
teaching. 
His implicit assumption is that every 
form of scholarship creates community and 
leads to enhanced learning. However, I will 
put a Santa Clara twist on chis inter-
pretation. 
The scholarship of discovery advances 
knowledge and enhances the intellectual 
climate of a university. By generating new 
knowledge, a university is charged with an 
energy and purpose chat keeps it from 
being a mere retailer of established ideas. 
Santa Clara is committed to the propo-
sition that the mind's search for truth can-
not be confined to empirical reality. That 
search needs to stretch to the moral, ethical, 
and spiritual realities that give meaning to 
the here and now. We build a bridge to the 
community of the future by drawing wisely 
on the extended community that speaks 
through history and tradition. 
11 
The scholarship of integration makes 
connections across disciplines and places 
the specialty in a larger context. Scholarly 
collaboration among peers and students 
can give meaning to the education of the 
whole person. It pushes us to rise above the 
boxes of overspecialized disciplines and 
further creates a learning environment chat, 
as our goals state, "integrace[s] rigorous 
inquiry, creative imagination, reflective 
engagement with society, and a commit-
ment to fashioning a more humane and just 
world." 
The scholarship of application applies 
knowledge to compelling problems in the 
community. It challenges the academy by 
forcing it to look at injustice, indifference, 
and human suffering chat fracture the 
human community as well as the values 
chat humanize culture. And, it inspires an 
inter-religious dialogue leading to respect 
among people of all faiths. 
Santa Clara's culture and intellectual life. 
By generously giving of their time, talents, 
and resources through programs such as 
Back to the Classroom and Alumni for 
Others, they advance our purpose. 
A number of our supporters are not 
alumni but have been attracted to the 
vision and promise of Santa Clara. A sur-
prising number of leaders in Silicon Valley 
and cities such as San Francisco, Los 
Angeles, and Seattle have made the 
University their honorary alma mater. 
These supporters appreciate the Jesuit 
tradition of education, which integrates 
learning with life, which asks how scholar-
ship can have consequences for a life of 
faith and a society of!ove and justice. These 
honorary alums are bringing the values of 
our community into boardrooms, news-
rooms, courts, hospitals, and homes-just 
as our roughly 50,000 graduates have been 
doing for generations. 
How our graduates live and contribute to their various 
communities, how justly and humanely they act toward 
others-especially those who are most fragile and neglected in 
our society-will redound to us. 
And, last, the scholarship of teaching 
creates a unique community of faculty and 
students where they meet in the great con-
versation between generations. Faculty with 
a deep love oflearning will awaken in most 
students the passion for lifelong learning 
and creativity. They will communicate and 
move to develop chose habits of mind and 
heart that build community: civility in dis-
course, courage in standing for the truth, 
tolerance with diversity, respect for belief, 




Alumni, parents, and friends become active members of the community of 
scholars when they participate in the 
University's learning environment. By 
attending lectures, concerts, art exhibits, 
plays, and sporting events, they add to 
12 
Over their lifetimes, our graduates will 
reflect the best-or the worst-of their 
Santa Clara education. How they live and 
contribute to their various communities, 
how justly and humanely they act toward 
others-especially those who are most 
fragile and neglected in our society-will 
redound to us. Remember, our alumni were 
once our students. 
STUDENTS LEARNING 
FOR CITIZENSHIP 
F or more than 145 years, Santa Clara has nourished and challenged stu-
dents from many places and cultures-
from the Californio and European families 
who sent their sons to Santa Clara in its 
early years to the women who shattered tra-
dition in 1961; from World War II veterans 
to the many races and cultures who are 
entering Santa Clara today. 
Every generation of students has new 
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questions for its teachers, which will shake 
up the accepted ways of doing things and 
demand fresh ideas for new problems. 
Twenty years ago, students were eager to 
challenge the university; but today one 
hears that too many undergraduates will 
not speak up for what they believe. 
One of the greatest challenges to being a 
community of scholars is the muted voices 
of our students. No conversation between 
the generations can occur if only one side is 
speaking. Do students stifle the deeper ques-
tions and treat their years in college only as 
preparation for a career? How do we create 
the space for genuine intellectual communi-
ty to develop among students so that ideas 
are not quarantined in the· classroom? 
We have to encourage the students of 
the '90s not only to get a job but also to get 
a life-to seek not only work but also their 
own calling. The anxious pursuit of private 
goods can obliterate any interest in the 
common good of society. The messages our 
students hear from so many different 
sources engender fear and evoke defensive 
reactions, even racism and sexism. These 
reactions stifle the generosity of spirit that 
should welcome others for what they offer, 
rather than repel them for what they threat-
en. Our community must prepare these 
students for the communities of society 
into which they will enter. 
When we declare that we are preparing 
students to assume leadership roles in soci-
ety, we are saying something about our-
selves but more about our Catholic and 
Jesuit education and our graduates. 
The measure of our success will be the 
extent to which Santa Clara graduates act as 
men and women of competence, con-
science, and compassion. That success is 
not found just in the knowledge acquired 
but in how well our graduates use their 
knowledge and talents to build up the com-
mon good for the greater glory of God. The 
ultimate validation of a Santa Clara educa-
tion is not a diploma but a life well-lived 
with and for others. 
This understanding puts students as 
future citizens at center stage, with the 
horizon beyond commencement to citizen-
ship in the 21st-century global village. 0 
Paul Locatelli, S.J, '60 is University presi-
dent. This article was excerpted from his 1996 






of high tech 
investing: 
Coming 
out on top. 
NIGHTS 
BY THERESE POLETTI '8 1 
A re you one of many wanna-be investors, sitting on the sidelines, wish-ing you had taken part in the 1995 gold rush in technology stocks? Or 
has the stock market's 1996 roller coaster ride scared you off? 
Investing in technology stocks conjures up contradictory financial visions. On 
the one side are dreams of the fast money made in hot initial public offerings such 
as that of Netscape Communications Corp., which turned Marc Andreessen, the 
start-up company's 25-year-old co-founder, into a billionaire. On the flip side are 
the nightmarish, sudden giant drops, which normally occur in upstart stocks 
where growth expectations have become too high but this year afflicted technol-
ogy stalwarts like Hewlett-Packard Co., IBM, and Motorola Inc. 
In 1996, trading room screens were covered with red as entire sectors tumbled 
along with these blue chip market leaders, and Wall Street rraders reached for 
bottles of Mylanta as they barked sell orders across the floor. 
Faced with such a volatile U.S. stock market, particularly in the technology 
sector, what is an investor to do? 
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r's not as easy as 1995 made it look. If you "I invested in a tech stock, it went up," says 
Lise Buyer, a vice president at Baltimore-based T. 
Rowe Price Associates, which runs one of the best 
performing, large science and technology funds. 
"Long term, technology is extremely promising; 
but short term, it's volatile. " 
Why is high tech one of the most volati le sec-
tors on Wall Street? 
Experts say because technology is an industry 
of hopes, dreams, and promises, investors often 
envision rapid growth of products that may 
change lives. But then again, they may not. 
"[High tech products] are making new things 
possible. Before pagers existed, how big was the 
pager market?" asks Kevin Landis MBA '88, co-
founder of 3-year-old Interactive Investments 
Technology Value Fund in Milpitas, which had a 
total return of 50 percent in the first three quarters 
of 1996. 
'High tech products are making new things possible. 
Before pagers existed, how big was the pager market? 
When you are making new things possible, 
it is by definition very problematic to forecast how 




TECHNOLOGY VALUE FUND 
"When you are making new things possible, it 
is by definition very problematic to forecast how 
much demand there is going to be .. . .lt means 
sometimes che expected demand doesn't show up 
or it goes away for some reason. The toothpaste 
market doesn't have chat problem," adds Landis, 
who manages Interactive Investments with partner 
Ken Kam '82. 
Landis and Kam's fund is unusual because it is 
based in Santa Clara Valley instead of the usual 
business centers like San Francisco's financial dis-
trict, Manhattan's midtown, or the canyons of 
Wall Street. Bue their somewhat unorthodox loca-
tion hasn't hindered performance: For the second 
quarter of 1996, Lipper Analytical Services Inc. of 
New York, which ranks fund performance quar-
terly, listed Interactive Investments as the leader 
not only among science and technology funds but 
also in all fund categories. 
Indeed, Landis and Kam say the location of 
Interactive Investments and the contacts the two 
have among fellow SCU alumni working in 
Silicon Valley are instrumental in their success. 
"If you are trading in high tech , you need to be 
near the business," says Landis. "In New York, 
we'd just be two more financial guys among many. 
Here, we are the Silicon Valley fund." 
Landis and Kam stress one point as key to 
investing in technology: research. And the fund 
managers practice what they preach. 
Landis tells a story of one of his fund 's big suc-
cesses: Iomega Corp., developer of Zip and Jaz, 
the popular removable disk drives for personal 
computers. Interactive Investments invested in che 
Roy, Utah, company long before its potential was 
discovered by online chat rooms and later by Wall 
Street. 
"Some people in the business said, 'Look at chis 
company; it's a real comer,"' Landis says. 
So he purchased a Zip drive and took it to 
some engineering buddies in the valley. Together, 
they took apart the drive (reverse engineering), 
studied the components, and calculated !omega's 
potential profitability by pricing the cost of its 
parts. 
This year, Iomega became the most talked-
about stock in Motley Fool, an America Online 
personal finance area. As the cyberchat garnered 
attention on Wall Street for the stock, its shares 
experienced a meteoric rise this spring. 
♦ ♦ ♦ 
B ut most individual investors probably don't have the skills to dismantle disk drives, study an integrated circuit, or 
look for bugs in an early release of some PC soft-
ware. 
For chose investors, a wealth of financial infor-
mation is available on public companies, includ-
ing quarterly and annual reports and filings with 
the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
And now, through the Internee, individual 
investors can subscribe to online services chat pro-
vide information on the performance history of 
public companies (also available through brokers). 
Mose technology companies also have World 
Wide Web sites, where investors with personal 
computers can search for up-to-dace press releases 
and company reports. 
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In addition, many online chat rooms and 
Internet discussion groups or bulletin boards are 
dedicated co investing and discuss technology 
stocks. But analysts warn that investors should not 
make decisions based on information from online 
chat rooms, where members can hide their business 
affiliations behind the anonymiry of screen names. 
"Remember the people writing online don't 
have your best interest in mind," says Buyer ofT. 
Rowe Price. "Be skeptical. Don't take it as truth. 
But read it; you can learn good stuff." 
Another good source of news and gossip in the 
computer industry is the plethora of trade publi-
cations dedicated to specific technology segments. 
And if you are lucky enough co live in Santa 
Clara Valley, you have a "home field advantage," 
says Roger McNamee, a general partner with 
Integral Capital Partners, a Menlo Park fund. 
"For folks who live in the Bay Area, your fam-
ily and friends and neighbors are working in these 
businesses," McNamee says. "It's so much easier ro 
gain information when you live in the Bay 
Area .. .. There is no substitute for understanding 
the businesses that you invest in." 
Landis, for example, was an industry analyst at 
the market research firm Oataquest Inc. and, later, 
a product manager at a semiconductor company 
before he founded Interactive Investments. 
Although his experience has given him the con-
fidence co take investment risks when others 
might shy away, he does employ some conserva-
tive guidelines for gauging when to steer clear of a 
volatile stock. 
For example, he took his profits and got out 
early after his Iomega windfall, anticipating a pro-
longed stock decline as investors grew leery of the 
company's skyrocketing price/earnings ratio. 
The PIE ratio-an indicator used by analysts 
and investors to determine how much they are 
paying for a company's earnings power-is the 
price of the stock divided by its earnings per share. 
Technology companies rypically have high PIE 
ratios, with multiples about 20 times earnings 
because of their high-growth potential; but 
!omega's PIE ratios skyrocketed to more than 100 
times its 1996 earnings estimates. 
"One way to look at the P/E ratio is as a mea-
sure of investor optimism. In the Iomega case, 
optimism was so high that there wasn't that much 
upside left," explains Landis, who still believes in 
the company and repurchased some Iomega shares 
for the fund's portfolio after he felt the stock had 
bottomed out. 
Besides a reasonable P/E ratio, there are several 
other factors experts advise investors pay attention 
to when considering whether to buy stock in a 
particular company. 
McNamee of Integral says he likes to look for 
companies that own or have rights to intellectual 
properry, meaning they own patented designs or 
methods, such as Intel 's core microprocessor archi-
tecture. 
Atulya Sarin, assistant professor of finance at 
SCU, says heavy management investment in a 
FALL 1996 
Kevin Landis MBA '88 (left) and 
Ken Kam '82 manage Interactive 
Investments Technology Value 
Fund, rated No. I among all funds 
for the second quarter of I 996 by 
Lipper Analytical. 
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Invest in a company where 
management is also making a heavy 
investment, advises Atulya Sarin, 
assistant professor of finance. 
company's stock is another positive performance 
indicator because executives can be expected co be 
more careful with their own money. 
"In a company where the managers only own 
½ percent of the company and they have a chance 
co buy a corporate jet, who is footing the bill?" 
asks Sarin. "Probably the shareholders. Those 
kinds of things do not happen in companies where 
managers are the largest shareholders." 
Gary Helmig, an ana lyst at SoundView 
Financial Group in Stamford, Conn., is an ex-
IBMer who still has contacts in the computer 
industry to help him glean insights for his clients 
and make better investment decisions. 
Helmig says it is difficult to come up with an 
exact formula investors can use co analyze a com-
pany. "It varies by every company and every indus-
try," he explains. 
But he says investors should know the answers 
'For folks who live in the Bay Area, your family and 
friends and neighbors are working in high tech. It's so 
much easier to gain information when you live in the 
Bay Area .... There is no substitute for understanding the 
businesses that you invest in. ' 
-ROGER MCNAMEE 
GENERAL PARTNER 
INTEGRAL CAPITAL PARTNERS 
to a few standard questions before buying: 
♦ What is che company's position in che marker? 
♦ How does it differentiate from che competition? 
♦ Are there are any barriers to marker entry? 
♦ Is the business stable and predictable? 
♦ Does che firm have a history of steady earnings 
growth, or is there one bad earnings surprise 
after another? 
A company char is losing money isn't necessar-
ily a bad investment; bur, according co Helmig, 
buyers must choose carefully. Examining a compa-
ny's standing in the following areas can help 
investors determine whether the firm has the 
resources to withstand a downturn and reemerge 
as profitable: 
♦ Cash position 
♦ Rate of cash expenditures 
♦ Debt load 
♦ Accounts receivable 
♦ Inventories 
♦ Return on equity 
♦ Profitability rime frame 
♦ ♦ ♦ 
A fter research, one strategy co keep in mind when developing your own port-folio is to own several blue chip com-
panies, such as H-P, Intel, Microsoft, and Mocorola, 
especially when their scock prices have dropped. 
"When you have a major company whose stock 
has been hie, it's usually a buying opportunity," 
says Neil Weintrauc, a partner in 2 I st Century 
Internet Venture Partners, an Emeryville venture 
capital firm. 
"H-P and Mocorola are two examples of blue 
chip companies who are NOT going to go our of 
business. With a multifaceted business, when they 
report a poor quarter, it's usually a weakness in one 
area," he adds. 
If investors wish co include stocks in che "fast 
lane"-new and emerging cechnologies-
Weintrauc recommends they pick the leader in 
char particular seccor. 
Bue even with the weal ch of information avail-
able about high tech companies, portfolio man-
agement can be difficult and rime-consuming. 
High tech also requires an aptitude for, or at lease 
an interest in, science, engineering, or electronics. 
For invescors who do nor fie chis model bur still 
would like co invest in high tech stocks, mutual 
funds are another option. About 43 funds are ded-
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icated to science and technology stocks. 
"You don't have to be an expert in high tech if 
you pick a good high tech fund," says fund man-
ager Landis. 
When buying a mutual fund, you must gauge 
your risk. The rule of thumb has been that when 
you are younger you can bear more risk; as you get 
older, you want to get more conservative. 
But the team at Interactive Investments advises 
using somewhat broader guidelines, depending on 
your goals. For example, older people investing for 
their grandchildren can bear higher risk than those 
investing for retirement, says Kam, Landis' partner. 
When choosing a fund, research, again , is key. 
Services such as Lipper Analytical rank funds by 
category and performance, which also can be 
monitored daily in business newspapers such as 
the Wall Street Journal. But fund performance his-
tory is not enough information to predict future 
earnings. Who is managing the fund is just as 
important, especially if the manager is new. 
"It is the track record of the fund manager [that 
matters], even though the fund families would 
have you believe it's the fund family," Kam says. 
"Get a snapshot of the portfolio manager." 
Kam recommends conducting research on 
portfolio managers through Mutual Fund No-
Load, a monthly report that ranks fund managers 
and details their performance history. The report, 
published by Valueline, based in New York, is 
available at libraries and by subscription. 
But some experrs advise against investing in 
mutual funds that focus on specific sectors such as 
high tech. SCU Finance Professor Meir Statman, 
for example, recommends broad-based funds 
(index funds), such as those based on the perfor-
mance of Standard and Poor's 500 Index. 
"I buy those funds in the same way I eat a nutri-
tious meal," Statman says, explaining that when 
one sector fails, others in the fund can provide bal-
ance. "It's a very wide distribution of companies." 
Broad-based or specific, funds have more buy-
ing power than individual investors because they 
are able to participate in the initial public offering 
market before the stock is available to the public. 
Funds can reserve shares of a company before its 
stock goes public while individual investors can 
only purchase stocks in IPOs starting on the first 
day of trading. 
Last year was an incredible year for IPOs, most 
notably Netscape's, which went public in a much-
anticipated stock offering last August, soaring to 
$75 from its initial price of $28 bur then giving 
back some gains by the end of its first trading day. 
"IPOs are not the game for the individual 
investor because of the gyrations of the big institu-
tional players," says Buyer ofT. Rowe Price. "The 
interests of the big institutions will always prevail." 
Large institutions can also cause big fluctua-
tions in stock prices when they are buying up or 
taking profits. But investors shouldn't lose heart 
when faced with short-term losses. Many experts 
agree that if you are convinced of the products, 
strategy, and management of the companies you 
are investing in, you can ride out the bad times. 
"The technology industry is as healthy as ever," 
says Weintraut. "1995 was really an anomaly. It 
was a heady period. There is a tendency to view 
technology as weak right now. It has just cooled 
down from a really heady period." 
And remember that a cool head is always nec-
essary in a jumpy stock market, especially in this 
most volatile of sectors. "If you behave impulsive-
ly and emotionally, you will lose money," 
McNamee says. "Be cool and calculating." 
And keep a bottle of Mylanta close at hand, 
just in case. 0 
Therese Poletti '81 reports on the ups and downs of 
technology stocks for Reuters in New York. 
TOP 10 SCIENCE AND TEC:HNOLOCY FUNDS· 19% YEAR TO DATE 
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centunes ago m ancient China, during a period of change and 
upheaval, Lao-czu developed the dynamic philosophy of Taoism, drawing inspi-
ration from the world of nature. Observing the lessons in a mountain scream, the 
changing seasons, or a grove of bamboo, he realized char nature cannot be forced or con-
trolled, char life is a process, char nothing in the universe stands still. His philosophy 
embraces change as the very essence of life. 
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day, as we are confronted with unprece-
ented technological and social develop-
ments, adapting co change is an essential 
survival ski ll . Many jobs will change as soon as we 
master chem. College career centers, once known 
as placement offices, now emphasize career devel-
opment. Carolyn Hennings , Santa Clara 
University's director of Career Services, says, 
"Instead of focusing on a produce-gee me the 
right job-we focus on the process, working co 
empower students co make their own choices. " 
As we move into the 21st century, a greater 
awareness of process will be required of us all. As 
Santa Clara Sociology Professor Chuck Powers 
explains in his book "Pose-Industrial Lives" (Sage 
Publications, 1992), increased automation will 
cake care of the routine work, and specialization 
will be superseded by the ability co adapt co a 
changing world. 
To succeed in any field, we muse develop chose 
skills chat make us fully human: the ability co learn 
continuously throughout life, co communicate 
with ochers, co come up with creative new solu-
tions, and co deepen our understanding by look-
ing co the larger patterns within and around us. 
An appreciation ofTaoism can help us master 
these challenges. 
ZANSHLN AND THE 
COURAGE TO REACH OUT 
y recognizing the flow of energy 
between ourselves and another person 
or event, we develop the wisdom of zan-
shin. In the martial arc of aikido, zanshin is che 
ab ility co extend our energy outward, co blend 
with the energies around us co create harmony. 
Practicing zanshin in daily life, successful people 
recognize and flow with change because they per-
ceive the world dynamically. 
In the early 1980s, a longitudinal study of hun-
dreds of executives by S.R. Maddi and S.C. 
Kobasa demonstrated chat people who believe in a 
static status quo feel threatened and victimized by 
change, regarding it as an abnormal scressor. These 
people gee sick far more often than people who see 
change as a normal pare of life. 
Living with zanshin means daring co be our-
selves in the fullest sense, not surrendering co 
external pressures, not being afraid of who we are. 
Sometimes it means reaching out co do something 
new as a spiritual exercise. 
One Sunday, I went horseback riding with a 
friend in the Los Gatos mountai ns. Since I had 
not really ridden a horse since I was 12, I was 
somewhat uneasy. I had co cruse myself, my friend, 
and the beautiful copper-colored horse named 
Cali. Bue my anxiety gave way co delight as I rode 
through the mountains, responding co the sereni-
ty of nature after a gende rain. Immersed in the 
wonder of early spring, I found the experience 
truly magical, an equestrian meditation. 
Whenever we reach out co new adventures, we 
learn valuable lessons. I found out something else 
about zanshin as I realized chat chis magnificent 
animal followed my lead with the same amount of 
focus I expressed. 
Animals are incredibly honest. A tentative or 
confused signal co Cali invariably produced a con-
Living with zanshin means daring 
to be ourselves in the fullest sense, not 
surrendering to external pressures, not being afraid 
of who we are. Sometimes it means reaching out 
to do something new as a spiritual exercise. 
fused response. She would either ignore my half-
hearted command or stop in midscride, tossing 
her head quizzically as if co ask what I meant. 
How often do our fears and doubts gee in the 
way, shore-circuiting our communications co the 
people in our lives, who may not understand us 
either? We need co say what we mean. Sometimes 
chis involves admitting our anxieties, clearing 
the emotional clouds chat block our desired 
expression. 
ZANSHLN AS FLEXLBLLLTY: 
THE STRENGTH 
OFTHEBAMBOO 
o leaders have the strength of bamboo. 
Able co bend, blend with circumstances, 
djusc co change, and overcome adversity, 
they can meet any challenge with courage and 
compassion. 
One of my favorite leaders had an unpromising 
background. Today we would say he came from a 
dysfunctional family: 
His mother died when he was young. He grew 
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Ch'i energy in brushwork. 
The forceful energy of 
Taoist-inspired calligraphy. 
up in poverty and dropped out of school but 
taught himself to read. He tried to make money 
hauling cargo on a Mississippi flatboat but was 
unsuccessful. He ran for the state legislature but 
lost the election. He opened a general store with a 
friend, but his partner died, leaving him so deeply 
in debt he had to close the store and auction off all 
his possessions. He was finally elected to the state 
legislature, but his personal life was filled with 
heartbreak. His friend Ann-some say she was his 
one true love-died at 22. He courted the sister of 
a friend for over a year until she rejected him. 
After a troubled courtship, he married, but his 
wife was subject to temper tantrums, crying fits, 
and episodes of mental illness. His little boy Eddie 
died. He himself was plagued by recurrent bouts 
of depression. Yet he studied law, ran for Congress, 
TAO QUESTlONS 
lost, was elected, then voted out of office. He ran 
for the Senate, but was defeated twice in a row. 
Elected president of the United States in 1860, 
Abraham Lincoln was strengthened by adversity, 
educated by years of disappointments. Instead of 
giving up or giving in, he affirmed the wisdom of 
bamboo, which bends but does not break. His 
ability to overcome defeat and disappointment 
gave him the moral courage to lead our nation 
through one of our darkest periods in history. 
Remember that any successful leader, artist, sci-
entist, or Olympic athlete has had many failures. 
What separates the leaders from the losers is that 
they learn from their difficulties, make adjust-
ments, and go on. Like bamboo, they bend, but 
do not break. Persevering, they stay the course to 
reach the finish line. 
The "Tao Te Ching" tells us: 
A journey of a thousand miles 
Begins with a single step. 
With patience and perseverance, we move for-
ward in life one step at a time, each step building 
our faith, giving us the courage to reach beyond 
what we know, to achieve what we once 
thought impossible. Living with zanshin, 
aware of the energies within and 
around us, we, too, can cope with 
challenge and change to create 
new possibilities for ourselves 
and our world. 0 
Diane Dreher is the chair of SCU's 
English Department. This article was 
adapted .from her book "The Tao of 
Personal Leadership" (HarperBusiness, 
1996). 
Is there something you'd like to do that you've been putting off? 
It need not be work-related-to develop your leadership qualities. 
In the Tao, everything is related. 
Does this activity make sense? 
(I'm not encouraging foolhardiness or self-destructive behavior.) 
If so, make a commitment to yourself to do it and take the first step. 
Afterward, take some time to record what you learned about yourself 
and the energy of zanshin. 
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LEADERS NEAR AND FAR 
Diane Dreher's latest work draws on the wisdom 
of SCU and world figures. 
English Department Chair Diane 
Dreher, the ancient writings of the "Tao 
Te Ching" offer guidance for mastering 
contemporary challenges. 
i 
solutions, Dreher emphasizes personal leadership, ~ 
\j 
the enduring power of character. 
Six years ago, she combed the venerable book 
of 81 poems and wrote "The Tao of Peace" 
(Donald I. Fine, 1990) , which has sold more than 
75,000 copies to date. 
Her second Tao-inspired book, "The Tao of 
Personal Leadership," was published this year by 
Harper Business. 
"Taoism, a philosophy drawn from nature, 
affirms a concept of leadership based on holistic 
thinking, integrity, and cooperation," Dreher said. 
"This kind of leadership has flourished in postwar 
Japan, given rise to total-quality management, 
influenced the human-potential movement, and 
empowered innovative corporations here in 
Silicon Valley." 
Dreher has distilled the essence of the Tao's 
most acute and practical observations on what it 
takes to become an outstanding leader and a bet-
ter, more fulfilled individual. 
In each chapter, she addresses an issue funda-
mental to effective leadership, using the Tao to 
instruct executives on how to build a sense of 
community and cooperative spirit, create a vision 
that others will follow, communicate effectively, 
and resolve conflicts. 
In contrast to leadership books that focus on 
power plays, clever strategies, and one-minute 
TAO EXERClSE 
"In 'The Tao of Leadership,' I try to show read-
ers how to recognize integrity in others and develop 
greater strength of character in themselves," she said. 
While the book is collecting positive reviews 
throughout the country, it will no doubt hold 
special interest for her University colleagues 
because so many of them are quoted in its pages. 
Names such Mary Hegland (Anthropology), 
Chuck Powers (Sociology), and Carolyn Hennings 
(Career Services) are interspersed with Thomas 
Jefferson, Golda Meir, and Dag Hammarskjold. Diane Dreher 
"I included the wisdom and experience of peo-
ple at the University because this is where I learn 
about leadership," Dreher said. "I've observed 
some very valuable lessons about leadership from 
these people." 
Dreher quotes Charles de Gaulle and Barry 
Posner (Management), Martin Luther King Jr. 
and Stephen Privett, S.J. (Academic Affairs), 
Margaret Mead and Carol Rossi (English). 
Dreher has taught English at Santa Clara since 
197 4 and has served as department chair since 
1992. She holds a master's degree and a doctorate 
in English literature from UCLA. 
Her other books include "The Fourfold 
Pilgrimage" (University Press of America, 1982) 
and "Domination and Defiance: Fathers and 
Daughters in Shakespeare" (Universiry Press of 
Kentucky, 1986) . 0 
Is there some failure or mistake in your past that is still haunting you? 
Face that failure squarely and ask yourself what you learned from it. 
What would you do differently? 
What have you learned about yourself? 
What will you do in the future? 
Now take the next step-forward. ) 
Leave the past behind and boldly get on with you 





Alumni Association Executive Director 
Jerry Kerr '61 
NEW ASSOCIATION 
PRESIDENT 
The Alumni Association 
president's gavel has passed 
from Santa Clara County 
Superior Court Judge John 
Mclnerny '49 (J.D. '54) to 
Marte Formico '83. As he joins 
the ranks of past presidents, 
John leaves a trail of spirited 
chapter visits. His passion to 
include more people in associa-
tion activities led to better 
alumni links with the Univer-
sity, and his strong leadership 
provided a revised association 
constitution. 
Marte-whose father, Marte 
Formico '50, was John's con-
temporary-becomes our new 
president following a decade of 
service to SCU. He is past chair 
of two chapters, Peninsula and 
San Jose. He served three years 
on the National Board of 
Directors and two years as a 
national officer. 
Marte was instrumental in 
establishing the alumni chapter 
community services program in 
22 
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the '80s. An avid student 
recruiter, he worked diligently 
on the annual fund drive. 
Marte and his wife, Linda, live 
on the Peninsula where he is a 
district manager for Farmer's 
Insurance Co. 
Under John's and Mane's 
leadership, Alumni Association 
objectives were refined to meet 
the additional interests and 
needs of our constituents and to 
coordinate with the University's 
recently adopted strategic plan. 
The association will 
• Continue to implement and 
enhance primary alumni 
programs with emphasis on 
chapter activities. 
• Improve communication 
among the association, its 
members, and the University. 
• Maximize the use of tech-
nology such as the Internet, 
e-mail, and video conferenc-
ing for the association and 
its members. 
• Improve undergraduate alum-
ni participation in the annual 
fund drive. 
• Expand opportunities and 
participation of alumni in 
chapter community service. 
• Further develop continuing 
education opportunities for 
alumni. 





bership requirements have been 
revised at the instigation of Vera 
Girolami, wife of Aldo Girolami 
'61 (J.D. '70) and mother of 
Catherine (Girolami) Stewart 
'84. Vera took several courses at 
SCU from fall 1959 through 
spring 1960 with 24 other stu-
dents from O'Connor Hospital 
Nursing School. These were 
SCU's first women students, 
attending classes before the 
University enrolled women full 
time in 1961. 
To accommodate students 
like Vera, the association now 
offers membership to those 
who earned one year of credit 
but did not do so in one year. 
Other membership categories 
include those who completed 
one or more academic years or 
received a graduate school 
degree, an honorary member-
ship, or an honorary degree. 
If you know former class-
mates, friends, or family who 
meet these criteria and would 
like to be included, please have 
them call our office (408-554-
6800). 
75TH ANNIVERSARY 
FOR STUDENT PAPER 
David Blanar '97, current 
editor of SCU's student news-
paper, The Santa Clara, invites 
all former editors and staff 
members to participate in a cel-
ebration of the paper's 75th 
anniversary. Saturday, Feb. 22, 
1997, is set aside for the event, 
which will present anecdotes, 
issues, and personalities from 
the past seven decades. 
Also available to alumni are 
special sections featuring arti-
cles published in The Santa 
Clara from each decade since 
the 1920s. Supplies are limited. 
Call 408-554-4852. 
A BUSY FALL 
The Alumni Association 
sponsored 32 events during 
September. Highlights of the 
month included the Gianera 
Society dinner, the 65th re-
union of the Class of '36, and 
the San Jose Chapter's wine and 
food festival , which maxed out 
at 1,800 connoisseurs. Five-
week-old Patrick, son of festival 
staff coordinator Mark Hanley 
'88, set the course record as the 
event's youngest participant. 
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Also notable this fall was the 
Marin Chapter's 64th annual 
venison barbecue, sans venison, 
which drew former residents 
Caren (Choppelas) Horstmeyer 
'84 and Melissa King Fischer 
'93-women's basketball head 
coach and assistant coach, 
respectively-and Paul Neilan 
'70, alumni associate direcror. 
Virgil Breen '26 again repre-
sented Sonoma County alumni. 
Plaudits go to Hal Tilbury 
'65 and his team of 13 who 
orchestrated SCU's most suc-
cessful golf tournament. Four 
partial scholarships were fund-
ed at this Kurt Rambis San 
Diego Alumni Chapter Classic. 
GOODBYE. LISETTE ; 
HELLO , JANA 
Joining SCU's "hidden army" 
of alumni volunteers will be 
one of the army's prior orga-
nizers. Lisette (Moore) Allen 
'86 (MBA '96), our former 
associate direcror, has left 
Donohoe Alumni House to 
join Acuson in Mountain View 
as a product manager · in cus-
tomer services marketing. 
Lisette coordinated numerous 
alumni events and chapter ser-
vices during the past five years. 
We are fortunate to have 
Jana Hee '92 as Lisette's 
replacement. Like Lisette, Jana 
is a highly skilled, dyed-in-the-
wool Santa Claran. Many of 
our present students and fami-
lies know her from her four 
years as an Admissions Office 
counselor. Our thanks and best 
wishes to Lisette, and welcome 
aboard, Jana. 
Jerry Kerr '61 
Executive Director 
BY DORIS NAST 
Class Notes Editor 
UNDERGRADUATE 
ALUMS 
3 0 Ed Altenbach retired from the electro nics busi-ness and is now enjoying Alameda and his 
mountain cab in in Aptos. 
3 2J. Robert Roll and his wife, Parry, moved from Santa Clara Vall ey to Stockton in January to a 
sen ior reti rement communi ty on 34 acres of old oak 
trees, O'Connor Woods, owned by Sr. Joseph Health 
Care Corp. Robert says he and Parry look forward ro 
receivi ng each issue of the alumni magazine. 
3 8 John Filippi moved his law office to Mountain View after 39 yea rs in Palo Alto. He is associ-
ated with the office of Stephen Gazzera J .D. '52. John 
is sem ireti red and "enjoying every minute. " 
4 2 Robert Burns attended a spring awards cere-mony at Texas A&M University, Co llege 
Station, to see his 2 1-year-o ld son presented with an 
A&M wristwatch fo r academic excellence and student 
activities. Joseph Reidy and his wife, Elizabeth, have 
traveled throughout the world and hope to make rhe 
travelers' Century Club soon. T heir home is in Long 
Beach. 
4 3 Joseph Lepetich left Ames Research Center where he was science subsystems manager for 
NASA Pioneer Projects and joined Stanford University 
High-Energy Physics Group as manager of rhe 
EGRET instrument project for rhe Gamma Ray 
Observatory. He is now an aerospace engineering con-
sultan t fo r Sabre Engineering, Vineburg, where he 
makes his home and grows wine grapes. 
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47 George Aherne retired as a stare of Californ ia CPA. He lives in San Francisco. Paul Darrow 
and his wife, Bee, retired five years ago. T heir home is 
in Annapolis, Md. They are active with their six chil-
dren and their fam ilies and with various charities. 
49 Jim Arbios of Mill Valley enj oys his nine grandchild ren, golfing, gardeni ng, and touring 
rhe United Stares. Rick Rechenmacher does some civil 
engineering consu lting in San Jose. He reports he and 
his wife have successfully raised 10 chi ldren, as they 
are all "our of the nest and none are in jail. " They have 
27 grandchildren. They do a lirrle traveling every year. 
Bill Ronchelli is retired and lives in Santa Rosa where 
he does volunteer work for Family Support Center 
(se rving homeless fami lies) and lnterFair Shel ter 
Network (for street people). 
50John Stoddard retired from Del Monte Foods in 1983. He lives in Mountain View and is 
active with SIRS and Navy League. 
5 2 Ben Brown retired from Inland Steel Co. after 42 years of service. His home is in Munster, 
[nd. Joseph Edden reaches Larin and photography at 
Father Lopez High School , Daytona Beach, Fla. 
Michael Monahan and his wife, Ann, li ve in 
Calabasas. They are directors of Showboat Yourhearre, 
which conducts workshops and stage productions fo r 
ages 5 through 17 throughout the greater Los Angeles 
area. T hey have six grandchildren. Neil O ' Keefe is 
retired. He and his wife, Nancy, live in Lompoc. Tom 
Pilling is president of Central Oregon Archaeological 
Society. He was foreman of the Deschutes County 
grand jury. He and his wife of 45 years, Barbara, live 
in Redmond, Ore. They have seven ch ildren and sev-
eral grandchildren. Charles Sacconaghi retired in 
December after 15 years with Kaiser Health Plan, 
Membership Accounting Department. His home is in 
HALL OF FAMER 
Alum honored for helping to develop Bradley Fighting Vehicle. 
Adolph Quilici '53, retired vice president and gen-eral manager of San Jose-based FMC Defense 
Systems Group (now United Defense), was inducted 
into the U.S. Army's Ordnance Hall of Fame in May. 
One of the few civilians to be so honored, Quilici was 
instrumental in the development of the Bradley 
Fighting Vehicle. 
The Hall of Fame, located in Aberdeen, Ya., was 
created in I 969 to recognize people who have con-
tributed significantly to the creation of combat vehi-
cles, weapons, ammunition, and other equipment 
used by the U.S . Army. 
Though he retired after 40 years with FMC in 
1993, Quilici serves on the United Defense advisory 
board and is vice chair of FNSS, a joint venture 
between United Defense and Nurol to produce mili-
tary vehicles in Turkey. 
FALL 1996 
Los Angeles . Dennis Small is president of Smaray Inc., 
owners and operators of slot casinos. He and his wife, 
Par, have lived in Carson City, Nev., for 25 years and 
have eight ch ildren-three nurses, two teachers, one 
agronomist, one medical doctor, and a self-employed 
contractor-and I 6 grandchildren. Stan Terra works 
from his home office in Sunnyvale as a freelance 
writer/editor. 
5 3 Edward Boris is a land surveyor/boundary determination consultant for Alameda County. 
Robert Cody, M.D. , practices medicine in San Mateo. 
Frank Edden started a new company, Home Systems, 
to design and produce home automation products char 
conform to rhe consumer electronic business standard. 
He lives in Huntington, N.Y. Thomas Joyce and his 
wife, Elaine, celebrated their 50th anniversary, Aug. 17. 
A short time later, rhe fam ily-their seven chi ldren, 
grandchildren, and other family members-traveled 
co [reland. Tom and Elaine live in Cazadero. William 
Wieand has been reaching history and government 
and coaching tennis ar Bullis School , Potomac, Md. , 
since retiring from the federal government in 1987. 
His home is in Wash ingto n, D .C. 
5 5 Henry Soldati, M.D., and his wife, Joanne, left the San Francisco area after 35 years and 
moved ro Santa Rosa. No longer in the private practice 
of obstetrics/gynecology, Henry is now a full-time 
locum tenens physician in his specialty. They have I 0 
grandchildren. Ronald Stoney, M.D., is UCSF pro-
fessor of surgery emeritus in vascular surgery and con-
tinues a busy referral practice of tertiary surgical 
patients. H e and his wife, Linda, have two daughters 
and three sons. 
5 6 Bill Chambers writes that, after 30 yea rs of golfing (" hacki ng"), he finally shot not one, 
but two, holes-in-one in a two-month period. He says 
it was like he "died and went to heaven." 
Congrarularions, Bill ! Frank Moran retired from 
Ames Research Center, NASA, in March I 995, after 
39 years. His home is in Menlo Park. 
61 Art Wagner is a consultant in disk drive engi-neering. Art and his wife, Mary Jean, live in 
San Jose. T hey have five children. 
6 2 Tom Burler and his wife, Fran, are retired and will move from La Canada to San Clemente at 
the end of the year. Michael Riley and his wife, Anne, 
live at Lake Tahoe, Nev. Mike is a stockbroker, online 
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A LOYAL FAN 
For more than 20 years, Athletir Department volztllteer Jim Je1111ings '30 (l.D. '32) 
has helped keep the Broncos rolling. 
W hen Jim Jennings came to Sanra Clara in l 923 as a .,; 
~ 
studenr in rhe college preparatory t5 
program, rhere were 350 young 
men on campus, counting che 
high school and rhe college. Every 
week of rhe football season, all 
350 of chem gathered for yell 
practice on rhe sreps of O'Connor 
Hall, where rhey wenr through rhe 
cheers for rhac Saturday's game. 
When the University's basket-
ball ream was ro play Cal, rhe 
entire student body boarded rhe 
train for the game. Sometimes, 
they would filch "bombs"-sig-
naling devices the conductors 
affixed to rhe track, which popped 
when the train ran over them. 
When rhe students transferred to 
the local in Berkeley, they put the 
bombs on rhe streetcar crack. 
"They knew we were in town," 
Jennings remembers. 
"In my rime, everybody parric-
ipated in everything," Jennings 
says. Membership in a debating 
society was mandatory as were 
May devotions to the Blessed 
Mocher and yearly retreats. 
For "The Passion Play of Santa 
C lara," sraged regularly during the 
1920s and '30s, "the engineers 
made the scenery; the business 
students handled the ticker end; 
and everybody had a pare, even if 
it was just ro be in a mob scene, 
like I was," Jennings recalls. 
The group activities con-
tributed to a feeling of communi-
ty char extended co everyone on 
campus, Jennings says. "Ir's an 
overworked expression, of course, 
bur all of us were one big family." 
Thar's one of the reasons 
why, when Jennings retired from 
rhe cransporrarion division of 
rhe California Public Uriliries 
Commission in 1975, he decided 
to offer his services to the 
Un iversity. 
He and his wife, Josephine 
(who died in 1984) , had long 
I 
Jim Jennings on the steps of O'Connor Hall, where he and his classmates held 
yell practice more than 60 years ago. 
been fans of SCU's Broncos, so it 
was only logical char Jennings pre-
senred himself ro then-basketball 
Coach Carroll Williams and said, 
"Pur me ro work; it won't cost you 
anything." 
Williams, now athletic direc-
tor, had just one assisranr coach. 
He was only too glad to hand over 
many of the administrative duties. 
Jennings rook charge of travel 
arrangements; he picked up rhe 
mail; he reviewed high school tran-
scripts ro see which recruits were 
good academic prospects; and he 
senr out letters ro professors crack-
ing rhe studenrs' academic progress 
once they got to SCU. 
Traveling was always Jennings' 
favorite pare of rhe job; and, 
despite rhe rowdy reputarion of 
many college students, Jennings 
insists rhe Broncos were well-
behaved on the road. "I was often 
cold by hotels we were one of the 
few teams chat never caused chem 
any problems," he says. 
As for problems of ocher 
kinds-logistical snafus, ticker 
scrambles-Jennings says proud-
ly: "Never when I was doing the 
arrangements." 
Current basketball Coach 
Dick Davey says of Jennings, "Jr's 
hard ro put rhoughcs into words 
abour Jim. He's done so many 
rhings for us, and all without 
expecting anything in return .... 
He's my righr hand." Davey says 
Jennings' loyalty has a real impact 
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on student athletes, who are 
impressed by how much he cares 
about rhe University 66 years after 
graduation. 
At 87, Jennings has had to 
slow down some, giving up some 
of his responsibilities; bur he still 
travels with the men's basketball 
team and occasionally with the 
women's volleyball team. "I keep 
chem in pencils and paper," is how 
he describes his current duties. 
He also serves as an informal 
source of information on the 
University, rhen and now. Indeed, 
he likes to repeat a quip of 
William C. Gianera, S.J., who was 
president of rhe University from 
1945 until 1951: "He used to say, 
'All the bu ii dings are named after 
me,' and I can say that, roo. 
Except for O'Connor, Sc. Joseph's, 
rhe Adobe Lodge, and Alumni 
Science, everything on campus 
was built after I came here." 
As far as athletics ai·e con-
cerned, Jennings has noriced a big 
difference in the quality of the 
basketball schedule since his stu-
dent days. Back rhen, most of the 
team's rivals were local. "But as we 
began to gee a name for ourselves, 
larger schools would schedule us," 
he explains. Today, che basketball 
ream meets such nationally 
renowned squads as North 
Carolina and Sc. Johns. 
While SCU athletics may have 
changed substanrially, SCU arh-
leces, Jennings believes, have 
remained more or less rhe same. 
In describing the generations of 
studenr ballplayers he has known, 
Jennings uses certain words over 
and over again: smart, hrnd-work-
ing, and, especially, loyal. 
Jennings' affection is returned 
in kind by the Broncos. As former 
basketball guard John Woolery '94 
once pur it, "He was always there 
forill. " 0 
-M.S. 
64Nancy Goodwill ie rece ived a Natio nal Endowment for rhe Humani ties grant to study 
at Stare Unive rsity of New York, Sronybrook, fo r five 
weeks duri ng rhe summer. Ramon Jimenez, M .D., 
chief of staff at O 'Connor Hospira!, San Jose, is imme-
diate past pres ident of che California O rthopaedic 
Association. Michael Kellogg is a defense attorney in 
To rrance. He lives in Long Beach. Samuel Mabry, vice 
president of government affa irs fo r Hercules Inc., Falls 
C hu rch, Va., was elected to a fo ur-yea r term on the 
city council. He and his wife, Sandra, have three 
grown child ren. 
65 Paul Aq uino (MBA '67) is pres ident of Managemen t Dynamics Inc. 111 the 
Ph ilippines. Ronald Lohbeck joined Sutro & Co., San 
Jose, in 1995 and is senior vice-president/mo ney man-
ager. Marygrace (Byrnes) Mulcrevy is executive secre-
tary of San Francisco C hamber of Commerce. 
66 Keith Kellogg, U.S. Army general, is stationed at Fe. Mo nroe, Va. He earned his commission 
thro ugh ROTC and is bel ieved to be the only SCU 
cadet to earn the rank of general . Dennis McAuley 
rook early retirement in June 1995 fro m his position as 
a supervisory contract special ist with the Navy in San 
Bru no, where he li ves. Peter Sullivan, M.D., is assistant 
di rector, emergency services, at Cali fo rnia Pacific 
Medical Center, San Francisco. Ann (Frick) Vernon 
lives with her husband , John , in Vestal, N .Y. , and Estes 
Park, Colo. T hey have rwo sons, Patrick and C harles. 
67 Michael Daly retired at 50 to a home in Red Bluff and is enjoying fis hing and hunting in 
No rthern Califo rn ia . C hristine Mattson, DVM , 
worked as a "regular" veterinarian fo r eight years and 
recendy changed to an exclusively homeopathic veteri-
nary practice. She lives in che mountains near Auburn 
"with a few cars and dogs as room mate ." Maggie 
O 'Hara reaches third grade in Ki ng C ity. She is a men-
tor reacher and master reacher. She appeared as Dolly 
in a commu nity production of "Hello Dolly." She and 
14-year-old daughter Bree are raisi ng a 4-H guide dog 
puppy fo r the blind. Dave and Maureen (Casey) '68 
Prindiville make their home in Rocklin after livi ng 
and worki ng in Beij ing fo r 3 1/2 years. Dave is a per-
sonnel manager with Hewlett-Packard . 
6 8 Michael Antonini, DDS, practi ces dentistry in San Francisco where he lives with his wife, 
Linda, and their children: John , 17; Peter, I 4; and 
Gina, I J. Su Selden is a resource specialist fo r Marin 
County O ffi ce of Education, San Marin High School, 
Novato. She is wo rking to complete master's research 
in transition at d, e secondary level at Un iversity of San 
Francisco School of Education. 
6 (fl\ George Everhart was appointed president of "JI the new U.S . personal compute r uni t of 
Fuj itsu Ltd., Mil pitas. David Minister is a senior proj-
ect manager with lCF Kaiser Engineers, Oakland, and 
is managing a projected Ca!Train subway extension to 
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downtown San Francisco and a new light rai l transit 
li ne fo r the Bayshore corrido r along San Francisco's 
eastern waterfront. He lives in Fremont and has rwo 
daughters, Shelby and Paige. Peter Wise (MBA '73) is 
a business management consul tant in Boulder, Colo. 
He and his wife, Michel le, are directors of Boulder 
Coun ty AIDS Project Food Bank Program. They li ve 
on a ranch in Boulder with their fo ur dogs. 
7 ODick Cashatt Q.D. '73) is vice pres ident and manager of rhe Spokane, Wash., offi ce of 
Northwestern Trust, an investo rs advisory company. 
He oversees regional relationships and markets trust 
services, with emphasis on employee benefit plans. 
Yvonne Hall is vice pres ident/merchand ising at Levi 
Strauss and Co., San Francisco. Eino Huhtala is an 
account manager at Government Micro Resources 
lnc., Manassas, Va. His wife, Marie (Mackey) '7 1, is 
the Sta te Department's country di rector fo r Burma, 
Cambodi a, Laos, T hail and , and Vietnam. Barbara 
(Haski) Morango and her husband , Bruce, live in 
Reno, Nev., with their daughters: Kare, I 6, and 
Rashmi, 9. Barbara is an elementary social studies 
teacher fo r d1e Washoe Coun ty School District. Alana 
(Hagood) Myles received a maste r's degree in elemen-
tary education fro m San Jose Scare Universiry in 
August 1995 . 
7 l Lawrence Chew has an arr d irection and pro-duction design fir m, C hew Des ign, in Los 
Angeles. Linda Gorey is a sofrware applications train-
er in Phoenix. Judy Litde is d irecto r, fo undations, fo r 
the National Urban League lnc., New York C ity. Anne 
Middleton is a marketing commun ications coordina-
tor at San Diego-based Q ua!Comm , a wireless com-
munications busi ness. Her home is in La Jolla. John 
and Molly (McKinley) '73 Sequeira moved fro m 
Dallas to Charlotte, N.C. , in August I 995. John is a 
partner in Ernst & Young, and Molly teaches part rime 
at All Saints Catholic School. T hey have rwo children: 
Christopher, IO; and Kathleen, 7. Suzanne Wolf 
(MBA '79) is manager of general and receivables 
accounting, Stanfo rd University. She has a grandson, 
N icholas Ruffino . 
7 2 Steve DeMaestri was named Central Coast Section Athletic Directo r of the Yea r fo r 
1995-96. A San Francisco native, he jo ined Saint 
Francis High School reaching and coaching staffs in 
1972 and has been che Lancers' athletic director since 
1989. Steve and his wife, Jane, live in Los Altos with 
their sons, Adam '97 and Stuart '99, and daughter 
Gina, a student at Sc. Simon School. Edward Dowd 
owns EM D Properties, San Jose, a private in vesto r in 
apartments and mobile home parks providing housing 
fo r 2,000-2,500 res idents. He is also a private in vesto r 
fo r development of subdivisions fo r sale. Paul Lilly is 
vice president of engineering at McDara Corp., a sub-
sidiary of EMC Corp. He and his wife, Brenda, live in 
Lo uisville, Colo., with IO-year-old Kare and 7-year-
old Amanda. Tom Mulvaney joi ned Seagate 
Technology as senior vice president and general coun-
sel. He and his wife, Karen, and children Mason and 
Meg live in Lafayette. Dale Saso of San Jose builds 
custom bicycles and frame secs. 
7 3 Lawrence Bigner (MBA '77) is a civil engineer fo r Napa County in the Public Works 
Department, working in land use and in che County 
Surveyo r's O ffi ce. Tom Burke and his wife, Nanette, 
announce rhe birth of their second chi ld, Richard 
Thomas, May 22, in Oakland. Kathleen Byrnes is a 
visually impaired/orientation and mobili ty reacher at 
Marin Coun ty O ffi ce of Education, San Rafael. She 
was one of nearly 150 educators throughout che coun-
try who received a 1995 Mil ken Family Foundation 
National Educator Award in Santa Monica in May. 
SAN TA CLARANS ON THE CASE 
l aw school alums work on Polly Klaas murder trial. 
F A LL 1 996 
W hen Santa Clara County Superior Court Judge T homas Hastings '60 
Q.D. '65) was assigned co preside over 
the trial of Richard Allen Davis for the 
kidnapping and murder of Polly Klaas, 
he turned to fellow Santa Clarans for 
assistance on the case. Four of his five 
research attorneys during the trial were 
either current law school students or 
alums. 
Susan Swain JD. '9 1 went on to 
work fo r the Santa C lara Coun ty 
Counsel's office, Amanda McClintock 
J.D. '96 recendy took the bar, and Rachel 
Varnell is in her second year at the School 
of Law. Kate Vernon (pictured left with 
H astings), who is still working on the 
case, is a third-year student. 
"T hey did a great job," says Hastings. 
" I wouldn't have been able to do it with-
out them." 
25 
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PEARS, APPLES, PERSIMMONS, WALNUTS, 
CHERRIES, AND CHESTNUTS 
Mike '68, Sue '70, and Pete '67 Naumes rorry 071 the family forming legmy. 
Mike and Sue Naumes 'f <l!, learned almost everything c 
~ they know about running the i 
largest pear-producing empire in ~ 
~ 
the world from their father, Joe f 
'34. When he died in 1989, they \3 
lose their most respected men-
tor-a man who built che first 
ground-level packing house in the 
Rogue Vailey in Oregon, traveled 
the world searching for ideas co 
improve cultivation and produc-
tion, and marketed red pear vari-
eties before other growers saw 
their potential. 
While he promoted his inno-
vations, Joe also instilled a sense of 
family that permeates everything 
che chird-generacion Naumes 
growers do. "We are a successful 
business, buc we are a successful 
family first," said Sue, from che 
Medford, Ore., headquarters of 
Naumes Inc. 
In that spirit, Mike and Sue, 
along with cousin Pere, have grad-
ually assumed management 
responsibilities in line with their 
skills and interests. Mike, who has 
an MBA from Cornell University, 
serves as president and CEO. 
Sue, an attorney with a J.D. 
from Willamette University, is sec-
recary/rreasurer of Naumes Inc. 
and president of Naumes Con-
cencraces lnc.-a division chat sells 
juice concencrace co major fruit 
juice marketers such as Ocean 
Spray, Nestle, Coca-Cola, Welch's, 
and Quaker Oats. Pete, who has 
an MBA from the University of 
Oregon, manages che Oregon 
orchard operation and serves as 
vice president of Naumes Inc. 
Together, they oversee an oper-
ation chat encompasses 7,000 
acres in three states and employs 
500 to 2,500 people, depending 
on the season. Their California 
orchards are located on land once 
owned by John Sutter (at whose 
mill gold was first discovered). 
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The Naumes family in the orchards. Back Row: (Left co Right) Pete, Mike, and 
Sean. Front Row: (Le& to Right) Joseph, Sue, Laura, and Cynthia. 
The Naumeses also cultivate 
pears in che Rogue Valley in 
Oregon, considered che top Bose-
and Cornice-growing region in che 
world. Their red and golden deli-
cious apples come from Wash-
ington's Chelan region, located in 
che Cascade Mouncains. All cold, 
Naumes Inc. produces 26 varieties 
of pears, eight of apples, eight of 
cling peaches, six of cherries, four 
of walnuts, two of persimmons, 
and chestnuts. 
All three of che third-genera-
tion Naumeses began working for 
the business ac an early age. Pere 
was only 12 years old when he 
scarred in che orchards. Mike and 
Sue learned nearly every job, from 
operating the packing houses co 
driving a tractor and running 
orchard crews. They never felt 
obligated co join che fami ly enter-
prise; their father "subtly led them 
back," was how they described it. 
Through che years, Joe slowly 
transferred control to his children 
and nephew. "He pretty much let 
us bl under through, but every 
now and then he'd ask if we'd con-
sider doing something another 
way, and ic would cake us about 
two seconds to see he was right," 
said Sue. 
Jusc as he led his children into 
frui r growing, Joe also di rec red 
chem coward SCU, Mike aid. 
Besides Joe, Pere, Mike, and Sue, 
five ocher Naumeses have passed 
through Santa Clara. 
Joe had a formative role in 
establishing the University's lnsti-
SANTA C L A H A MAGAZ I NE 
cute of Agribusiness 22 years ago. 
In addition, he endowed che 
Naumes Family Visiting Profes-
sorship in Agribusiness and served 
on the Board of Regents and the 
Board of Trustees. Sue also served 
on the Board of Regents from 
1980-90. 
It remains to be seen whether 
Mike and wife Laura's triplets will 
continue the SCU tradition. 
However, they already had an 
SCU connection before rhey were 
born. They were conceived 
through in vitro fertilization 
under che supervision of Mike's 
classmate Michael Soules '68, rhe 
medical director of che Division of 
Reproductive Endocrinology and 
Infertility at the University of 
Washington Medical Center. 
The classmates sac next co each 
other at their 20th reunion dinner, 
Mike explained, adding char he 
and his wife visited Soules' clinic 
shortly thereafter. "Ir's another 
Santa Clara story," he said. 
With the new generation of 
Naumeses already accompanying 
their father on his trips co various 
orchard operations, Mike is begin-
ning to chink more about rhe 
future of fruit growing. Contem-
porary marketing and advertising 
have created demand for cosmeti-
cally perfect and larger fruit, he 
explained, which is difficult to 
grow under the best of circum-
stances. 
Mike and Sue are edging rhe 
company coward fresh-cur, frozen, 
and dehydrated fruit operations-
endeavors char rely less on perfect 
fruit and enterprises they hope 
will prove as successful as those 
undertaken by Joe 50 years ago. 0 
-Maureen Mclna.ney '85 
Maureen Mclnaney '85 is a teacher, 
.freelance write,; and musician in 
Truckee, Calif 
T hese teachers are considered among the nation's top 
secondary-school educators. Cheryl (Boynton) 
Cleeves is a science resource reacher at C li ffo rd Marine 
Science Magnet School, Redwood C ity. Her husband, 
Monty, wo rks fo r Silicon Video, San Jose. Their chil-
dren are Lauren, I 4; Erik, 12; and Patrick, 9. Thomas 
Kane, M .D. , lives in Lanikai, Hawaii , with his wife, 
Mari e, and th ree children. Tom is chief of rhe Joint 
Implant Service, University of H awa ii , and was recent-
ly selected as one of the top orthopedists in Hawaii. 
Ronald McCamy ea rned a doctorate from Marquette 
University, Mi lwaukee, Wisc., in May. His dissertation 
compared che thought of Jacques Mari tain and Joseph 
Marechal. He is a part-rime philosophy instructo r at 
Oxnard College and does some philosophical-rheolog-
ical writing. He lives in Simi Valley. Claire (Rudolf} 
Murphy had a book published this spring, "T hreads of 
Gold: Lives of Women in rhe No rthern Go ld Rushes," 
a feminist approach to that era. Anthony Nisich is 
directo r of building and engineering services for Santa 
C larita in northern Los Angeles Coun ty. He and his 
wife, Patricia, li ve in Santa Clari ta. Douglas Porter is 
a schoo l psychologist fo r Coeur d'Alene Schoo l 
District in Idaho and district crisis assistance ream 
coordinato r. He is also perfo rming solo guitar fo r the 
second yea r of the Northwest Folk.life Festi val in 
Seattle. Ann Roeth-Adair, her husband , John , and 
children Caitlin and Michael li ve in Jackson where 
Anne reaches the visually impaired . Bruce Winkler 
works fo r Na tionwide Paper Co., San Francisco. 
74Scott Bonfiglio li ves in La rkspur and is a senior loan offi cer with Pacifi c G uarantee 
Mortgage. He started a C hristm as in April program 
with the Mari n Alumni C hapter. Rudolf Brutoco, 
M. D ., is pres ident of Foundation fo r Hea lth 
Enhancement, a nonprofir public health chari ty that 
promotes nu trition and fitness resea rch and education. 
He is wo rking with fo rmer Surgeo n General C. Everett 
Koop and his Shape Up America! coalitio n on several 
projects. His medical specialty is developmental pedi-
atrics. He and his wife, Diana (Burgos), li ve in San 
Juan Capistrano with their fo ur children. Walter 
Kaczmarek is Northern California regional president 
of Comerica Bank, as well as its COO and member of 
the boa rd. James Murphy is English Department chair 
and mentor reacher at El Camino High School, South 
San Francisco. He and his wife, Linda, live in San 
Bruno with their two teenage sons. Anne Quartararo 
is a professo r of history at the U.S. Naval Academy, 
An napolis, Md. Kara (Macey} Ruckriegel li ves in 
Round Rock, Texas, and is manager of development 
fo r Extend-A-Care fo r Kids, which provides afte r-
school care fo r school-age children. JeffVan Brunt and ?:: 
his wife, Sand ra, li ve in Appleton, Wisc., with 13-year- j 
old Alexa, I I -year-old Blair, and 8-year-old Nick. Jeff cS 
is marketing director for Scott products at Kimberly- ~ 
Clark. f 
7 5Deborah (Evans} Baker (M .A. '85) is a librari-an fo r Sr. Joseph School, Mountain View. She 
has two daughters in high school, Karie and Julie. 
Jeffrey Bercleson is a client service directo r in che tax 
depa rtment of Price Waterhouse, Sacramento. He lives 
in Davis. John Bushman resigned as legal counsel to 
che Senate Committee on Indian Affairs and is now 
spec ial ass istant to che commiss ioner for rhe 
Administration fo r Native Americans, Administration 
fo r C hildren and Famili es, U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services. Peter David (MBA '76) lives in 
d 
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Australia where he runs a private business and 
marketing development consul tancy in Brisbane, 
Queensland. Brian Eagle is a manufacturer's represen-
tative fo r a food service company, Eagle Frizzell 
Associates. He and his wife, Debra, and fi ve children 
li ve in Sonoma. Jim Eichenberg retired from the U.S. 
Army in January 1995 and is in Tabuk, Saudi Arabia, 
as a medical training offi cer fo r Vinneu Corp. His 
wife, Patti (McDonald), is an administrative assistant 
with American Desk, Temple, Texas. T heir two adopt-
ed Romanian children are Ana, 6, and Laura, 5. Anne 
(Mitchell) Gordinier, after 15 years of practicing co r-
porate law, is now a full -rime mom to 5-year-old Scott 
and 2-year-o ld Kevin. She and her husband, Todd, 
make their home in San Marino. Vern Granneman 
U. D. '78) is a partner in O' Donnell, Rice, Davis, 
Alexander & Granneman: T he Genesis Law Group, 
San Jose. Santa Clara is well represented in the firm by 
Vern , Ed Rice J.D. '73, Judy Alexander J.D. '84, 
Suzanne Heinrich J.D. '89, and James Chadwick 
J.D.'91 , as well as Al Ruffo '31 U.D. '36), now retired 
from law practice, who acts as adviso r to the new firm. 
Kathleen Maloney, Ph .D., is a senio r resea rch scien-
tist in clinical pharmacology at G laxo Wellcome, 
C hapel Hill , N .C. She and her husband, Kevin Koch, 
have an 8-year-old son, Mark. Ed (M BA '80) and 
Sandy (Swiess) '76 Regan had their ninth child, 
Matthew Charles, June 5, in San Jose. Elizabeth Wolfe 
is directo r of bil ingual education fo r Redwood City 
Schoo l District and a pare-rime instructor at San 
Francisco State Uni versity. 
7 6Timothy Burr is product marketing manager for Ramco Systems, Fremont. He and his wife, 
Catherine, and sons T im Jr. and Daniel live in 
Saratoga. Mark Iden married Susanne Schulze in 1989 
in Baierbach, Bavaria. T hey moved to Cape Town, 
South Afri ca , where Mark wo rked fo r Ca lrex 
Petroleum from 1990 to 1994, and then spent three 
mo nths on a special assignment in Asia. T hey now live 
in Hanover, Germany, where he wo rks fo r Preussag, a 
ho lding company with in te rests in o il , gas, and water 
supply businesses. Connie (Knight) Lindberg earned 
a master's degree in architecture at U.C.- Berkeley and 
caught freehand drawing in the architecture depart-
ments there and at Diablo Valley Coll ege. She and her 
husband, Ca rl , moved to Santa Barbara in 1987. Since 
archi tectu re is di fficult to do part t ime while ca ring fo r 
her children, 8-year-old Lindsay and 6-year-old Sam, 
she has a catering business char can acco mmodate rhe 
children's schedules. Ana Lomas is principal of Ocala 
Middle Schoo l, Alum Rock Union Elementary School 
District, San Jose. 
7 7Anthony Anderson owns a fi na ncial service company in New York C ity. Debbie Ann 
Cucalon is in real estate part time, doing offi ce leasing 
and property management. The rest of the time she 
pursues her singing career. She had her debu t March 
27 at San Francisco's Plush Room. Darby 
(Teichgraeber) Cunning (M.A. '90} is in volved in 
adolescent health resea rch with a Stanfo rd Uni versity 
research group. Her husband, Brendan M.A. '85 , is a 
mediator/facilitator with Family Court Services. T hey 
have two sons and live in San Jose, where they all play 
soccer. David Hornor and his wife, Sharron, had their 
fifth child , Victoria-Ma rie, O ct. 18, I 995. They live in 
Madera County where David owns Sonshine 
Agricultural Services, a research, sales, and service 
company managing agricultural interests in San 
Joaquin Valley. Thomas Lohwasser, Ph.D. , has been 
named superintendent of schools for Marin Coun ty. 
7 8Anita (Ferraro} Brennan and her 15-year-o ld son, Mike, live in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where 
she is an in fo rmation technology national sales man-
ager fo r GE Capi tal. Scott and Ann (Foley) '82 
Cromie announce the birch of their second child, 
Brian T homas, Oct. 4, in Memphis, Tenn ., where they 
live with 2-yea r-old Elizabeth. Richard Galiata was a 
U.S. Air Fo rce pilot fo r IO years. The past fi ve yea rs, 
he has been a pilot with FedEx, currently fl ying an 
MD- I I. He and his wife, Jo Snyder-Galiaca, are par-
ents of I I-year-old twin girls. Nancy (Allen} Lee and 
her husband , Dennis, had their second child, Rya n 
LIKE FATHER LIKE DAUGHTER 
Dix Yohn '74 is proud papa to new Santa C/aran. 
F A LL 19 9 6 
Heather Yohn was only a few months old when she attended her father 
Dix's Santa Clara graduation in 1974 
(left). This fall, she entered Santa Clara 
herself as a first-year law student. 
Besides becoming a father while he 
was still a student, Dix worked his way 
through school , graduating with a bache-
lor's degree in business administration. 
No wonder he and his family were cele-
brating in this photo, taken at a post-cer-
emony party in the Mission Gardens. 
Currently, Dix is a custodian for the 
Hillsboro, Ore., school district. He and 
his wife, Karen, are both active with the 
American Federation of Teachers, Dix as 
a membership specialist. 
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Christian, Feb. 16, in Hayward. T hey live in Fremont 
where Na ncy wo rks ar Ross Srores Inc. co rporate 
office. Lawrence Nally is CFO fo r Go rdon Biersch 
Brewing Co. He and his wife, JoAn n, and daughter, 
Katherine, live in Lafayette. Mary Treder ea rned a 
master's degree in mathematics from the University of 
Wyoming, Laramie, in May. In June, she married Pete 
Morris. T hey live in Parker, Colo., and she wo rks at 
Hughes In fo rmati on Technology, Aurora . Robert 
W illiams is a sales consultant for Del Webb Corp. at 
Sun City West in Arizo na. 
7 (fl\Douglas Alchorn lives in Long Beach and is an :Jlaircraft environmental control systems and 
thermal systems engineer fo r o rth rop G rumman. 
David Beers is the author of "Blue Sky D ream: A 
Memoir of America's Fall From G race" (Doubleday, 
1996). A freelance writer, Beers wo n the National 
Magazine Award fo r best essay in 1993 fo r a piece in 
Harpers. Formerly, he was an editor fo r Pacifi c News 
Service; Image, the San Francisco Examiner Sunday 
magazine; and Mother Jones magazine. In I 99 1, he 
and his wife, Deirdre Kelly '81 , moved to Vancouver, 
B.C. , where Dei rd re teaches at Uni versity of Bri tish 
Columbia. The couple has a I-year-old daughter, 
Nora . Kevin Cottrell wo rks as an institutional trader 
fo r Emerging G rowth Management, an insti tutional 
money manager. He and his wife, Jenay, and their chil-
dren-5-year-old Sean, 2-yea r-old Cassand ra, and 9-
month-old Kenneth- live in Novato. Carolyn (Belke) 
Dentinger and her husband, Mark, announce the 
birth of their third chi ld, Peter Mark, in March. T hey 
live in Fremont with Jane, 5, and Scott, 3. Bob Evart 
is assista nt city manager/director of fin ance fo r the city 
of G ranbury, Texas, where he li ves with his wife, 
Becky, 6-year-o ld Nate, and 3-year-old Ben. Jeff 
Fegan, M .D ., has a private practice in urology in 
G lenwood Spri ngs, Colo., where he lives with his wife, 
Kim, and 19-month-old son, G rant. Douglas Frye, 
M.D ., earned a master's degree in public heal th fro m 
U.C.- Berkeley in May and did his internship this 
summer with Centers fo r Disease Control, Atlanta. 
He will continue a preventive medicine res idency in 
I 997. John Lohrke and his wife, Donna, had their 
first child, Dalton Wayne, Nov. 6, 1995 . John is ge n-
eral manage r of Seekins Ford, So ldotn a, Alaska. 
Marianne Toomey married Larry Austin , Apri l 6, at 
Lake Tahoe, Nev. Patrice Wiggins is a computer 
graphics artist at New York C ity Tra nsit where she 
depicts the $6.9 bill io n budget fo r NYC 
subways/buses in special reports and presentations fo r 
government offi cials in Albany and Washington, D.C. 
8 0 Kathleen Bollard is an assistant professor of Spanish at University of Colorado, Denver, 
where she lives with her husband, Ivan Broce, and 
their daughter, Emilia Gabriela. James "Bucky" 
Canales is executi ve vice pres ident, Pionee r 
Equipment Co., Fresno, and president, Lewis 
Wheelchair Repair and Sales, Lo ng Beach. Mary 
(Cunningham) Chadwick is an acco unt manager fo r 
Siebel Systems. She lives in Atherton with her hus-
band, Geo rge, and sons Austin and Taylor. Lynn 
{Buder) Corsiglia is di rector of human resources for 
Netscape Communications, Mountain View. Thomas 
Deline and his wife, Meg, had their fo urth child, 
Ca rrie Belle, in Aurora, Colo. T heir other children are 
Elizabeth, 5; C hristopher, 3; and Brian, 2. Mark Ferro 
lives in Sacramento where he is a sales representative 
for Falcon Systems. Stanley Fidanque and his wife, 
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Analisa, announce the arrival of their second son, 
Joshua Henry, Feb. 2 1, in Miami, Fla. Michael Flores 
is vice president ofTilia International, a San Francisco 
consumer prod ucts company. H e and his wife, 
Debbie, live in Fremont with sons Michael , 5, and 
Rya n, 2. Anne Hall married Chuck Mumey, Nov. 25, 
1995 . T hey live in Leesburg, Va. James Ham, U.S. 
Navy lieutenant commander, is ass igned to the U.S. 
Atlantic Command , No rfo lk, Va. He and his wife, 
C rystal, live in Vi rgin ia Beach with Travis, 11 ; Justin, 
7; and Ryan, 5. Kathleen Lampe married Fred Weber 
on June 22 at Sr. Aloysius Church, Tulare. Kathryn 
(Nickel) Latham, her husband, C huck; and daughters 
Hillary, 7; icole, 4; and Brooke, 2; live in Aurora, 
Colo. Annette Naughten-Dessel lives in Petaluma 
with her husband , Dennis, and sons Michael and 
Marc. She is a psychologist for Sonoma Coun ty Office 
of Education. Sblend Sblendorio and his wife, Beth , 
had their third son, Alec Antonio, May 21 , in 
Livermore. Sblend is a partner in the San Jose law firm 
of Levy, G reenfield & Davidoff, specializing in busi-
ness litigation and emerging technology companies. 
Hans Schwarz is director of business development, 
)(j Jinx Inc. His home is in Los Altos. Nasreen Shaker 
lives in Am ma n, Jo rdan. Richard and Lisa (O 'Neill) 
Shanahan each received the Sacramento Alumni 
C hapter's Santa Claran of the Year awa rd. Their home 
is in Fair O aks with Bobby, 6; Riley, 4; and Megan, 2. 
Anna Tapay is an attorney with Shea rman & Sterling, 
London. 
8 l Janan Boehme is a fin ancial writer fo r The Benham G roup Mutual Funds, Mountain 
View. Kathleen Bruno lives in New York C ity where 
she has been an account manager at Sybase Inc. fo r 
fi ve years. Her focus is Wall Street firms in the inter-
national banking/brokerage sector. Michael DeGrace 
opened DeGrace & Associates Financial Gro up in 
1995 after nine yea rs in the industry. His home is in 
Caro, Mich. Marvin Ferreira, an Army major, is sta-
tioned at Fo rt Lewis, Wash. He and his wife, Susan 
Rama, live in Lacey, Wash. , with Meghan, 7; John, 4; 
and Kyle, 2. Marvin served with the U. . mission in 
Haiti as military cu rrent operations o ffi cer, running 
the Command Center. Mark Intrieri U.D. '84) and 
hi s partner have moved rheir law practi ce, Chapman 
& Intrieri , from San Jose to Embarcadero Center, San 
Francisco. Martha Kelsey is a co-leader of a Brownie 
G irl Scout troop in Carlsbad . Julio Ledesma is a mem-
ber of the House of Representatives, Republic of the 
Philippines, hav ing been elected to a first term in May 
1995. He is the youngest member fro m Southern 
Philippines. Prior co chis, he was CEO of Ledesma 
Agribusiness Group. He is a board member and exec-
utive committee chair of Negros Navigation Co. Inc., 
the first Philippine shipping firm to go public. He and 
his wife, Victo ria, have a daughter, C ristina. Lawrence 
Martinelli , M.D. , his wife, Brigitte, and 2-yea r-old 
William live in Lubbock, Texas. He is in private prac-
tice, specializing in infectious diseases. Karen Porter 
U. D. '85) is a partner with the San Francisco firm of 
Fabris, Burgess & Ring, specializing in civi l litigation 
and corporate law. Katherine (Calvo) Sgro is a mar-
keting manager fo r Payless Markets Inc. She and her 
husband , Peter, live in Agana, G uam , with their chil-
d ren: C hristopher, 9; Matthew, 6; Kacarina, 4; and 
Maria, 2. Lori St. Marie married Luigi Reillo in 
O ctober 1995. T hey live in Spokane, Wash. Diana 
(Lum) Szelong (MBA '89) is an acco unting manage r 
at Finnigan Corp. , San Jose. She and her husband, Joe, 
S A N TA C LAR A M AGA Z I N E 
and their children Christine, Kacie, and Ryan live in 
Los Altos. Christopher Tallmadge received an M BA 
fro m Marquette University and is an accounting man-
ager for MoToCo Enterprises Inc., Milwaukee. 
8 2Jeffrey Beresini is manager of PG&E's Cali fo rnia Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE) 
Program in San Francisco. He and his wife, Katie, live 
in Cascro Valley. Cynthia (Alexandre) Cadin lives in 
San An tonio, Texas, with her husband, Ron, 5-year-
o ld Alan, and I -year-old Aaron. She is director of a 
nationally accredited preschool and adjunct professo r 
in the Child Development Department, San Antonio 
Co ll ege. She has written rwo curriculum books, 
"Toddlers Together" and "More Toddlers Together." 
Patricia Eaton married Dr. Michael Savin in April 
1995 in the Napa wine country. They welcomed their 
first chi ld, Ryan Al len, on Dec. 2 1, 1995 . Dan Greco 
married Melissa Reynolds, Sept. 28 , in Elko, Nev. 
They live in Reno. Mary (Zavadil) Gutierrez and her 
husband, G reg, live in Denver where she works part 
time as a pediatrician and full time taking ca re of 
Gabe, 5; Joe, 3; and Elena, I . Edgar Hawkyard is an 
associate atto rn ey in the law offices of James A. 
Alexander, Walnut C reek. Susan (Munch) Kehoe lives 
in Sunnyvale with her husband, Paul , and son, P.J . 
Susan recently left her job as marketing manager of 
imaging products with Fujitsu America, San Jose, to 
be a full -rime mom. Tom Madden U.D. '87) is a part-
ner in the San Luis Obispo law firm of Sinshaimer, 
Shiebelhuc & Baggett. Cheryl Puls married Steve 
Ernst, Oct. 2 1, 1995, at Sacred Heart C hurch, 
Saratoga. Sharon Sammon and Rick Bell had their 
second daughter, Katherine Elizabeth Bell , Ap ril 26, 
1995. They live in Sunnyvale. Robert Stankus and his 
wife, Karen, had their first child, Simone Elizabeth, 
May 22, in Antioch. 
8 3 Bob and Colleen (Kelly) Altendorf announce ch e birth of their third child, Chase Patrick, 
July 12, in South San Francisco where they live with 
Madison and Zachary. Bob is vice president, new busi-
ness development, ar National Mortgage Specialists 
Inc., San Mateo. Yvonne Daverin (MBA '89) is a 747 
engineering team leader for United Airlines, O akland. 
Karen DeMichelis (MBA '85) lives in Anchorage, 
Alaska, where she does public utili ty consulting with 
Honchen & Uhlenkott Inc. She has a 2-year-old 
daughter, Elasa n Elizabeth Sawyer. Patricia Hayes has 
worked in the Foreign Service since I 990. She is in 
Washington, D.C., as a personnel officer for the 
Bureau of European and Canadian Affairs. Her first 
ass ignment was at the American Embassy in Brazil. 
Susan {Ward) and Jay Hoey MBA '88 had their sec-
ond daughter, Kate Elizabeth , July 3, I 995. They live 
with 3-year-old Erin in Moun tain View. Patti 
(Hennessy) Holzworth and her husband, Ray, had 
their th ird child, Meaghan Rayann , Sept. 13, I 995, in 
San Jose. Susan (Minami) Jang and her husband, 
Denn is, welcomed a son, Russell Isah ito, Sept. 25, 
1995, in O akland. Jim Lynch is a partner in KPMG 
Peat Marwick's information, communication , and 
entertainment practice in San Jose where he lives with 
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VIRTUAL HOUSE HUNTING 
Alums develop software to streamline real estate transactions. 
y our real estate agent is show- j 
ing you the kitchen of a i 
house she thinks you may like: 6 
granite counter tops, state-of-the-
art appliances-it's perfect. The 
cathedral ceilings and hardwood 
floors in the living room are a 
bonus, as is the neighborhood, 
which is quiet and immaculate. 
This is it, you think to yourself. 
Best of all, you've located your 
dream home without ever leaving 
the comfort of your agent's con-
ference room-or your own com-
puter room. This virtual tour has 
been brought to you courtesy of 
WyldFyre Technologies Inc. 
The idea for WyldFyre's virtu-
al house hunting was born one 
day in 1993 when Dan Musso '82 
(MSEE '84, MBA '88) was look-
ing for office space. After nearly 
eight years with Precision Mono-
!ithics, where he had worked his 
way up to director of one of the 
engineering groups, Musso set out 
to open his own company. 
He had concentrated on small 
business and enrrepreneurism 
while earning his MBA, and he 
knew he wanted to start some sort 
of business; he just didn't know 
what kind. Refusing to be hin-
dered by that small obstacle, he 
began looking for office space. In 
the process, he quickly discovered 
the ordeal of shopping for com-
mercial real estate was a problem 
that needed fixing. 
Voila-Musso had his idea. A 
month later he was joined by fel-
low SCU alum Mike Myers '82. 
While helping commercial real 
estate customers looked promis-
ing, the two men decided that the 
residential real estate industry had 
even more potential. 
"We noticed at the rime-just 
three to four years ago-that the 
residential real estate industry was 
way behind the times as far as 
technology. They barely had com-
puters for the most part," says 
Musso. "So we saw it as a good 
Mike Myers '82 (left) and Dan Musso '82 (MSEE '84, MBA '88) display MLS Windows, a software program for real 
estate agents. 
opportunity to start some sort of 
multimedia approach." 
The first year and a half was 
spent working with focus groups 
and developing a product. "Our 
goal was to capture a major per-
centage of the Multiple Listing 
Service (MLS) software market, 
and we're well on our way to 
achieving that goal," Myers says. 
Over 25,000 copies of the 
company's core product-MLS 
Windows-have been sold in 
more than 70 major markers 
across the nation. A user-friendly 
sales tool, MLS Windows gives 
agents access to pictures of proper-
ties and displays chem on a map. 
Thanks to WyldFyre, house 
hunting no longer has to be an 
exhausting experience. Typically, a 
real estate agenr prints out text 
information and drives the diem 
around to 20 different properties, 
which can rake the better part of a 
day. Using MLS Windows, an 
agent can first run a search based 
on criteria such as price range, 
location, square footage, number 
of bedrooms, etc. 
For example, if a couple is 
interested in four-bedroom homes 
under $600,000 in Saratoga, the 
mapping module can highlight all 
matching properties-along with 
exterior and interior photographs 
and floor plans-on a digital map. 
"The whole process takes a couple 
of minutes. You can tell a lot by 
the photos," says Musso. "Very 
quickly, a huge percentage of the 
properties you'd basically be wast-
ing your time with are eliminated. 
The software narrows the search 
to three or four houses you'd 
actually want to physically go and 
look at." 
In addition to MLS Windows, 
WyldFyre has begun developing 
RealtyLink, a product that will 
manage the entire real estate trans-
action process via the Internet. 
This advanced document transfer 
system will integrate all parts 
of the transaction, including the 
ti tie search, termite inspection, 
appraisal, and loan application. 
According to Musso, this soft-
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ware will stop not only the paper 
trail of real estate transactions but 
also the insanity. "There will be no 
need for last-minute couriers or 
headaches. The program puts 
everything in organized ... folders 
with charrs identifying exactly 
where a client is in any given 
phase. It organizes something that, 
in the past, was somewhat unman-
ageable." The objective, Musso 
says, is to reduce the time it takes 
to close the deal from tl1e typical 
30 or 45 days to two weeks. 
Musso and Myers hope the new 
product will spread like, well, like 
"wyldfyre." That name has turned 
into a self-fulfilling prophecy. The 
partners, who recently finished a 
Spanish version of MLS Windows, 
are fielding calls from all over the 
world. "So far so good," says 
Musso. 0 
-Kim Ratcliff 
Kim Ratcliff is a writer who regu-
larly freelances for the San Jose 
Mercury News. 
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his wife, Kelly (Schuster) M.A.'88, a training and 
career development special ist at Raychem Corp., 
Menlo Park. Dee Dee Myers lives in Washington , 
D.C., and is co-host of CNBC's "Equal Time" and 
Washingto n ed itor of Vanity Fair magazine. Robert 
Sherrard is vice president of Mid-Peninsula Bank, Palo 
Alto. Christopher Von Der Ahe (MBA '85) is vice 
president in the Century City office of Korn/Ferry 
International. 
84 Richard Berlin is general manager of Hawthorn Lakes Retirement Community, 
Vernon Hills, Ill. Luke Bianco, M.D. , finished an 
ophthalmology fel lowsh ip in Memphis, Tenn. , and 
now lives in Visalia with his wife, Susan, and son, 
Steven. He is in private practice there, specializing in 
diseases and surgery of the retina. Kathryn Carley 
married Christian Z immerman, 0cc. 29 , 1995, at Sr. 
John's Cathedral, Boise, ldaho. Robert Davis is vice 
president, market ing/business development, fo r 
Iterated Systems, a multimedia firm in Atlanta. 
Dolores (Rodriguez) Dribnak is inside sales manager 
at Computer Products, Fremont, where she and her 
husband, Andrew, live with their children : Joshua, 5; 
and Shelby, 2. Kathryn Ferroggiaro and her husband, 
Derek Hiles , an nou nce the birth of their son, 
Alexander Vi ncent Hiles, March 18, I 995 . T hey live 
in Sacramento. Steven and Nancy (Schwartz) '85 
Granzella welcomed a son, Drew Anthony, on Dec. I, 
1995. T hey li ve in Berkeley. Steven and Anne 
(Kalney) Hartman an nounce the birth of their first 
child, Daniel Steven, Feb. 11, 1995, in San Jose where 
Anne is a civ il enginee r at Santa C lara Valley Water 
District. Steve is a software engineer at White Pine. 
Paul Isaacson works at Aerotherm Corp., Mountain 
View, as program manager fo r the world's largest arc 
plasma fac ili ty (70 megawatts) being built in Italy. 
When not there, Paul is at home in Newark coach ing 
baseball for his three sons. Annette Parent earned a 
law degree from Duke University School of Law in 
May. Carol (Nulk) Philpott and her husband, Kevin , 
had their first ch ild , Patrick Jeremiah, Nov. 22, 1995. 
They li ve in San Carlos. Shelley Simmons is an inven-
tory manager for Computer Plus, Sunnyvale, which 
sells hardware, software, and networking services co 
the education trade. Her home is in San Francisco. Bill 
and Frances (Landry) Vaculin live in San Ramon with 
daughters 5-year-old Kendra and I-year-old Shelby. 
Bill is a senior vice president at Dean Witter, 
Pleasanton. 
8 5 Marie (Patane) Blankley and her husband , Stephen, announce the birth of their first 
child, Andrew Christopher, May 27. Their home is in 
G il roy where Marie opened her own CPA practice on 
May I. Mark Brown is a deputy attorney general with 
the Cali forn ia Department of Justice, Los Angeles . 
Barbara (Esquivel) Campos is a controller ll for 
Fremont Compensation Insurance Co. She and her 
husband, Joaquin, live in Palmdale with first-grader 
Nathaniel and third-grader Courtney. Charlotte 
(Hart) Cuomo and her husband, Tony, had their th ird 
child, Julian Marie Hart Cuomo, April 6, in Long 
Beach. She joins Coleman Anthony, 4, and Frances 
Elena, 2. Louise Diepenbrock works for Oracle Corp., 
Redwood Shores. Kathleen (Shay) Duggan and her 
husband, Paul, live in G len Rock, N .J. She works for 
CMP Media Inc., Manhassec, New York, as a con-
sumer marketing director for W indows magazine, 
Home PC, and Nee Gu ide magazine. Susan (Brook) 
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Gardner is accounting manager at lncyce 
Pharmaceuticals, Palo Alco. She and husband, Dirk, 
have two daughters: Kailey, 6; and Madysen, 3. They 
make their home in Fremont. Russell Huerta is a vice 
president with Wells Fargo Bank, San Francisco. 
Michael Jupina is manufacturing engineer manager at 
SOL Inc. He and his wife, Kary, live in Pleasanton 
with 2-year-o ld Sarah. George and Cielito (Cecilio) 
'86 Lane welcomed their second daughter, Madeleine 
Marie, June 19, in San Carlos. Harrold McCracken 
Q.D. '88), U.S. Army captai n, is a legal advisor for 
Special Operations Command, Stuttgart, Germany. 
Preston Metcalf is executive director of San Jose 
Institute of Contemporary Art, responsible for artistic 
and administrative direction. Chuck Q.D. '88) and 
Sue (Haney) Miller (MBA '90) had the ir first child, 
Samantha Audrey, May 10, in Warren, N.J. Tim 
Mosley (MBA '90) is a sen ior industry analyst at 
Apple Computer, Campbell. Angela (Abramowitz) 
Retelny , her husband , Ga ry, and two daughters live in 
Scarsdale, N.Y. Angela is marketing manager at Julia 
B. Fee Real Estate Co., Westchester, and is national 
membership chair for W IZO, an organ ization that 
supports more than 700 day-care, school, and social 
welfare institutions in Israel. Lori Qoseph) Russell and 
her husband, Tom, have a I -yea r-old daughter, Jean 
Marie. They live in Denver where Lori is a registered 
nurse with Columbia-Healcl1 One. Pearle (Verbica) 
Salters li ves in Eufau la, O kl a., with her husband, 
Joh n, and their children: Hannah, 4; and Daniel, 3. 
They plan to go overseas as missionaries. James 
Sampair married Lisa Bissett, Jul y 3, 1995. He com-
pleted a master's degree in education in December 
1995 and works for the Ed ison Project as a teacher in 
the Elementary Academy. They live in Worcester, 
Mass. Deborah (Fietta) Senior and her husband, 
John , had their first child, Alexander Michael, May 
20, in Lemoore. Colleen Toste-Beronilla is a market-
ing special ist with Humboldt Bank, Eureka, where she 
lives with her husband, Neil, and 2-year-old Andy. 
8r(:._ Bryan Barker, h is wife, Leah, and sons Colin \lJI and Trevor live in Atlantic Beach, Fla. , where 
Bryan is playing in his seventh NFL season and second 
season for the Jacksonv ille Jaguars. Leslie Bell married 
Sean Gabrio in March. Their home is in San Jose. 
Leslie is a marketing project manager at Applied 
Materials, Santa Clara. Brent and Megan (Howarth) 
Billinger had their second child, Blake Matthew, Feb. 
6, in San Jose, where they live with 3-year-old Beau 
M ichael. Brent is manager of external reporting and 
consolidations at Applied Materials corporate offices, 
Santa Clara. Kristine (Allen) Blaser (MBA '90) and 
her husband, Marc, had their second daughter, 
Alexandra Kimberly, Dec. 5, 1995, at Stanford 
University Hospital. They live in Mountain View with 
Samantha, 3 . Elizabeth Briguglio married Scott 
Fleming, Nov. 26, 1994, at Holy Trinity C hurch, 
Geo rgetown, Washington, D.C. T hey live in Jupiter, 
Fla., where El izabeth is director of operations for 
Vincam Occupational Health Systems, a managed 
care organization for workers' compensation . Michael 
Brown is a supervisor in the purchasing department of 
Warner Brothers Studios, Los Angeles. Greg Capitolo 
is controller of ldentix, Sunnyvale. Michael Chambers 
married Donna Kay, July 27. They live in Fair Oaks. 
Andrea Chen is computer network manager for San 
Mateo-Foster City School District. She is also writing 
a book and training a Harris hawk co hunt pheasant. 
Ken Chow, his wife, Teri, and daughter, Mikaela, 
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announce the birth of Kendra Michelle, April 5, in 
San Jose. Katherine Crowley married Chris Polk, 
March 30, at Schweitzer Ski Resort in Idaho. Their 
home is on Lake Oconee, outside Atlanta, where 
Katherine is a process control engineer for BTG. Joe 
Cunningham and his wife, Kelley, had their first child, 
Alyssa Leigh, March 5, in Pleasanton. Joe is general 
sa les manager for WlLD 107 FM-Rad io, San 
Francisco. Mark Divelbiss is a partner in Divelbiss & 
Divelbiss, San Franc isco law offices. Louis 
Dombrowski is a CPA and tax manager for the Pacific 
Bell Directory Smart Yellow Pages, San Francisco. He 
earned a master's degree in taxation from Golden Gare 
University chis year. Tom and Laura (Thompson) 
Donohue had thei r second daughter, Sara Marie, on 
Dec. 4, 1995, in Antioch . Jason Ford and his wife, 
Pamela, had their first child, Christopher Robert, Nov. 
17, 1995, in San Francisco. Steven Hamilton was 
nom inated for cop honors by che Motion Picture 
Sound Editors of America fo r his work as supe rvisi ng 
so und editor on the movie "Sense and Sensibili ty." 
Joanne Hayes-White was named fire chief in charge 
of comm unications, San Francisco Fire Department. 
Two wome n were named chief chis year, a first fo r San 
Francisco. Maura (Miller) Hillegass, her husband, 
John , and 3-year-old Kary welcomed twins Sarah Ann 
and Holly Lynn , Dec. 29, 1995, in Sunnyvale. Allison 
(Becker) Joss and her husband announce the birth of 
their third son, Jason Becker Joss, Sept. 11 , 1995, in 
Orinda. Virginia Meraza-Sancos, her husband, Jean-
Pierre, and 2-yea r-old Athena li ve in San Jose where 
Virgi nia is co-owner of Meraza Travel Services. Mark 
Neil and his wife, Amy, li ve in Westborough, Mass. 
Mark earned a law degree from Harvard Law School 
111 1990 and is corpo rate cou nsel for Locus 
Development Corp. , a Cambridge computer software 
firm. Ken O 'Brien and his wife, Rita, had a daughter, 
Julia Carole, Dec. 22, 1995. They live in Santa Clara. 
Tara (McNeill) Palajac is a financial planning manag-
er with Octel Com munications, Milpitas. Joan Raspo 
lives in Modesto where she is a graphic designer. Anne 
(Hayes) and Jim ).D./MBA '87 Rigali an nounce the 
birch of El izabeth An ne, April 20, in Santa Maria, 
where they live with Mary C lare, 4, and Paulette, 3. 
T heodore Rossi owns Real Estate Finance Group Inc. , 
a Men lo Park financial consulting company. Andy 
Russick is director of sales for Pacific Coast Producers. 
His wife, Kathy (Martin) '87, is project manager for 
Brown & Coldwell Engineering Consultants. They 
make their home in Elk Grove with Chloe, 4, and 
Jann , 2. Janis (Kirton) and Greg '89 Stivers li ve in 
Pleasanton with 3-year-old Kyle. Janis is a part-time 
third-grade teacher fo r San Ramon Valley Unified 
School D istrict, and Greg is a national account 
manager for ADP. 
87Lisa Agrimonti received a law degree in May from Washburn Univers ity School of Law, 
Topeka, Kan. In August, she began a one-year 
appo intment as a judicial law clerk for Minnesota 
Supreme Court Justice M . Jeanne Coyne. Jeanette 
(Patane) Aguilar and her husband, Mathew, announce 
the birth of their first child, Domenic John, June 27, 
in Merced. Jeanette teaches Spanish at Los Banos High 
School in Los Banos where they live. Lisa Benson is an 
inventory control manager for Persmart Inc., Phoenix. 
Mary (Givvin) Bowling and her husband, Warren, 
had a son, August "Gus" Givvin Bowling, March 3, in 
Bozeman, Mont. Karen Cook and her husband, 
Daniel Rodriguez, live in Caracas, Venezuela, where 
Karen is learning Spanish and bei ng a full-time home-
maker. Margaret Ousten) Copley (MBA '92) and her 
husband, Pat, had their first baby, Brendan, Dec. 4, 
1995, in Sunnyvale. Sharon (Wiebe) Cuff and her 
husband, Paul, announce the birth of their second son, 
Kevin Scott, Jan. 26. They live in Concord. Karen 
(Rueda) Johnston and her husband, Paul, welcomed 
Abigail Jane, June 11 , in Ridgefield Park, N.J. Cindy 
(Wall) Keene and her husband, Kirk, an nounce the 
bi rth of Benjamin, Nov. 15, 1995. T hey live in 
Newton, Mass. Michael Konesky is sen ior vice presi-
dent of operations, HSE Inc., a San Jose systems man-
agement consulting firm. John Leupp is a senior vice 
president at L.H. Friend, Weinress, Frankson & 
Presson, Los Angeles. He is an equity analyst covering 
the gaming industry. James Lewis is a member of the 
Stockton law firm of T iddle & Isola. Douglas 
Lonneker married Renee Mecheski , Sept. 14, in 
Jackson Hole, Wyo., where they live. He resigned as 
vice president of operations of Pete's Brewing 
Company to start Coldstream Organic and Specialty 
Foods Distribution. Virginia (Simpson) Mahoney 
and her husband, Shaun, welcomed their first child, 
Lau ren Rose, Jan . 29, in Dunwoody, Ga. Matt and 
Kathy (Kennelly) McCormick live in Denver with 
daughter Madison, 2. Matt is sales training manager in 
the south central division of Nestle Co. Kathy is mar-
keting manager for Nordstrom credit division. Anita 
(Sheridan) Price and her husband, Par, had their first 
chi ld, Nolan Sheridan, June 17, 1995. Anita left after 
eight years as a design engineer at Boeing to be with 
Nolan fu ll time. Alex Quong earned a master's degree 
in applied mathematical statistics from U.C.-Irvi ne in 
1993. He works at Logicon in San Pedro as a systems 
engineer. His home is in Irvine. Stefano Rebagliati 
Q.D. '90) married Emily Saxby, Nov. 11 , 1995, at 
Mission Santa Clara. They live in Sunnyvale. Stefano 
is an atto rney with the Mountain View firm of 
Newton, Kastner & Remmel. Tim (MBA '96) and 
Kelly Marie (Humphrey) '89 Rhodes and their 
daughters-Audrey, 4, and Brittany, 2-live in San 
Jose. Tim is a marketing manager with Cadence 
Design Systems. Margaret "Peggy" Silva married 
Henri Communal, July 1995, in Paris. She teaches 
fifth grade in New Jersey. Michael Slicton-Williams is 
executive director of United Cerebral Palsy of San 
Francisco where he lives with his wife, Lori, and their 
children: Eli, 5; and Hannah, 3. Carol Szelazek joined 
SCU students in the confi rmation class at Mission 
Santa C lara chis year; at 39, she was the oldest confir-
mand, bur said she was very happy to have the support 
and love of the SCU community at this important 
rime in her life. Kathleen Templeman graduated in 
December 1994 with a master's degree in library sci-
ence from San Jose State University. She is the ch il-
dren's librarian, Los Altos Library. Jennifer Zadwick 
received a master's degree in city and regional planning 
from University of North Carol ina, C hapel Hill, in 
August 1995. She lives in Tallahassee, and is a planner 
with the Florida Department of Com muni ty Affai rs. 
88Edward Allen is a deputy prosecuting atto rney for King Coun ty, Seattle. Stephanie (Kalez) 
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Bathon and her husband, Leander, announce the birth 
of twins, Christoph Anton and Anna Rebecca, July 10, 
in Frankfurt, Germany. The fam ily lives in Hofheim, 
Germany. Carrie Brennan started her own marketi ng 
and public relations company in San Diego. In addi-
tion to creati ng and implementing marketing and 
public relations strategies, she coordinates special 
events and promotions. Ed Clark is Neil Diamond's 
guitar technician on his North American tour. Patrick 
and Julie (Giambruno) Cullivan had their first son, 
Ryan, Oct. 3, 1995, in Redwood City. Patrick and 
Julie work fo r Oracle Corp., Redwood Shores. John 
Dawn married Carla Mariani, Feb. 11. They live in 
San Jose where John is a project manager for Walsh 
Building Contractors. John DeMoss is a financial con-
sultant with Smith Barney, Scottsdale, Ariz., where he 
lives. Kevin Dorhou Q.D. '91) married Deborah Julie 
Huang, May 11. Kevin is a prosecuting attorney for 
Ventura County District Attorney's Office. Elizabeth 
Dreike married Anthony Almer, May 17, at 
Franciscan Renewal Center, Paradise Val ley, Ariz. 
Their home is in Scottsdale. Jerry Granucci is a prod-
uct marketing manager at Adobe Systems Inc. , 
Mountain View. He lives in Woodside. Jeffrey Lally 
married Carrie Sitter '90, July 27, at St. H elena 
Catholic Church, St. Helena. Cheryl (Kenney) Lane 
and her husband, David, had their second child, Jaden 
David, in June 1995. They live in Benicia where 
Cheryl is a full-rime mom to Jaden and daughter 
Riana. Paul Lindblad (M BA '92) li ves in San 
Francisco and is Western regional sales manager for 
Wacker Silrronic where he has worked for seven years. 
Eddie and Mary-Elizabeth (Feeney) '89 Lyons wel-
comed Caitlin Eli zabeth, Ap ril 17, at Sequoia 
Hospital, Redwood City. T hey live in Fremont. Steve 
Maggioncalda has been signed as director of engineer-
ing for Radium, San Francisco, a d igital studio inte-
grating visual effects design at the start of production. 
Steve, an autho ri ty on cross-platfo rm digital network-
ing, was chosen fo r his expertise in integrating video 
with computer systems for manipulation in anima-
tion , effects, and the Internet. He is a member of the 
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers 
and is engineering chair of the Northern Cal ifornia 
chapter of International Tcleproduction Society. He 
and his wife, Corrine (Restivo) '90, live in Redwood 
City. Lou (MBA '94) and Jeanne (Badala) Marzano 
announce the birth of their first child, Amanda 
Jeanne, May 10, in Palo Alto. Lou is a project manag-
er at Hewlett-Packard, and Jeanne is a business man-
ager at Failure Analysis. Tim and Monique (Price) 
Marchi an nounce the birth ofTyler Robert, March 15, 
in San Ramon. John Melby graduated from San 
Francisco Culinary Academy in April with a degree in 
occupational sciences. He is exploring va rious facets of 
the food industry with the ultimate goal of operating 
and managing his own business. Michelle Mullin is 
worldwide product manager for the optoelecrronics 
division of Hewlett-Packard, San Jose. A third-year 
member of SCU's Alumni Association Board of 
Directors, she lives in Campbell and makes frequent 
trips to Southern Cal ifo rn ia for beach volleyball tour-
naments. Karen Nunez is a bilingual kindergarten 
reacher at Jackson Elementary School, Alradena. 
Michael Rasic and his wife, Francie, had their first 
ch ild, David Michael , March 22, in G lendale. 
Christin Roberts, a CPA and marketing director with 
Frank Rimerman & Co. , Menlo Park, has been elect-
ed to the board of directors of the Alzheimer's 
Association of the Greater San Francisco Bay Area. She 
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is an active volunteer with Christmas in April-Mid-
Peninsula and serves on the California Society of 
CPAs' State Marketing Committee. Her home is in 
San Jose. Maureen Russick-Lee and her husband, Al, 
welcomed their second child, Tyler David, April 7, in 
Redondo Beach, where they live with 2-year-old Ryan. 
Maureen is an independent contractor/co nsultant for 
the hospitality industry. Chuck Schott is promoting 
the Super-Train system in Seattle, where he works as a 
transportation engineer with Perteet Engineering Inc. 
Jeanne Soule lives in Menlo Park where she teaches 
junior kindergarten at Trinity School. Daniel Stevens 
earned an MBA from Indiana University in 1995 and 
is business development manager of ParaGraph 
International Inc., Campbell, a Russian-American 
company licensing software for the Internet market. 
Dan lives in Palo Alto. Debbie (Capowski) Van 
Blaricum and her husband, John , had their second 
ch ild, Elise Anne, May 20, in Olathe, Kansas. 
89 Susanne (Warfield) Barrer, her husband, Joe, and 3-year-old Karie welcomed Andrew 
Christian , April 26, in Beaverton, Ore. Joseph 
Cassara, DDS, and his wife, Debbie, had a daughter, 
Julianna, Nov. 30, 1995, in Los Altos. Joseph practices 
dentistry in Mountain View. Michael Hurley and his 
wife, Lisa, had a son, Dominick Michael, May 3, in 
Pleasanton. Scott Kellner and his wife, Sandra, wel-
comed Samuel Dean-Hansen Kellner, April 2, in San 
Jose. Scott is chief operating officer of Sugo Music and 
Design, Half Moon Bay. Daneen (DeMarco) Matts is 
manager of worldwide operations application develop-
ment at Apple Computer. She and her husband , Gene, 
live in San Jose. John Mawicke is senior manager, 
equ ity derivatives, fo r C redit Lyonnais Securities Asia, 
Hong Ko ng. Rosalynn (Hortsch) Ritschard and her 
husband, Christopher, announce the birth of Andrew 
Ch ristopher, April 20, in Portland, Ore., where they 
live with 3-year-old Bailey Carmella. Maggie Rodee 
completed an accelerated (one-year) BSN program at 
Creighton University and has joined the Navy N urse 
Corps as a staff nurse at National Naval Hospital , 
Bethesda, Md. John Rossmeissl is manager of interna-
tional finance systems at Microsoft, Redmond, Wash. 
Bridget (Bean) Walters is order fulfillment manager 
for apparel at N ike World Headquarters, Beaverton, 
Ore. She has been with Nike for more than six years. 
Timothy Walz is a segment manager in the consumer 
financial services support group of Wachovia Bank of 
North Carolina, Winston-Salem. His home is in High 
Point. David and Linda (Garcia) '90 White live in 
Santa C lara. David is a tax manager at Price 
Waterhouse, San Jose; Linda is an account supervisor 
at Brodeur & Partners Public Relations, Santa C lara. 
Kara Woods married David Hamilton, Jan . 27, in 
Mendocino. T hey make their home in Santa Clara. 
She is finance and acco unting manager for Sophia 
Systems and Technology, San Jose. 
9if)Andrea Boucher-Breitbart and her husband, 'lJI Michael, live in Los Altos where they have a 
minority/women-owned telecommunications product 
distributorship. Patricia DeFonte has lived in Rome 
since January 1994, working for Orbit 
Communications, "the home of the world's first fully 
digital, multichannel, multilingual, direct-to-home 
pay TV and radio satellite service." She is program-
ming manager for America Plus. Renata Franzia and 
Robert Price annou nce the birth of Sarina Franzia 
Price, March 20, in San Ramon. Renata is an account 
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manager for Franzia Winery, and Robert is sales man-
ager at Read-Rite. Jim and Ann (Seidler) '9 I Hagan 
had a daughter, Madeleine C laire, Jul y 16, in 
Pasadena. Patrick Herbst is marketing director at 
Kelley-C larke Inc., Portland, Ore., a food broker fo r 
the Western United States and the largest in the coun-
try. Hendy Lund is a technical trainer at C isco 
Systems Inc., San Jose, and a ce rtified massage thera-
pist. Her home is in Mountain View. Michelle 
(Robinson) Marsten O .D. '93) and her husband, 
Sheldon , announce the birth of a son, Tyler Kenneth , 
May 22, in Los Gatos. T heir home is in San Jose. Alan 
McNab is in an MBA program at Trini ty College, 
Dublin , Ireland. Valerie Menely marri ed Robert Sitter 
11 , April 27, in Atherton. They make their home in 
Atherton. Albert Ramirez and Sue Wall '93 were mar-
ried Dec. 30, 1995, at Mission Santa C lara. Sue coach-
es wo men's soccer at San Jose State Uni versity. Albert 
is a coordinato r fo r UCS F tissue bank and coaches 
men's crew at SCU. Lynn Sawamura (M.A. '95) is a 
sixth-grade mentor teacher in the Cupertino Union 
School District. Craig Tanner lives in Chicago and is 
an assistant product manager fo r Rand McNal ly New 
Medi a. H e ea rned an MBA fro m Un iversity of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor. Tracy Wardle li ves in Okemos, 
Mich. , and is wo rking toward a doctorate in school 
psychology at Michigan State Uni versity, Eas t 
Lansing. 
((l\ 1 Christopher Bautista rece ived a docto r of 
'JI podiatric medicine from Pennsylvania College 
of Podiarric Medicine, Philadelphia. He is in residen-
cy at Methodist Hospital , New York C ity. Cynthia 
(Brunet) married Andrew Keller '92 in June. T hey 
are living in C hicago with 5-year-old Kimberly while 
Cynthia pursues her medical degree at Loyola 
Uni ve rsity, Stritch Schoo l of Medi cine, C hicago. 
Roman Caruso married Ginger Confer '93 , Dec. 17, 
1994, at Mission Santa Clara. Their home is in 
Brownsville, Texas . John Cervino is a program admin-
istrator in employee and communi ty programs at 
Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto. He runs the Employee 
Scholarship Program and assists with the national 
United Way campaign. Sacha Conley-Brown is man-
ager, general ledger, at Netscape Communications, 
Mountain View. She and her husband , Stephen, live in 
San Jose. John Doherty is a patient rights attorney 
with Mental Health Advocacy Project, San Jose. Greg 
Govan teaches special education classes at two schools 
in the San Lorenzo School District. He lives in 
Oakland. Allison Hall received a master's degree in 
physical therapy from Pacific University, Forest Grove, 
Ore. She is a pediatric physical therapist in San Jose. 
Robert Javier married Amy Hi rotsuka, April 29, 
1995, at Mission Santa Clara. They live in Palo Alto. 
He earned a master's degree in English literature from 
San Jose State Unive rsity and now teaches at Monta 
Vista High School , Cupertino. Patrick Kelly married 
Lisa Taylor, Sept. 23, 1995, in Virginia Beach, Va. He 
is a financial analyst at MC I. They make their home in 
Falls Church. Lisa Martin is a senior merchandiser fo r 
Boys' International, T he Gap, San Francisco. Shannon 
McDonald graduated from C reighton Uni ve rsity 
School of Medicine, Omaha, Neb., in May and is 
doing her res idency in orthopedic surgery at Albert 
Einstein Medi ca l Center, Philadelphi a. Sean 
McGuinn married Christine Cadigan in August 1995 
in Marin Coun ty. They live in San Francisco where 
Sean is a portfolio manager fo r MERUS-UCA Capital 
Management. Megan Osborne earned a law degree 
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from University of San Diego School of Law and 
passed the Cal ifo rnia State Bar in 1994. She is a tax 
consultant with Arthur Andersen & Co. , Los Angeles. 
Erika Parker married Christopher Price, June 17, 
I 995, in Bell evue, Wash. T hey li ve in Beaverton, O re. 
C hri stopher graduated magna cum laude from 
C reighton University School of Medicine, O maha, 
Neb. , in May 1995 and is an intern al medi cine resi-
dent at O regon Health Sciences U niversity. Eri ka is a 
product manager fo r Symantec Corp. Thomas Rouse 
is an administrative fe llow at Arkansas Children's 
Hospi tal, Little Rock. Deborah Saunders received an 
MBA from Manchester Business School in England. 
She is a strategy consul ta nt with Arthur Andersen, 
Sydney, Australi a. Prio r to her MBA, Debbie wo rked 
in marketing fo r AT&T in London and Paris and as an 
assistant brand manager with Procter & Ga mble in 
Germany. Lisa Stiles received a master's degree in edu-
cation from Lewis and Clark Co llege, Portl and , Ore., 
and is in her fo urth yea r of teaching. She married 
Joseph Gyllenhammer in June 1994 and had a son in 
October 1995 . T hey li ve in Spokane, Wash., where she 
teaches sixth grade. Eileen Tinney is an associate ma r-
keting communications edi to r at Sil icon G raphics, 
Mountain View. Patricia Trimble, C PA, is directo r of 
Source Finance, a Sherman Oaks recruiting firm . 
((l\ 2 Jenine Allahyari married G reg Stilson in 
'JI March. T hey li ve in San Rafael. Jen ine works 
fo r Foundatio n Health . David Bauer married 
Christine Micheli , April 27, in Bellevue, Wash. They 
make their home in San Francisco. Bennett Cloud 
married Nannette Pierluissi, July 27, in Dallas. They 
make their home in Fremont. Bennett wo rks fo r 
Fideli ty Investments, Campbell. Philip Cunningham 
married Amy Thompson in June. Am y is a research 
analyst at Vanderbilt Uni versity, Nashville, Tenn ., 
where Philip received his MBA in May. Lorree Dyoco 
finished her fourth yea r at C reigh to n Uni versity 
Schoo l of Medicine, Omaha, Neb. Robert Ewing and 
his wife, Patty, had their second child, Jessica Michelle, 
May 4, in Woodland, where they live with 3-year-old 
Amanda. Christopher Fleischer earn ed an MBA in 
May 1995 from the C rummer Schoo l of Business, 
Rollins C ollege, Winter Park, Fla. He li ves in 
Casselberry, Fla., and is a database marketing special-
isr with Markering Profil es Inc. Laura Hawkins is a 
qual ity process coordinator fo r Western Flu id Power, 
Portland, Ore. Eric Heckman is a member of the 
boa rd of the San Jose Host Lions C lub. Kristi Henry 
works for Club Med in Eleuthera, Bahamas. Jennifer 
Herrick-Salyers was married in November 1995 . She 
and her husband li ve in Littleton , Colo. , where she is 
directo r of special services fo r Navajo Express, a trans-
portation company. Craig Iwamoto earned a medical 
degree from St. Louis University School of Medicine 
in May and is in residency training in general surgery 
at the University of Nevada. Michael Johnson and his 
wife, C hristina, are teaching at the Ameri can School in 
Egypt fo r two yea rs. Patricia Kantor graduated from 
Uni versity of San Francisco School of Law in May. 
Charles Kovats earned a law degree from University of 
San Francisco Schoo l of Law in May. Michele 
SAN TA C LAHA MA G AZI N E 
McGarry works fo r Trident Data Systems in business 
development fo r the No rthwest. She lives in San 
Francisco. Mary McLaughlin married C hris Denten , 
May 18, in Napa Valley. T heir home is in Burlingame. 
Mary is a senio r fi na ncial analyst and C PA at Polycom 
Inc., San Jose, and is happy to report she is now two 
yea rs in remission from non-Hodgkins lymphoma. 
Deborah McLennan is in the MBA program at 
Johnson Graduate School of Management, Corn ell 
Un ive rsity, Ithaca, N .Y. Arik Michelson Q. D. '95) 
mar ried Kimberly Smoker, May 18, at Brophy 
C hapel, Phoenix, where they li ve. Arik is an attorney, 
and Kimberly is a seni or merchandise manager at J.C. 
Penney. Maria Pisenti is in a three-yea r master's pro-
gram in physical therapy at Simmons Co llege, Boston. 
Jeff and Laura (Rader) Polito graduated from 
C reighto n Un iversity School of Medicine, O maha, 
Neb. , in May. Jeff is in residency in internal medicine 
at Creighton Univers ity, and Laura is a family practice 
res ident at Offutt Air Fo rce Base. They live in O maha 
with 2-yea r-o ld Rya n Jeffrey. Thomas Prentice, 
Marine Corps first li eutenant, is 1st platoon comman-
der, RiA e Securi ty Company W indward , Ma rine 
Barracks, G uantanamo Bay, Cuba. Kerry San Chirico 
recently returned from a three-yea r term in India wi th 
Habi tat fo r Humani ty and is in the master of di vini ty 
progra m at Princeton Theologica l Seminary, 
Princeton, N .J. He also plans to enter the accelerated 
master of social work program the seminary shares 
wi th Rutgers University, a total of fo ur more years of 
school. Kristin Santangelo received a docto r of medi-
cine degree, with distincti on, from Geo rge 
Washingto n Uni versity School of Medicine in May. 
She was elected to membership in Al pha Omega 
Alpha, National Medical Honor Society, and was the 
recipient of the Paul L. DeWitt Award fo r excellence 
in surgery. She is in residency in general surgery at the 
Uni versity of U tal1 , Salt Lake C ity. Maria Sergi works 
fo r C lub Med in Port Sr. Lucie, Fla. Tina Stafford lives 
in New York C ity and works in theater regionally at 
Goodspeed Opera House and Papermill Playhouse. 
Ti na says she was "last seen on Broadway hailing a 
cab." Christine Stewart lives in O xfo rd , Miss. , and is 
getting a master's degree in exe rcise science and leisure 
management at the University of Mississippi . Jeff 
Teske marri ed Kelley Riordan '93, June 8. Sean Walsh 
lives in Seattl e where he wo rks at Bailey-Boushay 
House, a communi ty day health program fo r people 
with AIDS. Christie Watt married Patrick Brennan , 
Sept. 9, 1995, at St. Joseph's Church, Seattle, where 
they make their home. C hristie is a spec ial event man-
ager fo r United Way of King County. She finished the 
fund-ra ising manage ment ce rtificate program at 
University of Washingto n, Seattle, in May. 
((l\3Carolyn Adams married Donald Nicholson, 
'JI May 26, at Miss ion Santa C lara. T hey live in 
Sara toga. Carolyn is a marketin g associate at 
Computer Plus, Sunnyvale. Mark Banholzer is a cred-
it analyst fo r Biltmore Investo rs Ban k, Milwaukee, 
W isc. Greg and Wendy (Wride) Barner had a son, 
Justin Garry, April I 0 , in Phoenix where they live. 
G reg is plant engineer fo r Utili ty Vault Co. , Chandler. 
Stephen Berger is public relations manager at Oracle 
Corp. , Redwood Shores. Stephanie Broerman li ves in 
Menlo Park and is event and program manager fo r 
Palo Al to Cham ber of Commerce. Kate Burlinson is a 
production assistant to producer George Stevens Jr. at 
Kennedy Center, Washingto n, D.C. She lives in 
Arlingto n, Va. Stephanie Carlson is asset/equipment 
coordinato r fo r Matrio Healthcare Inc., Mari etta, Ga. 
Mark Daoust completed his first year at Carroll 
School of Management, Boston College. He makes his 
home in West Newton, Mass. Brian Emmert is a cus-
to mer service manager fo r Lucky Stores, San Jose. 
Kristina Fey received her docto r of dental surgery 
degree from University of the Pacific Schoo l of 
Dentistry, San Francisco, in June. She is attending the 
graduate o rthodonti c program at Unive rsity of 
Washington, Seattle. Erika Johansen married Paul 
Stratz in the spring. They make their home in 
Atherton. Peter Lampe married Kristi Toft, July 27, in 
Waukesha, W isc. Abraham Maennle married Sara 
Young, April 20, at St. Denis C hurch, Menl o Park. 
T hey make their home in Santa Clara. Sara is director 
of Escondido Kid's C lub, Stanford, an after-school 
program fo r ages 5-12. Abraham is an engineer at 
Anderson Pacific Enginee ring Construction Inc. while 
finishing his master's degree in civil engineering at 
Santa Clara. Shawn Milligan is a senior accountant at 
Prism Solutions Inc., Sunnyvale. Timothy Mooney 
and his wife, Kirsty, live in Tempe, Ariz., with their 
children: Sarah, 6; Moira, 3; and Patrick, I. T imothy 
works fo r Motorola Computer Group. Lisette Moore-
Guerra earned a master's degree in social work fro m 
San Jose State University in May. Andrew Olson has 
an industrial sales posirion with M.I.R., Denver. He 
and his wife, Jennife r, celebrated their second anni ver-
sary in August. John Ravizza teaches at Bret Harte 
Middl e School, San Jose. Mike Romo lives in San 
Francisco and is pursuing an acting career. He has 
worked with the San Jose Stage Co. and played Prince 
H al in "Henry IV, Part I" with Alien Corn , a new San 
Francisco theatre group. He is investigating graduate 
schools and looking fo r a job where he's "not in fro nt 
of a computer all day." Joel Rosenquist works in 
Washington, D.C. , fo r National Academy of Sciences 
on population and international development policy 
issues. H e will return to graduate schoo l in fall 1997 
for a master's degree in public poli cy. Anissa Slifer fin -
ished her third year at Georgetown University Medical 
Schoo l. She looks fo rward to a career in general 
surgery. Edward Stewart is a business analyst at 
Lifeguard Inc., San Jose. Michelle (Brooks) Whitham 
had her third child , Riley, Nov. 14, 1995 . T he fa mily 
lives in Menlo Park. Michelle is in SCU's master's pro-
gram in applied math/engineering. 
04 Pamela Belair works at Silicon Graphics, 
'JI Mountain View. Brandon Bergman lives in 
San Francisco and is a mortgage broker fo r Bay Pacific 
Mortgage, Walnut Creek. Keith Bishop is manager of 
the Bold Knight restaurant and lounge, Sunnyvale. 
Debbie Cuddihy participated in C hannel , a leadership 
fo rmation program, and works in AIDS ministry at 
Multifaith AIDS Projects, Seattle, which provides low-
income housing fo r people wi th AIDS, pastoral coun-
seling fo r them and the communi ty, and educational 
outreach to faith-based and secular o rganizations. She 
plans to go into pastoral ministry and wo rk in an 
o rphanage in Mexico or Latin America . Camille Fung 
is in her second year at Jefferson Medical College, 
Philadelphia. She volunteered at the obstetrics/gyne-
cology department of the Palo Alto Clinic las t sum-
mer. Steven McLaughlin, Army first lieutenant, 
received an achievement medal for wo rk in O peration 
Joint Endeavor. He is a platoon leader with the 70th 
Transportation Company. Randy Oyadomari is an 
electrical engineer ar Quick Logic Corp. , Santa Clara. 
Jeannine Pailhe married Steven Medeiros, April 14, at 
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St. Ignatius Church, San Francisco. She is a human 
resources associate at Mega-Bios, Burlingame. Chris 
Quinn married Jane Seery, July 27, in Los Angeles . 
Their home is in Pleasanton where Chris works fo r 
Andersen Consulting and Jane is an elementary-school 
teacher. Erin Reilly lives in Pueblo, Colo., and worked 
fo r the Colorado State Legislature, Denver, fo r the 
1996 General Assembly. She is in the Stanford 
University graduate program in cultural journalism. 
0 5 Maria Garcia works in human resources for 
'JI Business O bjects Inc., Cupertino. Melinda 
Goforth is working on border issues with San Diego 
Economic Development Corp. She lives in Coronado. 
Shad Hansen lives in Dayto n, O hio, and is pursuing 
his master's degree in phys ical therapy at Andrews 
University. Maria Madrid lives in San Jose and is a 
civil engineer with D eS il va Gates Construction. 
Catherine McNab is a member of the Peace Corps, 
teaching English in Kyrgyzstan, a small Central Asian 
co unrry. Jessica McNulty is an associate at 
Cunningham Communication doing high-tech public 
relations. She lives in Santa Clara. Lawrence Olin 
works fo r Smith Barney Inc. , Berkeley, as a financial 
co nsul ta nt/stockb ro ker. Brandi Ringler married 
M ichael Perri , May I I , in Thousand O aks. Brian 
Smith is an analyst with Andersen Consulting, San 
Francisco. Jennifer Ting is an associate traffi c engineer 
with KJS Associates, Bellevue, Wash. Chris Torres is 
in an intensive, yearlong training program at Laughlin 
Air Force Base, Texas, des igned to train officers to 
become pilots. 
O 6 Robin Chong is directo r of Pace Advertising 
'JI Private Ltd. , Singapore. Christie Haddad is an 
inside sa les representati ve fo r Softwa re H ouse 
International Inc. , San Jose. Steve Nash signed a three-
year, $3 million contract with the Phoenix Suns bas-
ketball team. 
ri 
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64 Lawrence Welsh M.S. retired from Cal trans in September 1995 . He was in charge of software 
development fo r all transportation management cen-
ters. He and his wife live in South Lake Tahoe, and 
they plan to travel extensively in their R.V 
F A LL 1996 
68 Bernita Joyce MBA is ass istant special trustee fo r American Indians, Department of the 
Interior. She lives in Bethesda, Md. 
60 Thomas Barrett MBA is with Westinghouse 'JI power generation business unit in Orlando, 
Fla., handling international projects in the Far East. 
Dr. Rosalie Mechanic M.A. retired from private mar-
riage, family, and child counseling practice and is now 
involved in foreign travel, writing, the Internet, and 
volunteering. She and her husband , Louis, have two 
sons and a granddaughter. 
71 Robert Hale M.S. (M.S. '79) retired from GT E Government Systems Inc. in May 1993. 
He makes his home in Sunnyvale and enjoys golf and 
tennis. 
7 3 George Dewey J.D. is a senior attorney with the IRS estate and gift tax group for the No rth 
Florida Discricr in Jacksonville, where he lives with his 
wife, Pam. Patrick O'Laughlin J.D . is a partner in the 
San Jose law firm of Ezgar & O 'Laughlin. He lives in 
Los Gatos. Alvaro Reis MBA is area manager interna-
tional for Paul Mueller Co., Springfi eld, Mo., covering 
Mexico, Central America, Brazil, and the Caribbean. 
7 5 Michael Buckley J.D. was appointed to a fo ur-yea r term on the Las Vegas Planning 
Commiss ion in August 1994. He practices law with 
Jones, Jones, C lose & Brown, Las Vegas, where he lives 
with his wife, Cathy, and their children Robert, Mara, 
Jeffrey, and T homas. Elaine Cass J.D. is city attorney 
for Hollister. Tilton Quon MBA lives in Danville and 
is a network consultant for 3Com, Pleasanton. 
7 6Walter Gunn, M .D ., J.D. is an oncologist at Kalispell Regional Hospital , Kalispell, Mont. 
Linda McPharlin J.D. is a partner in the San Jose law 
firm of McPharlin , Sprinkles & Thomas . 
7 7 Steven Howell J.D. was elevated by Gov. Pete Wil son from his seat on the Oroville 
Municipal Court to Butte County Superior Court. 
His wife of 23 years and law partner is Melanie 
Howell '78 J.D. They have two sons: Ethan, 16; and 
Aaron, 19. Jim Keller MBA is director of business se r-
vices fo r the Foothill-De Anza Community College 
District. He took the job fi ve years ago when the dis-
trict was bankrupt and operating in financial chaos . 
The district is now in the black and its Standard & 
Poor's credit rating is excellent for a communi ty col-
lege. Larry McCullough J.D. , U.S. Navy commander, 
participated in a 17-day multinational exercise aboard 
the U.S. Sixth Fleet flagship, USS LaSalle, in June. 
Stanley Wang MBA is president of Pacifi c Rim 
Financial Corp. , San Jose. 
7 8 Tony Fairhead MBA lives in Cincinnari. After 30 years of wo rking for large companies, he 
fo unded Rushmore Leadership to improve the quali ty 
of leadership in organizations. Thomas Guilfoy MBA 
lives in San Ramon where he is a market and channel 
development specialist for Pacific Bell. 
7 O Peter Brewer J.D . has a private law office in 'JI Palo Alto, focusing on real estate litigation , 
transactions, and general litigation. Dennis Cavender 
MBA is chief fin ancial o ffi ce r for Aksys Ltd. , 
Libertyville, Ill. Robert Dodge Jr. MBA is budget 
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PROFILE 
FOSTER FAMILY VALUES 
Mark MBA '72 and JoAnne Morris recruit and support parents who want to foster children. 
Four years ago, Mark Morris P cil was a research and develop- .s 
ment manager for Advent Systems ~ 
in Mountain View. His wife, 
JoAnne, had left jobs in publish-
ing and real estate co take care of 
their two children. 
Today, the Morrises are full-
time volunteers for the organiza-
tion they founded in 1993: Child 
Share of Santa Clara, a nonde-
nominational network that re-
cruits, trains, and supports foster 
parents in Santa Clara, San 
Mateo, and neighboring counties. 
As radical as that change was for 
the Morrises, they were no 
strangers to the world of foster care. 
They first inquired about foster 
parenting in 1983, hoping it would 
be a viable adoption path for two 
people who had waited 14 years to 
have their first child. Their first fos-
ter child, a baby girl, ultimately 
became their second daughter 
when the young biological mother 
asked the Morrises to raise her. 
To Mark, the foster children 
who followed the adoption were 
all welcome gifts; however, as time 
went on, the Morrises began to 
feel the strains inherent in foster 
parenting. In 1989, they were 
physically and emotionally ex-
hausted after saying good-bye to a 
5-year-old girl they had nurtured 
for 18 months. 
"We were burned out; we had 
not been out for an evening in 
over a year," says Mark, explaining 
that it was difficult to find people 
who met foster agency require-
ments chat baby sitters be 18 years 
or older, fingerprinted, TB-tested, 
and checked through a child-
abuse index. 
At that time, JoAnne read an 
article in a Christian magazine 
about Los Angeles Child Share, 
which recruits and supports foster 
parents. Devour Christians them-
selves, she and her husband saw 
the need for a similar ministry in 
Northern California, but they 
Mark and JoAnne Morris spend a quiet moment with a foster child. The Morrises founded Child Share of Santa Clara 
after being foster parents themselves. 
were afraid to "give up their 
lifesryle," Mark says. 
Still, the seed was planted. 
When Mark was laid off in 1992, 
che Mortises opted to change che 
direction of their lives. They refi-
nanced their rental properties, cre-
ating enough cash flow to live on, 
and they dramatically scaled back 
expenses. Securing printed materi-
als and other resources from their 
Los Angeles counterpart and 
obtaining office space in their 
church, Union Presbyterian of Los 
Altos, they scarred Child Share of 
Santa Clara. Then they dove head-
long into the crisis, which Mark 
describes simply: "There are far 
more kids than homes." 
The average foster child lives in 
2. 7 homes before he or she finally 
is adopted or returns to the biolog-
ical parents. Mark mourns the 
experience of a 13-year-old girl 
who has been in 25 homes. "They 
lose a little bit of themselves each 
time they move," he says. 
Santa Clara County needs 
approximately 500 more foster 
homes. Since there are 700 
churches in the county, Child 
Share eventually hopes to solve 
the problem by asking each 
church to shelter one child. "This 
involves a primary-care-giving 
family and others to support char 
family with dependable, hands-on 
help," Mark says. 
Right now, the network has 63 
churches supporting l 03 foster 
children-a substantial gain from 
the one child supported in the 
first year. Child Share facilitates 
contact with county and private 
agencies responsible for the chil-
dren and provides support for the 
parents: fingerprinting and TB 
resting (state requirements for fos-
ter parents); continuing education 
and training; transportation; 
equipment and clothing; baby-sit-
ting resources; monthly parent 
get-togethers; plus access to a net-
work of doctors, dentists, coun-
selors, and tutors. In June, for 
example, the organization provid-
ed 1,138 hours of respire care for 
foster parents. 
SA NTA C L A R A M ACA ZI N E 
Fostering, Mark explains, can 
be grueling. The responsibilities 
go beyond the usual parenting 
role and include shepherding chil-
dren on visits to biological parents 
and therapists. That can mean 
coordinating such services for up 
co six children, the maximum 
allowed by the county in any one 
foster home. 
Mark and JoAnne have been 
steadily visiting Bay Area churches 
to educate people about the need 
for good foster homes and to 
assure them that, with the proper 
resources, the experience of foster 
parenting can be immensely grati-
fying. 
Says Mark, "Taking children 
who are sick, confused, and fright-
ened and seeing them progress 
into confident, happy kids is the 
most rewarding thing we have 
ever done." () 
For more information on Child 
Share, call 1-800-KID-HOPE. 
-M.M. 
di rector of the U.S. Coast G uard, working at Coast 
G uard Headquarters, Washington, D.C. In the past 
year, he attended the senior executive seminar spon-
sored by the State Department at National Foreign 
Affairs Trai ning Center. Allene Feldman M.A. is a 
freelance ed ito r fo r Prentice Hall , Scholastic, and 
G lencoe/McGraw- Hill Publishers, New York C ity, 
where she lives. Shirley Lien MBA is CVD manufac-
tu ring finance manager, Applied Materials, Santa 
Clara. Sue Nelson MBA, is a doctor of chiropractic at 
Well spring C hi ropractic Center, Campbell. She 
earned her degree from Palmer C hi ropractic College 
West. Julia (Lynberg) Tompkins MBA is president of 
Medsea rch Inc., a market research consulting firm in 
C upertino. She and her husband, Terry, have three 
teenage sons: Jeff, Devon, and C hristopher. 
80Conrado Montes M.S. is an engineering con-sultant in El Paso, Texas . He also writes chil -
dren's sto ries and plays, one of which was produced in 
September. 
8 2 Devin Durham-Burk J .D. is standing trustee fo r Chapter I 3 bankruptcy cases filed in the 
Northern District of Cali fo rnia, San Jose division. She 
is a senior attorn ey in the Silicon Valley Law Group, 
San Jose. Brandes Elirch J.D. is senio r vice president 
and sales manager of National Bank of the Redwoods, 
Santa Rosa. David Sandhaus J.D . li ves in Ri tzville, 
Wash. , and is prosecuting attorney fo r Adams Coun ty. 
8 3 Veva Bissonnette M.A. is a Sa ratoga High School speech teacher and was inducted in to 
the Cal ifo rnia High School Speech Association's Hall 
of Fame, the high-school speech communi ty's equiva-
lent of the NFL Hall of Fame. O ne of her cla ims to 
fame was her selection by the San Jose Mercury News 
as one of three debate coaches to evaluate the 
Reagan/Mondale presidential debates . Jay Goldstone 
MBA is director of finance fo r the city of Pasadena. 
Akilah Monifa J.D. is a member of the State Bar of 
Cali fo rni a Committee on Sexual O rientatio n 
Discrimination. She authored two articles to be pub-
lished in books by Routledge Press. Her home is in 
Oakland. Jose Velasquez J.D. is a real estate broker in 
Sali nas. 
84Valentino Liva MBA works in Santa Clara as business development manager fo r Integrated 
Device Technology. Tom Safley MBA is CFO of 
Central O regon District Hospi tal , Redmond , O re. 
8 5 Brendan Cunning M.A. is a mediaror/facilita-to r with Family Court Services. He and his 
wife, Darby (Tiechgraeber) '77 (M .A. '90), li ve in San 
Jose with their two sons. Claudia (Gemanis) Gulasch 
M.A. received a graduate certificate in rehabili ta tion 
fo r the blind and visually impaired from San Fra ncisco 
State University in January 1996. She is employed at 
Western Blind Rehabili ta tion Center, Veterans Health 
Care System, Palo Al to. 
86Steven Adams MBA lives in Highland Village, Texas, and is directo r of RF (radio fre-
quency) engineering fo r PrimeCo Personal Com-
mun ications, Westlake, Texas. Stephan Gloge MBA 
owns Transbay Computers, a San Francisco Internet 
marketing firm . Lori Pegg J.D. is an associate in the 
Palo Al to law firm of Kay & Stevens. She lives in 
Redwood C ity. 
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87 Derek Granath MBA and his wife, Jennifer, live in Los Al tos with their 2-year-old son, 
Adam. Derek is a grou p manager fo r product market-
ing of broadband ATM switches fo r Strata Com. 
Diane Maloney M.A. and her husband, Kevin Franke, 
announce the birth of their son, Joseph Edward, Nov. 
11 , in Evanston, Ill. , where they li ve with 3-year-old 
Sarah . D iane is an adjunct faculty member at Loyola 
University Chicago, Institute of Pastoral Studies, and 
a pasto ral counselor with Center fo r Religion and 
Psychotherapy of C hicago. Ruby (Sabalburo) Tom 
MBA is vice president/credit administrator fo r Bank 
of the West. Her home is in Alamo. 
88Timothy Casey J.D. is vice president and assistant general counsel, intellectual proper-
ty/technology transactions, fo r MCI, Washington, 
D .C. Ralph Godoy J.D. is an atto rney with the Los 
Angeles law firm of Bonne, Bridges, Mueller, O ' Keefe 
& N ichols. Bruce Johnsen M.A. is a management 
consultant in Monterey. Part of h is wo rk is wi th large 
construction projects in "partnering" (dispute preven-
tion and team building) , designed to enable the parties 
to complete projects on time, within budget, and 
without litigation. Stephanie Rickard J.D. married 
Mark H acker, March 30, at Mission Santa Clara. T hey 
make their home in Los Gatos . Stephanie practices law 
in San Jose. Mark Williams MBA and his wife, Alice, 
li ve in Fallon, Nev., where Mark is agricultural credit 
manager fo r the federal government's Fa rm Service 
Agency. 
8 9 Carol Campbell M .A. and several colleagues have established Assoc iated Counselors of 
Silicon Valley. T hey provide psychotherapy and an 
intern -training institute in a private-practice sett ing. 
Carol's home is in San Jose. Anna Stockel MBA is 
d irector of fi ngerpri nt identifi cation products for 
ldentix Inc. , Sunnyvale. 
90 Ray AbuZayyad M.S. lives in San Jose where he is vice-pres ident, disk drives and technolo-
gy, development and manufacturing launch, IBM . 
Julie Azevedo J .D. and her husband, Robert Andrews, 
live in Seattle where Julie is an associate atto rney with 
the law firm of Bens, Patterson & Pines. Jill (U'Ren) 
Ramar MBA is a customer service representative fo r 
C isco Systems. She and her husband , Dan, live in 
Santa C ruz. 
91 Joshua Bentley J.D. is a partner in Smith , Loquaci & Bentley, Redwood C ity attorneys. 
Griffin Bonini J.D. is a Santa Clara Coun ty associate 
distri ct atto rney. Martin Booth MBA works fo r 
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD), Sunnyvale, as a 
marketing manager. Cristina (Kapela) Dugoni J.D . 
and her husband, Robert, live in San Francisco where 
she practices law with Gordon & Rees . Alisi Fineasi 
M.A. is an ad ministrative secretary with Alza Corp., 
Palo Alto. In January she wi ll be in the master of sci-
ence program in comparative intern ational education 
at Oxfo rd Uni vers ity. Frank MBA and Shari 
Pedroncelli MBA live in Fremont with their identical 
twin daughters, Angela Michelle and C ristina Irish, 
born in November 1993. Frank is Western states sales 
manager fo r Alcoa. Shari is a full -time mother. 
9 2 Ken Creighton MBA is directo r of materials at Compression Labs, a San Jose video conferenc-
ing compression lab. Diane Georgi MBA is a first-year 
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law student at Santa C lara. Siew Lan T. Law MBA 
and his wife, Kin Wo ng, make their home in 
Singapore, where he is business administration man-
ager fo r He~lett-Packard. Rose Mary Moore M.A. 
teaches special education preschool for Milpi tas 
Unified School District. Andrew Stearns J.D . married 
Kimberly Jones, March 9, at St. Andrew's Episcopal 
Church, Saratoga. Andrew is an attorney at Reed, 
Elliott, C reech & Roch, San Jose, where they live. 
93 Thaine Allison MBA married Monica Fleck, May 1 1, at St. Luke's Episcopal C hurch, Los 
Gatos. Thaine is a man ager at Watkins Johnson, Scotts 
Valley. Their home is in Los Gatos. Ernest Costello III 
MBA is a project manager for Focus, a Palo Alco man-
agement consulting firm. Anthony J.D . and Michele 
(Campos) DeCristofaro J.D. announce the birth of 
their daughter, Elise Marie, April 15, in Sacramento, 
where they both practice law. Percy Kawas MBA is 
vice president, product management, at Network Tools 
Inc., Santa Clara. Brian Thorngate MBA married 
Lynn Seamens, April 27, at First Congregational 
Church, Bellingham, Wash. , where they live. Brian is 
a purchasing agent fo r Alpha Technologies. 
94Janet Austin M.A., of Los Altos, worked two years at Hospice of the Valley and is now with 
the Center for New Beginnings, a private, nonprofir 
group counseling practice with offi ces in San Jose and 
Palo Alto. 
9 5 T he Rev. Jose Antonio P. Abad M.A. is vicar of education, Archdiocese of Agana. He lives at 
St. Anthony C hurch, Tamuning, G uam. Jason Book 
J.D. is practicing law with his fa ther, Dennis Book, a 
partner in the firm of Basso, Williams, Levin , Sachs & 
Book. Jason lives in Santa C ruz. Ron Hansen M.A. 
married Bo Caldwell , July 4, at Nobili C hapel, Santa 
Clara University. Ron is a writer and professo r at Santa 
C lara. They live in Cupertino. Ted Ives MBA is a 
senio r market research analyst with Nati onal 
Semiconductor, Santa C lara. Philip March MBA is 
marketing product manager, wafer inspection prod-
ucts, at Tencor Instruments, Mountain View. Enrique 
Gabriel Valles Olives MBA was awarded membership 
in the business honor society, Beta Gamma Sigma, 
May 4. This recognition is given fo r high scholastic 
achi evement. Enrique lives in Metro Manila, 
Philippines. 
DEATHS 
2 7 William F. Weston, June 30, in San Jose. A San Francisco native, he worked in San Jose fo r 
Califo rnia Packing Corp., known today as Del Monte 
Corp., fo r nearly 43 years, 25 of chem as head of what 
today is known as Plant 5 I. During World War 11 , 
even though he had a company car as superintendent 
of the dried fruit plant, he rode a bicycle to wo rk, as 
he said others needed the rationed gas more than he 
did . His many acti vit ies included C ivil Service 
Commission, Police and Fi re Department Retirement 
Board (he was ho nora ry fire chief ), Planning 
Commiss ion, C harte r Rev ision Committee, and 
Federated Em ployees Retirement Board. He served as 
chai r o r president of all of chem and on most fo r more 
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than 20 years. He received San Jose's Distinguished 
Service Award in 1960. After he retired, his eyesight 
began to fail , so he gave up his driver's license, opting 
instead to ride the bus several times a week to visit for-
mer employees, friends at his old plant, and shut-ins 
and attend city council meetings. He is survived by his 
wife, Dorothy; sons and daughters-in-law John and Jo 
of Kingsburg and Paul and Sara of Redwood City; son 
Thomas of Oakland; and five grandchi ldren. 
3 0 Robert "Bob" Fatjo, June I , in Santa Clara, where he was born. He attended St. Claire 
School and Santa Clara Preparatory, where he was 
elected president of the student body in his senior year. 
When the school moved to the old College of Pacific 
campus, he continued his office as leader of 
Bellarmine College Preparatory students. A pitcher 
who many thought had big league promise, he starred 
for the Broncos at SCU. A fledgling banking career 
lasted only long enough for him to ger an opportuni-
ty to coach freshman baseball ar Santa Clara High 
School. He moved to Bellarmine in 1943 where his 
record as coach of the baseball Bells was 509 wins and 
209 losses, an impressive winning percentage. Bob 
spent 24 years as baseball coach and five years as 
athletic director. He coached junior varsity baseball at 
Santa Clara University for several years before retiring. 
His teams won 60 I games during 30 years, and he was 
awarded a special membership in Santa Clara's Athletic 
Hall of Fame. He was nearly 50 when he married 
Eleanor Salberg. A major support to him-particular-
ly in doing the books and operating rhe baseball 
school he started wirh Wayne Belardi '52-she died in 
1993. He is survived by his daughter, Lolita; sister, 
Mary Terese Premo; nieces Roberta Enright and 
Florence Ziemann; and nephews Eugene Premo '57 
Q.D. '62) and John Premo. 
3 l Alfred L. Wanger, May 1, 1995, in Vallejo, after a short illness. A native of Nome, Alaska, 
he lived in Vallejo for 73 years. After graduac.ing from 
Santa Clara, he completed rwo years of graduate work 
in law and business at SCU before joining National 
Auto Pares Co. in 1933. He was Vallejo city auditor 
from 1939 to 1949 and city manager from 1949 to 
1956. During chat rime, rhe Vallejo water system and 
Sanitation and Flood Control District were built, and 
many parks and playgrounds were constructed. After 
his resignation as city manager, he formed Wanger 
Real Estate and Insurance Agency. He was manager of 
industrial property for Benicia Industries Inc. and vice 
president for 15 years. He was past president of the 
Solano Board of Realtors and the Vallejo Realtors 
Association; director of the California Real Estate 
Association; and a member of the Benicia and Vallejo 
Kiwanis Club, Elks Lodge, Golf Association, Chamber 
of Commerce, and Red Men. He is survived by his 
wife, Betty; daughters Mary Braby, Kristin DeVoto, 
and Karin DeVoto; son, Alfred L. Jr.; 12 grandch il-
dren; and several great-grandchildren. His daughter 
Janet McCamish preceded him in death in 1978. 
3 2Aldo P. Savio, June 4, in San Jose, where he was born. He was preceded in death by his 
wife, Ruth. He is survived by his daughter, Susan; son, 
Philip; daughter-in-law, Debra; and grandchildren 
Jennifer and Phillip. 
3 3 Hector Giuntini, on his 85th birthday, May 14, in San Francisco, the city of his birth . He 
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was a member of Poly High School Hall of Fame and 
an SCU star football player. He formerly owned 
Crescent Produce. He was preceded in death by his 
wife, Estelle. He is survived by his daughter and son-
in-law, Diane and Angelo Sangiacomo; son and 
daughter-in-law, Richard and Loralee; and grandchil-
dren Todd and Triscin. 
3 6 Burke Mitchell, July 12, in San Jose. He was captain and quarterback of the 1930 San Jose 
High School football team and was president of his 
senior class. His family's roots in the Bay Area began in 
I 851 when his grandfather emigrated from Australia. 
He entered the FBI after graduation from Hastings 
School of Law in 1939 and was involved in counteres-
pionage effores during World War II. He married a fel-
low FBI employee, Sibyl Bowman, on Nov. 23, 1944, 
in Washington, D.C. After 22 years with the FBI, he 
practiced law in San Jose as an assistant district attor-
ney until his retirement. He is survived by his wife, 
Sibyl; daughter, Evelyn; sons Burke, Philip, and 
Michael; seven grandchildren; and one great-grandson. 
36William Monihan, S.J ., June 21, in San Francisco, after a long illness. A Jesuit for more 
rhan 60 years, he was chief librarian for University of 
San Francisco's Gleeson Library from 1947 to 1964, 
when he was named director of library relations. 
During his tenure, he attracted important collections 
and bequests to the library through his personal rela-
tionships with some of the world's greatest book col-
lectors. Born in San Francisco in I 914, he entered the 
Society of Jesus in 1932 and received his bachelor's 
degree in philosophy from Santa C lara University in 
1936, his master's degree in philosophy from Gonzaga 
University in 1939, and a licentiate in sacred theology 
from Alma College, Los Gatos, in 1946. He was 
ordained in 1945 and received his bachelor's degree in 
library science from U.C.-Berkeley in 1952. He is sur-
vived by his nieces Mary of San Francisco, Christine 
Richardson of San Jose, and Judith Lynch of Santa 
Rosa; and nephew, William III , of New York. 
3 7 Robert J. Gerrard, June 30, in Victoria, Texas. A narive of Greenville, Maine, he graduated 
from Kelly Field , San Antonio, as a second lieutenant 
and fighter pilot on Nov. 15, 1940. He served as an 
instructor at Kelly before being transferred to Foster 
Field, Victoria, in 194 I. He also served ar Aleo Field, 
Victoria, as a group commanding officer. He graduat-
ed from the General Command and Scaff School, Ft. 
Leavenworth, Kansas, and served at Guam and 
Okinawa during World War II. He was recalled in 
1950 during the Korean War. After his discharge in 
1951 , he became a member of the U.S. Reserve 
Officers Association and served as commanding officer 
of the Victoria Reserve Officers Association until his 
retirement as a lieutenant colonel in 1977. He was 
manager of the Denver Hotel in Victoria for 17 years. 
In 1963, he became personnel director and, larer, busi-
ness manager for the Devereux Foundation, retiring in 
1975. He served on the board of trustees of the 
Victoria Independent School District, was a member 
and past president of the County Child Welfare Board, 
and a founder and member of the board of directors of 
Victoria Civic Theater. For 35 years, he achieved per-
fect attendance as a member of the Rotary Club and 
served as treasurer for 22 years. He was a Little League 
manager for seven years. He is survived by his wife, 
Eleanor, and daughters Ann and Gail. 
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3 8 Leo Arcana, Aug. 24, at his Saratoga home. A San Jose narive, he was a graduate of 
Bellarmine College Preparatory and a World War II 
combat veteran. He worked for R. Cali & Bros. for 43 
years. He was a 40-year member of Cupertino Host 
Lions Club and the club's 1991 Man of the Year. He 
was also a member of SIRS. He is survived by his wife, 
Angie; daughters and sons-in-law Rita and Peter 
Prindle, Cathy and Troy Stansberry, Elaine and David 
Canna, and Annette and Pat Mulcaire; and nine 
grandchildren. 
38Gerard Wagstaffe Q.D. '40), May 12, in his Menlo Park home. A native of Canada, he was 
an attorney for 56 years and was a partner in the law 
firm of Wagscaffe & Wagstaffe. He is survived by his 
wife of 47 years, Jean; and children John '72, Stephen, 
Dennis, Raymond '79, James, and Geralyn. 
3 9 Stanley R. Andersen, Feb. 25, in Stockton, after a lengthy battle with pancreatic cancer. 
Born in Minneapolis in 1915 , he attended high school 
in Northfield where he excelled in basketball, football, 
and track; and, as three-time Honor Athlete of the 
Year, was inducted into Northfield High's Hall of 
Fame. In 1935, he entered Santa Clara on a basketball 
scholarship. After graduation, he worked for 
Carnation Milk and Ice Cream, Oakland. Shortly after 
his marriage to Irene "Boots," World War II started, 
and they both enlisted in the service, Stan in the Army 
and Boots in the Navy. Stan served in the Pacific while 
Boots remained in the states. After the war, he 
returned to work with Carnation in Oakland, Fresno, 
and Stockton. At retirement, he was sales manager of 
the Stockton area. Retirement was short as he almost 
immediately purchased the Baskin-Robbins franchise 
in Burlingame. He ran the business for nearly 15 years 
before selling it and retiring again . Boots retired as a 
service representative from Pacific Bell about the same 
time. They split their rime berween Palm Desert and 
Burlingame for a few years before her health required 
they return to the Burlingame area. Stan was a past 
president of the North Stockton Lions Club and 
member of San Mateo SIRS. He very much enjoyed 
the company of his Santa Clara classmates and, until 
his health failed, looked forward to their annual meet-
ings. He was an avid spores enthusiast and enjoyed 
playing golf. He kept a close watch on the rwo teams 
that were dear to him: the Santa Clara Broncos and 
the University of Minnesota Golden Gophers. He is 
survived by his wife, Boots, of Stockton; son, Robert 
'67, who lives in Stockton and is chief of valuation for 
San Joaquin County Assessor's Office; and grand-
daughter, Kristin, who lives in Burlingame while fin-
ishing her MBA at Santa Clara. 
40 Peter Anello Q.D. '48), June 8, in Carmel. A Santa Cla ra County Superior Court judge, he 
was described by retired Judge John Mcinerney '49 
Q.D. '54) as "one of the best we had. There was not a 
person in the county, not a lawyer or a judge, who did-
n't like him; even when they lost, they loved Pete." 
District Attorney George Kennedy, who tried several 
murder cases before him in the 1970s, said, "It's a rare 
judge who is able to run the courtroom, hold everyone 
accountable, and keep good hours without being a jerk 
or a tyrant. He did, and still was a nice person." After 
Anello retired from superior court in 1981 , he was 
even busier during the next 15 years as a private judge, 
working as a judge pro tern, special master, adjudica-
tor, or d iscovery referee. He used no intermediary, 
guard ing his independence and using his wife, G lo ria, 
as his secretary. He came to San Jose from his native 
Palermo, Sicily, in 1920, attended Woodrow Wilson 
Junio r High, San Jose High, and then Santa C lara, 
where he was in his first year of law school when 
World War II broke out. He entered the Navy as an 
ensign and he completed his tour of duty as a com-
munications offi cer, leaving the service as a lieutenant 
commander. After earning his law degree, he jo ined 
Ray Callaghan and Dante Giannini in law practice. 
He was appointed to the bench in 196 1. Although he 
never smoked, he struggled with lung cancer fo r sever-
al years and continued to work as a private judge dur-
ing chemotherapy and radiation treatments. He was 
passionate only about his famil y, his native land, and 
his law, G loria Anello said. "No hobbies o r sports. He 
was a quiet man, until he started talking the law." He 
is survived by his wife, G loria; son , Peter Jr. ; daughters 
An to inette Anello and Anna Rosen; and grandsons 
Gordon and Spencer Rosen . 
40Ralph "Toddy" Giannini, July 12, in San Francisco. He was 78 . A native of San 
Francisco, he was a graduate of Balboa High School, 
where his prowess on the basketball court earned him 
membership in the school's Hall of Fam e. He was also 
a Hall of Farner at San Francisco Prep and Santa C lara 
University. He was named All-City and two-time 
Collegiate All-American Basketball Player. He was a 
member of the Presidio Golf Club. He is survived by 
his wife, Yolanda; sons Gary and Kent; and three 
grandchildren. 
41 Raymond "Bud" McCarthy, O ct. 26, I 995, in Denver. He is survived by his wife , Ila. 
43John J . Connolly, July 12, in San Francisco. He was 74. During World War 11 , he served in 
the South Pacific and was a lieutenant in the U.S. 
Nava l Rese rves . H e is survived by his sister, 
Catherine. 
45John P. Adams, April 5, in Los Angeles, from complications due to Alzheimer's disease. He 
was pres ident and general manager of Byron Jackson 
Pumps Inc. He served on the boards of directo rs of the 
Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce, Pacific 
Legal Foundation, Cali fo rnia Chamber of Commerce, 
American Petroleum Institute, Junio r Achievement of 
Southern Cali fo rnia, and the Employers Group. He is 
survived by his wife of 4 I years, Judith ; son and 
daughter-in-law, Christopher and Sue Adams; daugh-
ter and son-in-law, Jennifer and Martin Rigby; and 
grandchildren C hristopher, Juli a, Allison, and 
Benjamin Rigby. 
46Joseph Radigan, June 22, in Los Angeles, of cancer. Joe was Santa Clara's first postwar stu-
dent body president and graduated with a degree in 
electri ca l engineering. As a longtime Northrop 
G rumman employee, he was active in the aircraft and 
space programs. As a program manager in the elec-
tronics division, he participated in numerous Navy 
programs at Cape Canaveral and in Washington, 
D .C., and traveled on company business to Japan and 
Europe. He retired in April 1994 after 47 years of ser-
vice . Mindful of his Irish roots in County 
Roscommon, he made three visits to relatives there, 
the las t in 1987 with his entire family. He is survived 
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by his wife of 45 yea rs, Berry; sons Michael of Los 
Angeles, Paul of Hollywood, and tw ins Kenneth '73 
and Steven '73; daughter, Mary Jane Smith of San 
Diego; and twin sister, Eileen Pritzlaff of Key 
Biscayne, Fla. 
48 Eugene E. Mahoney, in June 1994, in Santa Clara. He is survived by his wife, Meta; and 
children Patrick and Mary. 
5 l Emil F. Frates Jr. , M .D ., Oct. IO, in Long Beach, of liver cancer. He earned a master of 
science degree from U.C.- Berkeley and his medical 
degree from the Natio nal Autonomous University of 
Mexico School of Medicine. He wo rked in aerospace 
medicine for NASA fo r 20 years and was the founder 
of International Association of Burn Centers (IABC). 
He is survived by his wife of 38 years, Penny; children 
Emil Ill , Charles, Roger, Susan, and Michael ; five 
grandchildren; and fo ur sisters. 
5 l John F. Mylod Q.D. '57), April 11 , 1995, in San Carlos, after a long illness. He was born in 
Jersey C ity, N .J., and graduated from Bellarmine 
College Preparatory. He established his law practice in 
Redwood City in 1957 and retired in 1989, serving a 
portion of that rime as a state inheritance tax referee. 
As a member of the Knights of Columbus, he served 
as district deputy and was grand kn ight of the Fra 
Catala Chapter. He was chair of the board of the San 
Mateo County Heart Association and served as the 
first president of Sr. Matthias Parish Council. Most 
recently, he was an enthusiastic member of the 
Burlingame Chess Club. He is survived by his wife, 
Frances; daughters Mary Dickinson, Ann , and 
Elizabeth ; son, John Ill ; and grandchildren Kellen and 
Lacy Dickinson. 
5 5 Richard}. Simoni, It. col. USA (ret.) , May 19, in Punta Go rda, Fla. , from complications relat-
ed to diabetes. He was 62. Born in G ilroy, he grew up 
in Redwood C ity. In 1952, he was fo rward on the 
Bronco basketball team that went to the NCAA Final 
Four tournament in Seattle, losing to the eventual 
national champion Kansas Jayhawks. He was also a 
pitcher for the baseball ream and, after graduation, 
signed with the Boston Red Sox. He played for the San 
Jose Red Sox for one season before entering the Army. 
W hen he retired from the Army in 1980, he had 
served 25 years, earning a Bronze Star fo r combat valor 
in the Vietnam War, among other medals. He had 
completed tours of duty in Iran, T hailand , and 
Germany, in addition to the United Stares. He was 
buried in Arlingto n Nati onal Cemetery. He is survived 
by his wife of 42 years, Deborah ; children Deborah, 
Richard, T heresa, Martin , Michael , and Marianne; 
and 11 grandchildren. 
5 6 Galen Kam, in December, in Honolulu , from complications related to myasthenia gravis. He 
had been an owner of Clemson Apartments and 
Aikane Fashions and was sales manager for Pacific 
Enterprises, a Honolulu import and sales firm. He was 
an acto r, performing in the Honolulu Communi ty 
Theatre, and had appeared in many segments of the 
TV series "Hawaii Five-O." He was past pres ident of 
the Honolulu C hinese Junio r C hamber of Commerce, 
past vice president of H awa ii State Jaycees, past vice 
president of Santa C lara University's Hawaii Alumni 
Chapter, and a member of the Hawaii Visitors Bureau 
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and the Aloha United Fund. 
5 9 Carl L. Hopkins (M.S. '82), June 9. He was born in Merced and attended Watsonville 
High School. He felt his most notable accomplish-
ments were his five children. He was an electrical 
engineer for Westinghouse and president of the C ircle-
Bar-W Chapter of Toastmasters International. He 
won many humorous-speech contests and retained his 
sense of humor to the end. He was an avid skeet shoot-
er and bicyclist. He is survived by his wife of 44 years, 
Juanita; daughters Pamela Bradley, Virginia Hopkins, 
and Alison Nelson; son, Paul; and eight grandchildren. 
He was preceded in death by his youngest child, 
Charlotte. 
65 Marialice Foley Q.D. '74), May 27, in Paris. She was a member of the Califo rnia State Bar 
Association and employed by the American Insurance 
Association, Sacramento. She is survived by her chil-
dren Alison Ga rdner, Jennifer Slack, and Ryan Slack; 
mother, T homasina; sisters Martha Bilbrey and Trish 
Stanley; and brother, Dennis '71. 
69Shereen Paff, May 3, in Seattle, of cardiac arrest. After receiving her degree in English 
from Santa Clara, Shereen earned a master's degree 
from San Francisco State University and was complet-
ing a doctorate at Seattle University. She had lived in 
the Tacoma area fo r almost 25 years and, currently, 
was serving as director of special programs/testing in 
University Place School District, Tacoma. She was 
recognized in Washington as a leader in special educa-
tion. A native of San Francisco, she was 48. She is 
survived by her parents, Lloyd and LaVerne of 
Bakersfi eld. 
7 0 Roberto G. Floriani, May 19, of a hea rt arrack, at his Woodside home. Born in Milan, Italy, in 
194 1, he came to the United States in I 966, where he 
graduated from Foothill Co llege before entering Santa 
Clara. His father, Virgilio, is credited with developing 
one of the first applications of microwave as a telecom-
munications tool shortly after World War II. Roberto 
cam e to California to study U.S. management tech-
niques under two of his father's best fri ends, Bob 
Noyce and David Packard. In 1989, he married the 
fo rmer Ceejay Rice, lately of Pacific Grove. He is also 
survived by his parents, Virgilio and Lorelana; sister, 
Antonella; and brothers Marco and Paolo, all of 
M ilan. 
7 5 Larry E. Billups MBA, June 4, from non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. He was 52. He was a 
director of training fo r Hewlett-Packard, where he had 
been employed for 20 years. He was an avid support-
er of the San Francisco opera, baller, symphony, and 
light opera. He made his home in Walnut Creek. 
84Daniel J. Berkson J.D./MBA, July 1, of injuries sustained in an auto accident. A native 
of Hagerstown , Md., he graduated from Palo Alto 
H igh School in 1975 and received a bachelor's degree 
in economics from University of Cali fo rnia-Santa 
Barbara. He worked fo r Emery Worldwide and 
Consolidated Freight Co.'s air freight division in the 
Bay Area and in Portland, Ore., where he made his 
home. He is survived by his wife, Juliann, and son, 
Randy, both of Portland; and mother, Ann Abrams, of 




All alumni, families, and friends are 
invited to participate in the programs and 
events listed This is a preliminary sched-
ule. Unless otherwise noted, please contact 
Donohoe Alumni House for confirmation 
and complete details. 







4 Fresno-Ethics Presentation at 
Gallo's by representatives from SCU. 
6 San Francisco-Men's Basketball 
Met Life Classic Post-game Social, 
SCU vs. USF, at Kezar Club. Cal l 
Vince Quilici '90 (4 15-346-1858) . 
6 Santa Clara-First Friday Mass and 
Lunch. Noon liturgy in Mission 
Church; lunch following at Donohoe 
Alumni House. RSVP lunch. 
12 Hawaii-SCU Women's Basketball 
Team Pre-game Reception at Com-
padres in Honolulu. Call Scott Nelson 
'89 (808-732-3672) . 
14 Santa Clara-Day of Recollection 
with Campus Ministry Director Mario 
Prietto, S.j., noon-4:30 p.m., Don-
ohoe Alumni House. Free. Beverages 
provided; bring a bag lunch. Call Lou 
Bannan, S.j. (408-554-6800). 
15 Denver-Santa Clara Sunday with 
guest speaker Tom Shanks, S.j., direc-
tor of the Markkula Center for Applied 
Ethics. Call Paul Newland 78 (303-
937-1000). 
18 Santa Clara-Faith-sharing Group 
for Alumni and Friends. Meets first and 
third Wednesday of every month, 
Donohoe Alumni House, 7:30-8:30 
p.m. Call Bonnie Daly '69 (415-482-
9096). 
21 Stockton-Men's Basketball Pre-
game Gathering, SCU vs. UOP. Call 
Greg O 'Leary '81 (209-476-2908). 
JANUARY 1997 
3 Santa Clara-First Friday Mass and 
Lunch. Noon liturgy in Mission 
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Church; lunch following at Donohoe 
Alumni House. RSVP lunch. 
9 Spokane-Men's Basketball Pre-game 
Gathering, SCU vs. Gonzaga. Call Joe 
Cooney '87 (509-838-0995). 
10 San Francisco-Annual Bronco-
Don-Gael Dinner at USE 
11 Portland-Chapter Reception, 
prior to men's basketball game, SCU vs. 
Portland. Call Rick Allen '80 (503-
697-4332). 
12 Santa Clara-Ministry in the 21st 
Century, featuring alumni authors 
of the Santa Clara Series (Sheed 
and Ward). Donohoe Alumni House, 
4-6 p.m. $5. Sponsored by Pastoral 
Miniseries Alumni Chapter. Call Lisa 
McClenahan '86 (M.A. '93) (4 15-578-
1059). 
I 8 East Bay-SCU Men's Basketball 
Pose-game Social, SCU vs. Sc. Mary's, at 
Sc. Mary's. Call Steve Besse '9 1 (5 1 0-
939-2007). 
24 Monterey-Annual Trip to Toso 
Pavilion for Men's Basketball Game, 
SCU vs. USF; includes post-game 
reception. Call Jeff Gilles 76 (408-373-
5900). 
30 San Diego-Annual Chapter Men's 
Basketball Pre-game Dinner, SCU vs. 
USO. Call Jim Spain 74 (619-455-
1515). 
FEBRUARY 1997 
I San Francisco-Men's Basketball 
Pose-game Gathering, SCU vs. USF, at 
Kezar Club. Cal l Vince Quilici '90 
(415-346- 1858). 
5 Santa Clara-Faith-sharing Group 
for Alumni and Friends. Meets first 
and third Wednesday of every month, 
Donohoe Alumni House, 7:30-8:30 
p.m. Call Bonnie Daly '69 (415-482-
9096). 
5 Santa Clara-Life After Santa Clara, 
a senior class and alumni career adviso-
ry panel discussion. Donohoe Alumni 
House, 6-8 p.m. Reservations through 
Donohoe Alumni House. 
6 Seattle-Pose-work Reception. Call 
Gary Wheatley '83 (206-462-7945). 
7 Santa Clara-First Friday Mass and 
Lunch. Noon liturgy in Mission 
Church; lunch fo llowing at Donohoe 
Alumni House. RSVP lunch. 
7-9 Santa Clara-Senior Parent 
Weekend. Ca ll Parent Coordinator 
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Carmel Malley (408-554-6800). 
8 Santa Clara-Winter Back-to-the-
Classroom Program. Return to the 
Mission Campus for a morning of 
intellectual enrichment. 
11 Santa Cruz-Chapter Luncheon. 
14-16 Santa Cruz-6th Annual 
Weekend Retreat at Villa Maria del 
Mar. Private room: $130; double: $1 10 
per person. Includes two nights lodging 
and six meals. Call Lou Bannan, S.J. 
(408-554-6800). 
15 Los Angeles-Annual Men's Basker-
ball Post-game Gathering, SCU vs. 
LMU, at the Bird's Nest. 
20 San Jose-Annual Night Out with 
the Sharks. Call Mark Hanley '88 (408-
554-6800). 
20 Washington, D.C.-Erhics Presen-
tation by Tom Shanks, S.J ., director of 
the Markkula Center for Applied 
Ethics. Call Brian McDonald '90 (702-
979-7281 ). 
22 Santa Clara-75th Anniversary 
Celebration and Reunion for the Editors 
and Staffs of The Santa Clara. Award-
winning student newspaper commemo-
rates more than seven decades of pub-
lishing. Panel discussion, 2-4 p.m.; 
Mass, 4:30 p.m.; reception and dinner, 
5:30 p.m. Call 408-554-4852. 
23 Palm Desert-Sunday Mass and 
Reception. Call Tom Bannan '58 (6 19-
341-3465). 
27 Portland--Chapter Luncheon. Call 
Rick Allen '80 (503-697-4332). 
MARCH 1997 
5 Santa Clara-Life After Santa Clara, 
a senior class and alumni career adviso-
ry panel discussion. Donohoe Alumni 
House, 6-8 p.m. Reservations through 
Donohoe Alumni House. 
6 East Bay-Chapter Pose-work 
Reception. 
7 Santa Clara-First Friday Mass and 
Lunch. Noon liturgy in Mission 
Chu rch; lunch fo llowing at Donohoe 
Alumni House. RSVP lunch. 
13 Spokane-St. Patrick's Day 
Gathering. Call Joe Cooney '87 (509-
838-0995). 
19 Monterey-Chapter Post-work 
Reception. 
19 Santa Clara-Faith-sharing Group 
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for Alumni and Friends. Meets first and 
third Wednesday of every month , 
Donohoe Alumni House, 7:30-8:30 
p.m. Call Bonnie Daly '69 (415-482-
9096). 
21-23 Los Gatos-Faith Doing Justice 
Retreat at Villa Holy Names, Palm 
Sunday Weekend. Call Dan Germann, 
S.j. (408-554-6800). 
22 Santa Clara-Annual lgnacian 
Award Ceremony honoring alumni for 
their service to humanity. 
APRIL 1997 
2 Santa Clara-Faith-sharing Group 
for Alumni and Friends. Meets first and 
third Wednesday of every month , 
Donohoe Alumni House, 7:30-8:30 
p.m. Call Bonnie Daly '69 (415-482-
9096). 
4 Santa Clara-First Friday Mass and 
Lunch. Noon liturgy in Mission 
Church; lunch following at Donohoe 
Alumni House. RSVP lunch . 
JO Napa-Chapter Post-work Gath-
ering. 
14 Hawaii-Annual Gathering for 
Prospective Students with SCU repre-
sentatives. Call Scott Nelson '89 (808-
732-3672). 
16 San Francisco-Annual President's 
Luncheon. Call Vince Quilici '90 (415-
346-1858). 
19 Santa Clara-African American 
Chapter Reunion. Call Charmaine 
Williams '89 (408-748-0224). 
26 Santa Clara-Spring Back-to-che-
Classroom Program. Return to the 
Mission Campus for a morning of 
intellectual enrichment. 
26-27 Santa Clara-Junior Parent 
Weekend. Call Parent Coordinator 
Carmel Malley (408-554-6800). 
30 Orange County-Post-work Gath-
ering. Contact Jim Bannan '82 (714-
759-8590). 
SPRING HOMECOMING 
MAY 16-18, 1997 
Re1mions for the classes of '57, '67, 
77, and '87. 
FALL HOMECOMING 
OCT. 10-12, 1997 
&unions for the classes of '52, '62, 
72, '82, and '92. Call Donohoe 




Calf Mayer Theatre Box Office (408-
554-4015) for more i,,formntion. 
Dec. 5- 6-Choreogrnphers' Gallery. 
Student choreographers present wo rks 
in progress . Mayer Thea tre, 8 p.m ., 
Dec. 5; 7 and 9 p.m. , Dec. 6 . General 
adm issio n, $3. 
}nu. 10-11, 1997-Murder fl/ the 
Maye,: Directed by Jeffrey M. Bracco. 
Third annual mys tery dinner theatre 
event. Proceeds benef1t Mayer Theatre 
Adviso ry Boa rd Scho larship Fund . 
Maye r Thea tre, 6:30 p.m. Ge neral 
admission , $45. 
Feb. 10, 1997-Aristophnnes' Birds. 
Pete r Meinec k's acclaimed Aquil a 
Productions returns to SCU fo r th e 
eighth rime with a rollicking co med y 
abo ut th e futility o f es tabli shin g a 
utopia. Fess Parker Theatre, 3 and 7 
p.m. Tickets ava il able on performance 
day at Mayer Thea tre Box Office. $ I 0. 
Call Helen Mo ritz (408-554-4375) . 
Feb. 14-22, 1997-Arms and the 
Man, by Geo,ge Bernard Shaw. 
Directed by Fred Tollini , S.J. The ve ry 
pro per daughter of a very proper fa mi -
ly, engaged to a mi litary hero, hid es a 
Aeeing soldier fro m the opposing side 
in her bedroo m. Deception and laugh-
te r ensue. Maye r Thea tre, 8 p.m .; 
except Feb. 16, 2 p. m. No perform ance, 
Mo nd ay, Feb. 17. Admiss ion , $8-$ 12. 
ART EXHIBITS 
Unless otherwise noted, exhibits tire .fee 
and in de Snisset Museum. The museum 
is open Tuesday through Sunday, / I 
tl.m.-4 p. m.; closed Monday. Call 408-
554-4528 for more information. 
Through Dec. 6--First Californitllzs as 
Seen by Edward Curtis. A display o f 
mo re than 40 photos and photogravures 
of American Indians from Northern 
Cali fo rnia, chronicling how they lived 
before contact with white peo ple. 
Through Dec. 6-From Classical 
Greece to the Early 20th Century. 
Ancient G reek vases and artwo rk by 
Francisco Goya and Auguste Rodin are 
a few of the pieces on di splay. Sel ections 
fro m Stan fo rd Uni versity Museum of 
Art and de Saisset Museum . 
Through Dec 6--A Salute to Ernest de 
CALENDAR 
Saisset. Seventee n oil paintings by 
Ernest de Sa isse r ( 1864- 1899), bro th er 
of the museum's founder, Isa bel de 
Sa isset. 
Through Dec. 6--Four Artists From 
Walter Bischoff Galerie, Stuttgart, 
Gen11a11y: Zhou Brothers, Rainer Corf, 
Michael Danne,: Two- and three-
dim ensio nal wo rks, pa intings , and 
install atio ns. 
Through Dec. 6--Daplmis and Chloe: 
Woodcut illustrations by Aristide 
Maillol (1861- 1944). 
Dec. 1- "Common Threads: Stories 
From the NAMES Quilt. " Commemo-
rating A Day Without Art, an obser-
va nce of Wo rld AIDS Day, this film 
tells th e story of fi ve people who had 
AIDS. De Sa isset Museum audito rium, 
2 p.m. 
Jan. 28- March 26, 1997- Visiou 
Quest: Men, Women, and Saaed Sites 
of the Sioux Nation. Sponsored by th e 
Bann an Fo undati o n, the ex hibiti o n 
d ocuments prese nt members of th e 
Sio ux nario n across 15 rese rvati o ns in 




Unless otherwise noted, calf 408-554-
4535 or visit the Web site (www.scu.edu). 
Dec. 14- Winter Open House. Sem-
inars fea tu ring ca ree r and academic 
in fo rmati on fro m paralega l instructors 
and students. Bann an Hall , Roo m 127, 
IO a.m . Free. 
Jan. 6, 1997-Winter Quarter 1997 
Begins. Sign up fo r courses at th e fi rsr 
class meeting if not already registered . 




Early morning forums sponsored by the 
MBA Alumni Associt1tion are held tit 
Adobe Lodge, 7:30-9 a. m. Calf 408-
554-545 1 for more information. 
Jan. 16, 1997-Virtunl Banking and 
Virtual Capital. Senior Vi ce President 
of Bay Regio n Banco rp Dan Mitchn er 
talks about changes in venture capital 
and banking caused by expansion of rh e 
Intern et. General admission , $ I 9; stu-
dents, $ I 5. 
Feb. 20, 1997-How Cities Create 
Value for Companies. Regina Willi ams, 
ciry manager o f San Jose, th e I I ch 
largest U.S. city, revea ls how rewa rdin g 
public/pri vate partnerships are devel -
oped . Ge neral admiss io n, $ 19; stu-
dents, $ 15. 
SPECIAL EVENTS 
Dec. 4- Teclmology, Marketing, and 
the Law: Priz es n11d Pitfalls of 
Electronic Commerce. Professo r of Law 
and Eco no mics David Friedm an mod-
erates discuss ion. Adobe Lodge, 7 :30 
a.m . $ 19. Call 408-554-545 1. 
Jan. 31, I997-29th Annual MBA 
Cmb Feast. All the crab you ca n ear, 
dancing, and MBA of th e Yea r Alumni 
Award. Benso n Center. $38. Ca ll 408-
554-54 5 1. 
Feb. 9, 1997-Fourth A11n11nl Cala-
mari Cookout. Benso n Cen te r 
W illiman Room, Pat io, and Parlo rs, 
noo n-2 p. m. Pre-game social befo re 
SCU vs . Pepperdine basketball gam e. 
C all Bro nco Bench Foundati on (408-
554-692 1). 
Feb. 22, 1997-History Alumni 
Dinne,: Fo llowed by a presentati o n 
from a member of th e history facul ty. 
Adobe Lodge. Cocktails, 5:30 p.m. ; 
dinner, 6 p.m. 
Mtll: 1, 1997-Golden Circle Theatre 
Party. Board of Fellows 3 1st annual 
gala and fund-raiser to benefit scho lar-
ships. Mass at Sr. Joseph's C ath edral , 
4:30 p.m. ; show at Center for the 
Perfor min g Arrs, 5:30 p.m . Regul ar 
sea tin g, $250 ; preferred , $325; young 




Dec. I 7-19-Magnetic Recording 
Heads. T hree-day intensive course with 
12 nati onall y recognized faculty from 
Appli ed Magneti cs, Hambrecht & 
Quist, Head way, Hewlett- Pac ka rd , 
I BM , Ko mag, Read- Rice, U.C.-San 
Diego, and Western Digital. Bannan 
Engineering, EC 323. Free. Call Mardi 
Geredes (408-554-5478) o r visit Web 
sire (www-iist. scu. edu). 
C ATALA CLUB 
Calf Char Blake (408-248-4544) for 
more information. 
Dec. I I- Christmas Meeting and 
E11tertni11111e11t. Benso n Center Wil-
liman Room, 11 a.m. Luncheo n, $ 12. 
Jan. 15, 1997-Special Fun Day. Italian 
Gardens Restaurant, 11 a.m. $ 18. 
FALL 1 996 
Feb. 19, 1997-Dny of Recollection. 
Mass, Miss io n C hurch , IO a. m.; meet-
ing and luncheo n , Benso n Center 
W illiman Roo m, 11 a.m . $ 12. 
KENNA CLUB 
Kenna Club luncheons are held in Benson 
Center Willimnn Room. Reception, 11:45 
n.m.; luncheon, 12: 15 p.m.; presentation, 
12:45 p.m. Members, $ 15; nonmembers, 
$22. Reservations required; calf 408-
554-4699. 
Jan. 22, I997-27th An1111al Economic 
Forecast. Mario Belotti , pro fesso r of 
eco no mics, gives his annual forecast. 
G uest T BA. Mayer Theatre, 3:45 p.m . 
C hampag ne receptio n fo ll owing in 
Adobe Lodge. $35 . 
Jan. 31, 1997-SCU English Depart-
111e11t Chair Diane Dreher. Talk and 
book signing, "The Tao of Perso nal 
Leadership. " 
MUSIC 
Unless otherwise noted, fflll 408-554-
4429 for more information. Programs 
subject to change without notice. 
Dec. 3-Voice, Voce, Voz! SCU vo ice 
students debut. Concert Hall , noon. 
Free. 
Dec. 4-Student Recital. SCU students 
perform a va riety of chamber, solo, and 
vocal wo rks. Concert Hall , noon. Free. 
Dec. 5- Piano, Piano, Piano! SCU 
piano students debut. Concert Hall , 
noon. Free. 
Dec. 6-Classical Guitar Ensemble. 
Led by SC U faculty member Robert 
Bozin a. De Sa isser Museum , noon. 
Free. 
Dec. 6-7-Snnta Clara Chorale. SCU 
faculty member Lynn Shurtleff presents 
Handel's "Mess iah ," acco mpanied by 
the C ho ral e Orches tra. Miss ion 
C hurch, 8 p.m. General admi ss ion , 
$ 15; fa cul ty, sraff, seniors, $ IO; stu-
dents, $8. 
Dec. 8-Snnta Clara University 
Conce,-t Choir. Mage n Solomon directs 
"Chri stm as Around th e Wo rld , an 
Internacio nal Sampler. " Conce rt Hall , 
4 p.m. General admissio n, $6; staff, 
faculty, se nio rs, $4; students, $2. 
Dec. 15-Fnculty Recital. " From 
Heave n Above." Uni versity organi st 
James We lch is jo ined by soprano 
Kathryn Tenn y in a co ncert of 
C hristm as music fo r o rga n and vo ice. 
Missio n C hurch, 7 :30 p.m. Free. 
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COMMENTARY 
THE BLACK GHETTOS: AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY 
New we!f are legislation ignores important 
research on how Big Government can save the inner cities. 
BY MARK STRICHERZ ' 93 
C ontrary to the belief of President the location of most jobs is the reason they Clinton, the Republican Congress, lack work skills and habits-into becoming and many in the public, recently more like the middle class. The focus would 
passed welfare legislation does not so much be on jobs, from which a "culture of work" 
end the wretched system as it continues an and less social disorder would naturally 
American tragedy in the tradition of flow. 
Theodore Dreiser or F. Scott Fitzgerald- Here's how it would work: First, revive 
where the American Dream winds up the Depression-era WPA-style public works 
crushing those who try to achieve it. projects that built much of New York City 
Our current tragedy is the state of our and rural America-clean dirty parks, 
inner-city ghettos and the lives of 3 to 4 repair roads and bridges, run the mail twice 
million members of the African American , 
underclass whose circumstances don't even 
meet minimum standards of human decen-
cy. A telling picture of what's happening 
comes by way of the U.S. Census. In the 
African American Woodlawn neighbor-
hood of Chicago near where I used to live, 
average annual family income (for two to 
three people) was $11,900, according to the 
1990 census. Forty-three percent of the res-
idents lived below the poverty line, and 69 
percent of fami lies were headed by single 
mothers. In contrast, the average annual 
fami ly income for the adjacent neighbor-
hood, Hyde Park, was almost $42,000. 
Some excellent scholarship on how to 
address these problems was shunted aside by 
the drafters of the new welfare reform law. 
Clearly, the dysfunctional old system needed 
measures such as work requirements, but the 
new legislation ignores recent findings on 
how to put people to work. 
Arguably, two of the best books on the 
subject are William Julius Wilson's just-
released "When Work Disappears," which 
documents the absence of work in the inner 
cities, and Nicholas Lemann's "The 
Promised Land," which explains the ghet-
to's origins in Southern sharecropping and 
details the horrific conditions in our slums. 
Both books lay out a remedy that's 
unpopular but is still the best solution: a 
federal jobs strategy. The broad idea is sim-
ple: Acculturate the African American 








a day. And, second, fund professionally run 
job-training programs that would break the 
vise of ghetto culture by teaching young 
adults how to work and routing them to 
service-sector jobs. 
The price tag for such a plan is steep-
$30 to $60 billion a year for five to 10 
years, an estimate that sounds expensive 
until you consider that the annual federal 
budget is more than $1.6 trillion. 
The obvious response to such a plan is, 
Didn't we try all this before during the War 
on Poverty? Not really. Lemann's book 
makes clear where the War on Poverty went 
wrong and, conversely, what we should be 
doing now. 
President Johnson's programs didn't cre-
ate the sons of manual labor, neo-WPA 
jobs that low- or semiskilled African 
Americans could have taken. Only work-
ing-class or middle-class African Americans 
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could take advantage of the many adminis-
trative jobs created by the government at 
that time. 
To say that you favor another, better try 
by Big Government to heal the ghettos is to 
court the accusation that you're off your 
rocker. But that is exactly what we need to 
do. Our resistance to the common-sense 
proposals of scholars such as Wilson and 
Lemann goes against the grain of pragma-
tism that has characterized our history. 
Americans have never been ones to 
embrace the tragic vision that some things 
in this earthly life aren't amenable to 
progress. Our history shows that: fighting 
for independence from Britain, overcoming 
the Civil War, building a national system of 
transportation and opening up the West, 
defeating the Germans in two world wars, 
tackling the Depression, and sending a man 
to the moon. 
Now is the time to follow the clear 
lessons of our own history and take the 
most practical approach to solving the 
problems of the ghettos, which represent 
the worst part of American life. 0 
Mark Stricherz '93 is a reporter for the 
Benicia Herald. He recently moved to the Bay 
Area from Chicago, where he was working on 
a master's degree in American history and 
literature at the University of Chicago. 
croommitments 
today for a richer 
tomorrow 
'Ever since I can remember, Santa Clara has been a part 
of my family 's life. My father, Lou, not only graduated from 
SCU in 1944 but also taught in the Accounting Department 
for about 25 years. 
'I became an official member of the Santa Clara family 
when I enrolled at Santa Clara in 1965. Both my father and 
I know and appreciate that Santa Clara is a special place, 
and we want to make sure that the Santa Clara traditions, 
so important to us, endure for future students like my 
daughter Lindsay '99. ' 
-Frank Boitano '69 (MBA '74) 
C7o ensure that students continue to benefit from a Santa Clara education, the 
'- {OBoitanos, like many other generous donors, are involved in planned giving. 
Frank is a member of the Thomas I. Bergin Legacy Society, and Lou is a member of the 
Planned Giving Advisory Council. 
A number of planned gift alternatives are available, from a simple bequest in your will 
or living trust to a charitable trust that gives you income as well as an income tax deduc-
tion. SCU's Planned Giving Office assists alumni and friends who wish to make bequests 
or gifts of highly appreciated stock or real estate. 
For details, call Bill Sheehan, director of planned giving (408-554-4400). 
EAT YOUR HEART OUT , DISNEY 
I 
t lJ t 
e's dress rehearsal for a co mic version of ch e 2: 
play "Aladdin. " The 6- co 9-year-olds are ~iJ.,,,.,1-41r~ m~ 
going ch rough cheir pares fo r the umptee nth L.hf../,-1-...,_~~.!,i,..+' 
time. As chey say their lines, th ey are rewarded 
with a booming laugh from th eir direccor, Doug 
Santana '97, who responds as if he is seeing th e 
show for the first time. 
" Ir's important fo r che kids co know chat what 
they're doing is funny," Santana says . "I cry co 
make sure they're still getting che reactions they 
deserve. But I never have co fa ke it. I just chink 
they're funny. " 
Santana directed "Aladdin" chis summer fo r 
San Jose C hildren's Musical T heater (SJ CMT). 
He also wro te the script , updating th e old 
C hinese sco ry wich dancing chicke ns, th e Marx 
brothers, a human di ctionary, and a famil y look-
ing for Disneyland who keep interruptin g the 
scenes. 
T he seni o r theatre and dance major bega n act-
ing at age 5, bu t "Al addin" was the first full -scale 
producti on he had directed . Perhaps th e most 
impress ive aspect of his directing debut was his 
abili ty co manage 110 children (two casts of 55) 
and not lose his temper. 
"Since I'm st ill so much a kid inside, I can com-
municate wi th chem. I can get che best out of 
chem, and they can get the best out of me," he says. 
The husky Santana would reward th e kids 
with piggyback rides during rehearsal breaks; and 
chey wo uld reward him with artwork they made 
backstage, so metimes with the words best director 
misspelled. 
The co ll aboration was so successful chat 
Santana has agreed co direct a M arch SJC MT 
production of "T he Emperor's New C loches," 
and he hopes some of the "Aladdin" cast members 
will return. 
"T he ta lent level was unbeli evable, " Santana 
says. "Every perso n on stage had desire-a spark 
in th eir eye. " 
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